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FOREWORD 

T!;le subject matter in these Proceedir.gs was presented at the 
4th meeting of the International Western Forest Disease Work Conference 
held at El Paso, Te~s, November 27-30, 1956. 

Director Raymond Price opened the meeting with an address of 
welcome on 'behalf of the nocky~t.Ultain Forest and Range Experiment 
Station. ·Tne fol.lowing delegates from Mexico brought greetings froiu 
their respective organizations: 

Ing. Javier D. Garcia Lazo, Associacion Mexicana. de 
Profesionistas Forestales. 

Ing. Tito }luereca, Age~t Gene~le de Ag.ricultura., Chihuahua., 
repre$enting the Secretaria de Agricultura. y Ganderia. 

Ing. Julio Riquel,.:meinda, Presidente Sociedad Forestal Mex.icana. 

The entire day of November 29 was devoted to a field tril' to 
the Mescalero Ai:eche ;J:ndiau Reservation and the adjoining Lincoln 
National Forest, New Mexico'.. ~s provided an opportunity to see 
first band, the damage caused by dwar:hni~tletoe in ponderosa pine 
and the effects of control by remov&l of infected trees, and to 
observe the rest.tits of research on the ~rasite. 

The htglllight of the l,ang_uet on ijovember 29 was a showing of' 
the colored motion :pict\,ll' .e "Wil<ierness" and a running account of 
Alaslron plant and animal life by 1,.ts author, Professor Dov·v. Baxter 
of the University of Michigan. · 

Executive Gommittee 

· La.ke, s. Gill, Chairman 
Ross w. Davidson, Secretary-Treas. 

I 

Progre.m Committee 

Stua:i:-t R. And+ews 
Paul C. Lightle 
A. E. Molnar 
Vidar J. Nordin, (Chairman) 



. REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN 

Today we ~ther for the fourth consecutive year to discuss 
western forest disease research probleIIJ3. By the tilne Friday noon 
comes around, we shall all be wiser about what is going on, who is 
doing it, why it is being done, and how to doit. 

The meeting this year is uni.qu.e in several respects. First of 
all, we have with us a proportior.ately large number who are riot directly 

/ . ' engaged in forest disease research, but who a.re interested in it, On 
behalf of the Conference, I want to extend a hearty welcome to our 

. guests and to urge them to take an active pa.rt in the discussions, 

Next, we a.re .favored for the first time with delegates :f'rOl!l 
Mexico. It i~ indeed a pleasure to have you gentlemen with us and 
we hope this is the beginning of continued pa.rticpiat1on in tbe 
Conference from your country. · 

Finally, the meeting place is perhaps as far from the center 
of our territorial sphere.as it is possible to be. Because of .travel 
limitations to ~\lch a ·remote spot, many of o'I.U" molait active members are 
absent today. The delegation :f'rcm the · Canao.ian laboratories is dis-
tressingly small but we are v~ry pleased that some of you were able to 
make it. 

It is gratifying that so me.ny who could not attend the meeting 
here have submitted written contributions. We are also pleased to 
have four members who are attending their first meeting. 

In. preparing the progrem, the committee has held to a. basic 
principle of the Conference, pamel~, that the subject matter must be 
of professional interest to :rorest i:e,thologists. The theme they 
have chosen - with the blessing of the membership at large - is 
IIForest Disease EGology" • Such a topic is almost bound to lead to 
some abstractions in the tecbn:J,cal sessions. · Some of you administra"." 
tive people rraybe incline4 to look upon these as being "long-ha.irn -
to use tlle clicbe cl.U'rently in vogue. As a matter of fa.ct, it would 
be difficult to fin~ a theme more suited to bring out the problems 
that fo~est pathologists are faced with in their effor~ to serve 
applied :forestry; for a thorough knowledge of the ecology pertinent 
to~ disease is pa.re.mount to any successful disease control action 
program. Again, J: urge you who are not strictly disease researchers, 
to enter into the discussions. In this way both parties should arrive 
at a better understanding of each other's objective~ and needs. 

It seems to me that if foresters have one.general and persistent 
criticism of t,'8,thologtsts, it is our own general ,;uid persistent 
tend.ency to qualify al.most e'very statement we make about the applica• 
tion of research results. B.y the time t¥s meeting is over, I hope 

IIl 



-- -tliatour guests will have a better understam:ing of: 

l, Of the gaping voids that exist in the knowledge of forest 
diseases, 

2. of the need for more inteasive research if the losses 
· from diseases a.re to be markedly reduced, 

3. And the reasons why _pathologists seldom have all the 
answers needed to solve the :forester's problems. 

For the benefit of you who are meeting with us for the first 
time, I wo1,1ld like to sketch the historical highlights of the Inter• 
national Western Forest Disease Work Conference. The idea was in-
spired in ~rt a·t; lee.st by a similar and qlder '"'ork conference of 
forest entomologiats from western Canada and the United States. ·At 
their suggestion, we formed our separate organization and held our 
first meeti~ 11) 1953 at Victoria, B.C, In 1954, we accepted an 
invitation from the entomologists to meet concurrently with them at 
aerkeley, California. One joint session of' the two o:rganizations ,-18.S · 
held at the meeting. The next year (1955) both groups me'c at the same 
time in S:pokane, Washington, but due to an unfortunate series o:f' cir-
cumstances, no joint sessions were held. last year we selected El Pa.so 
for our 1956 meeting, the entomologists chose Calgary, Alberta. 

~e Forest Disease Work Conference was :founded on in!orme.lity, 
uninhibited discussion, and mass r,e.rtici:pation~ These principles, I 

· feel sure, explain the enthusiastic support it has received from 
forest i;:e.thologists . representing all degrees of experience. 

This year, we have continued the precedent set in 1955 of re-
quiring panel members to :prel)are written scripts for their remarks. 
This slight lean toward formality seems to be fully justified. For 
one thing; it insures a well thought-out nvcleus for discussion; for 
another,_ it facilitates preparation of the proceedi))gs. The proceed-
ings of the Spokane meeting were distributed a few weeks ago and in 
my opinion are an outstanding contribution from this group_. · 

Your program c,onunittee ~$ interjected a field trip in the 
middle of the meeting. I understand. this is p:i.rtiy a matter of muscular 
thera~y and partly a trick to see that all non-residents get a glimpse 
of the natural wonders of this I.and of Enchantment. 

In closing, I want to assure you that it ~s been a ple~sure to 
work as your chairman this r,ast year. I sincerely appreciate the . 
fine response of the membership at large and I p:1,rticularly want to 
thank the committees for the bard work they have done to ~ke the 
fourth conference a success. I also wish to thank the folks in 
Forest Service Administl'E!,t:i,on, the Nat;i.omlPark .Service, ·and the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs for the Ill8terial assistance they will provide 
for Wednesday's field trip, 

Lake $. Gill 
Conference Chairnia,n 



LA PATOLOGIA FORESTAL EN MEXICO. 

Por el Ing . Julio Riquelme Irtda 
Presidente de la 

Sociedad Forestal Mexicana. 

_El ~studio de la Patolog{a Forestal en Mexico data de mu-
chos an.cs atr6.s, pues desde que se fund6 la Sociedad He¥i'cana-
de Historia Natural, el ano l869, varios naturalistas mexica--

. / . . . 

·nos se ocuparon de investigar algunas plagas y enfermedades de 
los ,6.rboles de los bosques, pero no fue sino hasta el periodo - _ 
de l900 a l90?, qu.e la liamo.da entonces Com-isi6n de Parasitol52. 
g{a Agrlcola, de la Secretar{a de ~ome~to, Colonizaci6n e In--
dustria, hoy denominada de Agricultura y Ganaderla~ comen?6 ~-
seria ·'y met6dicamente a ocuparse de reunir datos e informacio-
nes disperses que sobre la mater~a se hablan publicado o que 
permaneclan ineditos ya estudiar en_uarias zonas boscosas del 
pals lo~ principales enemi~os de los &rboles, ~~spec(almente A~ 

.tr6podos y algunos microorganismos fungosos y bacterianos. 
La- Comisi6n de Parasitologla ·exhib{a ·en su Museo las pla-

gas de insectos y enfermedades de los bosques nacionales, _ en - . 
preparaciones adecuadas y el que habla _ comenz6 a formular en--
to~ces unos apun.tes sobre la biolog{a de cada una de las espe-
ciesclasificadas de los · insectos m.6.s nocivos, publicando m6.s-
tarde, en las p§inas de la revista "Mexico Forestal", 6rgano -
oficial de la Sociedad Fo-restal Mexicana, fundada por el ilus-
tre _ conservacionista defensor de Zos bosques, senor Ing. Miguel 
A. de Quevedo, q4e fue conocido en Mexico con el nombre de Apo~ 
tol del Arbol, Agrupaci6n que ahora tengo el honor de presidir, 
un trabaJo titulci.do "Los Insectos Nocivos a los Bosques. Apun-
tes de E4molog{a Forestal". 

Anos despues, en l9l8, por la primera vez en Mexico se ins 
tituy6 en la Escuela Nacional Forestal, que fund6 el mismo In g . 
de Quevedo e~ la Villa de Coyoac6.n, ce~cana a la capital de la 
Republica, la c6.tedra de Parasitolog{a Forestal que me fue ofrf!.. 
cida y de la que me hice cargo, dictando al efecto un curso es -
pecial sobre esta mat eria. 

De entonces a la fecha se han ido creando diversos organi~ 
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mosque han ampliado esos conocimientos, de tal modo queen 'la 
actualidad en varios planteles docentes oficiales yen algunas 
instituciones de caracter privado s.e imparten cursos especiales 
de Parasi.tolog{~ Agr{cola y Forestal. As{ se han capacitado _nu-
merosos profesionistas que ya se ocupan con mucho exito de este 
genero de trabajos y los estudios que se han publicado sobre la 
materia forman actualmente un acervo positivamente importante. 

Por mi parte, en lo particular y como Presidente de la So-
c i edad Forest al Mexicana, he procurado cont inuar mis es t·udios -

. al respecto al mismo tiempo que sigo tratando, empleando para -
ello los medios didacticos de que puedo disponer (prensa, triby 
na, conferencias, etc.) de llevar al convencimiento de quienes-
me . escuchan o · leen, la necesidad de proteger los bosques contra 
sus enemigos inculcandoles a la vez la necesidad de que se hagan 
aliados de ia causa forestal para la consertiaci6n de las masas-
arboladas. Esta acci6n se ~xttende a Zos centros -escolares ya 
las . autoridades de todo el pa{s para q~e igualmente sean cola-
boradores eficaces de esta noble causa de respeto y amoral ar 

· bol. · 
Mediante esa campafia, que -se inici6 ya intensamente al fun-

darse la Sociedad Forestal Mexicana, el afio de l92l, se ha logrg_ 
.do fo~mar en la conciencia del pueblo mexicano el concepto de la 
conservaci6n de los 6.rboles y de los bosques, no considerandolos 
intocables sino como un fecurso natural que debe aprovecharse en 
forma racional y met6dica, es decir, de acuerdo con las reglas -
que aconseja la Dasonom{a. Muchos adeptos a esta causa se · han --
conquistado y ahora, afio por afio, en la ciudad de Mexico, capi--
tal de la Repablica, en t~das las ciudades capitales de los Es--
tados y aun en las mas pequefias poblaciones ~e organizan ceremo-
nias llamadas 11Fiestas del Arbol 11

, en las que toman parte las --
autoridades, los nifios y nifias de las escuelas y todas las cla--
s~s sociales, dedica~dose todos a plantar arboles en los parques 
y jardines pablicos y privados, en las calz adas, en las calles y 
naturalmente en las zonas boscosas que por cualquier circunstan-
cia han sufrido cort es inconv enien tes y destructores. 

Esta campafia cultural es t6. dando sus frutos y Nexico espe-
ra queen unos cuantos afios mas la recupera c i6n y mejor cuidado 
de sus bosq ues se lleven a cabo de un modo estrictamentQ cienti 
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fico para que sean esas grarw.es -masas arboladas centros inagota-
bles de producci6n de buenas maderas y otros diferentes produc--
tos; es decir, que conforme a estas bases de mejor y racional a.:.. 
provechamiento,.la bonservaci6n de las bosques sea realm0nte e-
fectiva y de total beneficio para la comunidad. 

Una de las luchas mas tenaces para lograr esa conservaci6n 
consistira en combatir las plagas y .enfermedades de los arboles 
de los bosques y para eso Zos pat6logos agr{colas y forestales-
mexican -~s cuenta~ ya con · lab .oratorios de invest igacionf campos-
para experi:mentaciones, que les permiten llevar a cabo estudios 
ecol6gicos · integrales que conduzcan al buen resultado de ese prg_ 
p6sito de defensa. 

En Mexico son numeros .as las plagas .· de insectos que atacan 
a los af ·boles. Entre ellas se mencionan como las mas importa[J; 
·tes, en primer lugar Zos Cole6pteros, luego Zos Lepid6teros y-
despues los Himen6pteros. Otro~ 6rd~n~s d~ in;ectos tienen en-

. real •idad escaso interes desde el punto de vista de los par;jrJti-• 
cios que causan. 

Entre los insectos · Coleopteros de la familia de los Escol{-
t idos, report ados en Me_x .ico coma plagas d.e las Con {feras, s~ me[! 
cionan Zos ,de _los generos Ph6\lJeosinus, Dendroctonus, Ips, dnatho 
trichus, Platypus, Tesserocereus, Scolytus, Hylastes, Hylurgops 
y algunos otros, que ata~an a diferentes es~ecie~ de Pinus en -
las bosques del centro del pals, en los Estados de Puebla, Mexi-
co, Michoacan. Morelos, Hidalgo, Gue~+--l)istrito Fede-
ral. 

De todos esos generos, el Dendroctonus es seguramente el~ 
que mayores drifios causa. Estos insectos, lla~ados "descorteza--

. dores" en lenguaje comun atacan principalmente a Zos arboles . de 
Zos generos Pinus, Picea y Abies, que exi~ten en los bosques de 

. Amecameca y Chctlco, d~l Estado de Mexico, en los de'l Estado de 
· chihuahua, en la m.isma ciudad de Mexico, en el Estado de Michoa- · 
can, etc. 

Las especies Dendroctonus mexicanus y Q. parallelocolljs -
ocurren principalmente en Zos bosques de Amecameca, en Zos del 
Estado de Michoacan, en Tacubaya, D. F., en Jonacatep ec, Esta-
do de More los y otras regiones, at acand o Z~s Pinos. La espec ie 



Q. valens es la mas ampliamente distribu{da y ataca a los arboles 
Pinus, Picea y Abies antes mencion -ados. 

Otros parasitos de los bosques en M6xico consisten e~ dos -
"moscas"del or.den de los Himen6pteros, que atacan las agujas de -

los Pinos y . Soll.. el Neodiprion vall .icola y el !!_. banksianae. En-
tre los Lepid6pteros se ha encontrado u~a pequeija mariposilla --
que ataca a las Con{feras: es la Moctezuma cci.rdinalis . 

Respecto a plantas par6.sitas, la que principal.;,mente afecta 
a muchas especies de 6.rboles en una extensa region del centro de 

. -· 
M6xico es la llamada "muerdago" (Dwarf Mistletoe), -del g6nero 
Arceuthobium. · En Zos Estados Unidos hay cinco especies de este-

. gener _o de la Jamil ia de las Lauranc i6.ceas y cuatro de el las ta!!!: 
bien se encuentran en Mexi~o, una de l~s cuales es la 4. vagina-

. . . . 
· tum que ataca exclusivamente a Zos pinos de .3 aguJas, caus .ando -
considerables perdidas en montes de Pinus dontorta y E• banksia-

. !:!:££• 
En cuanto a enfermedades fungosas y bacterianas se han es- -

tudiado .algunas _de los bosques de Me~ico, pero no ocasionan se--
rios perjuicios en _lo genera l . Comunmente . se les da mas imp?ria!J:. 
cia a las que atacan a Zos 6.rboles frutales, en los cuales es -
mas facil y costeable. combatirlas. 

Las enfermedad ·es furigosas consist en en Pliytopthoras, unas -
que producen la "pµdrici6n del cogollo" o la "marchitez de la --
hoja", Pestalozzia; la "herrµmbre'' (Uromyces sp.) , la "mancha -
de la hoja" (Cercospora sp-.)," la "antracnosis" (Gnomonia sp.), -
etc. 

Esto es, en breu{simo e incomplete resumen lo que Mexico -
cuenta con respecto a las plaga s y _ enfermedades que afectan a -
.Sus bosques. 

Concretamenie en lo que sg refiere al Pinus ponderosa, que 
tanta importancia tiene en el suroeste de los Estados Unidos, v e-
geta tambien en Mexico; hay bosques de esta especie en los Esta-
dos de Baja California (Sierra de Juare z y San Ped ro Na.rt ir) y -
en el Estado de Chihuahua, extendi6ndose hacia e l sur de esta ul-
tima entidad hasta el Estado r1e Durango. Siendo lim{trofes Baja -
California y Chihuahua con 1.a zona suroeste de los Estados Unid.os 
en donde vegeta el Pinus pond erosa, caracterizadas las dos por i-
guales o sem eja ntes condiciones eco l6 gicas, es muy posible que -
a la especie de referencia la afecten las mismas plagas y enfer -
medades. 



Por lo tanto, cuando fu{ atentam ente invitado por el senor 
Dr. Lake S. Gill para asistir, en mi car6.cter de Presidente de 
la Sociedad Forestal Hexicana, a esta IV Conferencia Internaci52. ... 
nal para estudiar los problemas originados por las plagas Y- en-
fermedades de los bosques, me interes6 extraordinariamente lo -
que aqu{ deber{a tratarse y este es el motivo de que ahora ten-
ga el alto honor de encontrarme con ustedes para aprender mucho 
de lo queen esta .reuni6n van~ dar a conocer como e~pertos que 
son en ia materia. 

La Sociedaa Forestal Mexicana y asimismo tres importantes 
y progre$ _tstas empresas .de la industria forestal de Mexico, pr2_ 
du.ctoras de papel, como son las F6.bricas de Papel Loreto y Pena 
Pobre, i~. A., situada en la ciudad de Mexico, las F6.bricas de -
Papel de San Rafael y.Anexas, s . A. , en el Estado de Mexico y..: 
la C{a. Indust/ial de Atenquique, S ~ A., en el Esta.do de Jalis-
cq, cu.ya represent de i.6n t engo acredi tada ante est a Conferenc ia, 
saludan a ustedes por mi conducto con sus mejores deseos porque 

· esta&st~Asamblea adopte ~esolu~i6nes acertadas y provech~sas 
para la mejor conse .rvaci6n de la sani.dad de _ los bosques, cuya -
existencia es y sera por siempre . indispensable para salvar de -
la destrucci6n otros recursos rehovables, como son la tierr~ y-
el agua, fa<?tores todos ellos fundamentales para mantener el e-
quilibrio maraviiloso de la Naturaleza . 

SU11111aJ'1' by Toa Gill ot .the Paek Fo~ation 

The history ot forest pathology in Mexico is traced from 1869 onward. Not un-
til 1900 was there . a serious, aethodical attempt to collect data and stuiy the 
principal tree enemies, especially Arthropoda and some fungous and bacterial 
111.cro-organismls. 

ln 1918 the National Forest School was fotmded, vi.th a dhision or Forest Par-
asitology under the direction or Ing. Riquelme. Since then Tarious organiza-
tions, public . and priTate, haTe amplltied knowledge in this field. 

In Mexico there are IWl,Y' insect infestations, tm most important of which are 
the Coleoptera, next the Lepidoptera, and after that the Hymenoptera. The 
Dendroctonus is · the 110st destructiTe or all . Fungus and bacterial diseases 

.haTe been stuiied, but do no great damage. Among plant parasites, the dwarf' 
Jllistletoes ot the genus .Al:'ceuthobium attack J11any tree species oTer a wide area. 



ECOLOGY AlID FOREST D!SFASE RE3FARCH .. 
by 

John E. Bier 
Professor of Forest Pathology, University of British Columbia 

Vancouver 8, B. c. 
/ 

Introduction 

Some concepts presented in this :r:a,per may be considered unusual 
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by many forest pathologists, and possibly contrary in part to the evalua-
tion attached to host-pathogen associations~ One purpose of this approach 
is to promote discussion and,. a·nother to outline some objectives and ap 
appraisal of the results to be obtained from incorporating physiological 
and ecological considerations in forest disease research. If the opinions 
expressed are reasonable it follo-~s that tbe approaches to many disease 
problems are subject to review and revision if pathologists are to be of 

· the greatest value to forestry and obtain the confidence of the forest 
operator. 

Orientation 

The theme tqpic for this Meeting · is interpreted to include the 
influences of ecological factors upon the development of non-infectious 
and infectious diseases •. Ecology and disease have been defined as follows 
by the Society of American Foresters: 

Ecology - The science which deals with the relation of plants 
and anine.ls to their environment and to the site factors tha.t 
operate in controlling their distribution and growth. 

Disease - The injurious unbalancing of normal. functions, often 
as . the result of attack by a pathogen, and of sufi!1cient duration 
or intensity to cause disturbance or cessation of vital activity. 

The definition of ecology implies that differences in tree dis-
tribution and gro 1,rth occur because of variations in environment and site 
which affect the physiological .processes of tree growth. In some areas 
growth is good, in others poor, but it~ important to recognize that good 
areas are not referred to as normal and the poor areas as abnormal. 
Further, the definition for ecology would appear to cover the 1--ethologist's 
approach to a non-infec t ious disease problem with the important exception 
that a pathologist may refer to the poor areas as disease areas implying 
abnormal conditions and the desiJ.~abi1ity of preventative or control 
measures • 

. The definition of disease is most difficult to interpret because 
as a prerequisite it requires a basic knowledge of the normal functions of 
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tree and stand growth and development. At the present time ·1s there an 
understanding of the normal f1.u~ctions of growth for any one of our 
commercial tree species? If not, how is it possible to establish in-
jurious unbalance? .. 

!t is ·bel.ieved that our present la.ck of knowledge of the normal 
functions for tree growth has and will lead to conflicting opfoions into 
the origin and importance ot forestry problems related to tree growth and 
survivsl. 'l'he ecologist ma.y explain poor growth and survival in some areas· 
on the basis of unfavorable environmental or site conditions, or on the . 
successional developnent of forest stands. These conditions are regarded 
as norma:J. for the tree species occurring in these ecological types. A 
forest pathologist may classify these same areas as heavily di.seased 
because of the occurrence of organisms on the trees and reporc to the 
.effect that these organisms are the prilna.ry cause for p~or growth an~ 
mortality. Reports on these host-organism associations infer that 
diseasee are resulting in the injurious• unbalancing of normal functions, 
indicating that some fonn of ditect control may be desirable. At this 
l)Oint full consideration should be given to the Foreet Mlnager and his 
problems in interpreting the divergent vievs wh.i.ch may be express~d by 
an ecologis~ e.ncl. a l)Sthologi1:it on the condition ot' one forest area. 

Host-Organism Associations 

Frequently in forest disease research very littl,e attention has 
been given to the physiological and ecologiqal factors which af:t'ect tree 
vigour and pre~ispose trees to infection by universally-present, indigenous 
organisms. Many oft~ studies provide positive evidence of attempts to 
describe diseased conditions (or the injurious unbalancing of normal 

· functions) failing to .provide for -t;;he essential . prerequisite of establish-
ing what is normal for the tree species on t~e areas concerned. The . 
literature in forest :tiathology contains innumerable references to host~ 
organism associations or diseases -which are reported to be of light, medium, 
or heavy intensity b~sed upon the frequency of ~he associations. This 
type of information has served as a. common introduction to problems and 
has been the basis for the detection phase of forest-disease surveys. How-
ever, in many ins~nces, a re-examination of .the same diseased areas at a 
later date leads one to question the value of the earlier disease records 
and, indeed, the s;f.gnificance of these diseases on the growth and survival 
of forest stands. A few examples 1.00.y be helpful. at , this poipt. 

. ln a :poplar n~sery a.t Vancouver, black cottonvood. has been 
observed to be highly susceptible to Melamwora. leaf rust. Des~ite the 
b.ee.vy incidence of this f\lllgus on the foliage this species has shown 
superior growth to adjacent trees of related clones which are highly 
resiatant to the disease. There woulq app¢ar to be no doubt tbl;i.t 

· MelalllJ?,Soi_:a ts causi~.g an abnormal disturbance to the no~l functioning 
of the foliage of black cottonwood ~s evidenced.by the heavy !;lisease 
attack. The intensity of the rust on black cottonwooq. could lead to the 
reccmnendation that the continued proJ;)!;l.gation of th:1.s species should be 
a.be.ndonecl in :.favor of mor~ resistant ol.o;.es, However, because of the 
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· superior growth of black cottonwood it would appear that an evaluation 
of the imports.nee of the disease is dependent upon more than the frequency 
of the host-organism association. In this instance it would seem that 
disease appraisal is dependent upon a determi~tion . of the .·physiological 
and ecological chare,cteristics ot ine host.· If' the foliage -is functional 
to a limtte<l extent when heavy rust infection c;x:curs, the disease may be of 
lim.1ted importance. · 

In 191,i.6, an examination was made of a plantation o:! Douglt\s.fir 
reporteC,. to be infected by Rhab4,oc.l1ne in the Vancouver area.~ The diseased 
trees were located and.. it was noted that highly .resistant trees occurred 
adjacent to the dtseased 1ndiv1C..uals. · The trees were re-examined 1n 1956 . 
and it was evident that the fl,11lgus had continued to infect the trees pre-

.viQusly classified $S f?1,lsceptible and not those .noted as ~ing resietant • 
. ~sl]1 -te the tact that the foliage . appears thl.n on the diseased trees, 

these trees are now taller an4. of a ie,rger die.meter than the .adjacent 
resistant trees. ·· Thi& would appear to be another instance 1n· whicb it is 

.difficult to e,ppratse the importance of the h()st~i:ath9gen essociatiou in 
terms ot tree growth an,. survival. Studies on tb.e ·n<>~l physiology, ~nd 
ecology ot needles of different e.ges wo\lld seem to be a~ecessaey pre-
requisite. io a more complete .understanding of' the di~ease. 

The examples given lead one to doubt whether it is conect to 
regar<l. all hes t-organ1$1'Jl associations as disea.seG which adversely ~t'fect 
t~ ·growth and iiurv1V$1' of trees • . The established con~pts of the injury 
and damage frO?ll f'olU1-ge. diseases (r~uced ~ncrement and mortslity) are 
iipset by theGe findings. On the 'be.si~ of measure%1len:ts tliere is ~vidence 
to .suggest tbe.t sane host-Qrganism _assoaiations ~Y ~e benefici~l n,.ther 
than harmful to tree growth. it would seem that because .en or~:l.Gll1 
is infectious on a host it cannot be assumed that it is adversely affecting 
tree growth and constitutes an Undesirable condition in forestry. In · 
general, is it possible tbat forest pathologists have overemphasized hdst-
organism associations without Q<>nsidering their relation to the physiological 
and ecological cbaracteristips of tree and stand g?"owth and survival? It 
would seem, ,~erefo~e, that the tunctiOP. pt a forest P3,thoiosist involves 

· consideraqly more t:b(ul es~blishing t~ uifectious na~ure of an organism 
on a host end stating its · importance on the bal?iS of the frequency of the 
associaticn in tree$ o~ ste.nds~ · 

Research Sioci~list in Fores~zy 

. Pos$1~ly the finest stimulUG that the rese~rch specialist in 
· foreE1try- could acquire wouia, be gained :from reading and studying a number 
of the earl~er -writings in forestry. Foresters as Fernow, Von Shrenk, etc. 
were excellent naturalists and observers who after examining a forest area 
were caP3,ble of giving sound advice on the forest ~s a whole. It was 
recognized that the forest was a biological; canpl,.ex 'With. many int~rrelated, 

. 'influencing factors. Further, disturbs.rices occurred in the . complex but 
not necessarily in~ direction which -was detrimental to good forestry. 
Tbe·presenQe of disease-~using organisJllS was recognized but it -was aiso 
~pprec~t~ t~t t~1:1e oi-~l)t~ 't!J8.Y be beneficial as well as harmful 
to good torest pract~ce. 
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Unfortunately the forester with a broad perspective of the forest 
and its problems would appear to . have disappeared for the most part. The 
age of specialization had delegated forest research problems to many 
different disciplines which frequently operate independently. In recognition 
of the need for research coordination attempts are made for the specialists 
to meet on occasion to disc1,1ss programs underway, The value of these meet-
ings may be questioned since effective coordination involves research in its 
planning as well as reporting stages. · 

From experience it was concluded that there is an urgent need for 
more forest x:athologists that have the vision to e-..<amire a research problem 
in its entirety. bn occasion it would appear that the approacbes to .dtsease 
probleuis would become unduly confused through fears of inaptitude or be• 
corning involved in studies which may be regarded outside of the scope of a 
forest i:athologist. . Is it possible that specializa.Uonr· in some instances 
has over-ruled common sense? Until recently perhaps forest ecology in rela-
1ion to forest disease reseach would tall within this category. 

The Scope ot a Forest Disease Problem 
I 

It has been a~gued that . some of the objectives of a forest :r,athologist 
and tree dis .ease research may be open to question and that our efforts 
should be broadened if :results are to be obtained which Will be of the 
greatest value to for~stry. Fur"ther, it is consider~ that the field of 
forest ecology may be rell).ted to forest disease research, However, it is 
most difficult to discuss the two fie.lds either jointly or independently 
without sollle considerat:t.on into the :r,arts they play in the broad field of 
forest research. · 

Kleb, a German physiologist of the 19th Century advanced tqe 
following concept which, · it is believed, outlines the be.sis for forest 
research in a brief and straight! orward. mnner: · 

Heriditary Factors of Trees 
1 I 

Forest Genetics · 
Resistance studies 

Environmeptal Influences 

Forest Ecology 
Forest Soils 

etc. L ________ :o- ____ e_t_c_. __ . . . I .. · ~ 
Tree Anatomy and Physiology 

\V 
Tree Growth and Survival 

Forest Mensuration 

Forest Utilization 

Forest Pathology 

etc. 
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In accordance with this chart problems in forestry begin at the genetic 
and environmental -levels leading into the different anatomical e,nd 
physiological processes which affect tree growth and survival. It::is 
ELcceIJted that he:r;.edity, enVironment and physiological processes affect 
tree growtJi. However, _have .the effects of these factors on the presence 
or absence of disease~causing organisms been accepted in full .measure? 
Is it not possible that the importance of a disease has been explained on 
the basis of the frequency of a host~organism association without in-
vestigating the problem beyond thaft,:point? In some instances, it would 
apl)ear that the factors outlined in the chart have been considered in 
reverse · in determined attempts _ to prove that infectious diseases are the 
pr~ry cause for stand losses. Indeed, the literature in forest -pathology 

-provides examples. of large scale efforts with inconclusive results to · 
establish .the presence of an infectious disease as the primary cause for 
a. reduction in tree growth and mo~ality. Ia.ter efforts to solve these 
problems provide evidence that the host-organispi associations are simply . 
signs of maladjustment in the more basic factors which govern tree gr01-rth. 

Hereditary F~ctors in Relation to Diseases 

From an examination of the . chart it is eVident that the presence 
and severity of some diseases may be e:i..":plained on genetic grounds ano.after 
consideration of this possibility the .ecological influences may be investi-
gated. It has been demonstrated that the genetic make-up of the host is 
a determining influence in _the susceptibility or resistance of trees to a 
number ofol::il.igate or near.obligate i:a.ra.Qites. Further, within our ex-
perience evidence is availa,ble to demopstrate that _some individuals of a 
tree species may be resistant to endemic d!seases which are caused by 
;facultative J:8.rasites. Therefore, :i.t would seem of importance to seJ:8,rate 
the influences of genetic vs. ecological factors when explaining disease 
intensity. _ This problem becomes very complex when it is appreciated 
that natural hybridization is occurring free+Y in ma.ny tree species. tt 
may be of interest to enqui~e whether adequate consideration bas been 
given to the possibil!ty of genetic -differences in the ·host, in the re• 
search objectives outlined for disease projects giving emphasis to 
ecological influences. 

Ecology in Relation to Tree ,.,Diseases 
• J • • 

The forest p;i.thologist is aware of the work of forest ecologists 
in classifying forests on the basts of vegetation types, soil profiles, 
etc. Indeed, such classifications ~ovide the :pathologist with a basis 
for furth er research to correlate the inciqence of a host-organism, associa ... 
tion with s:l.te. In some instances disease report~ve outlined a very 
close relationship between the occ~rence and intensity o~ a biological 
organism and the different ecological types of a tree species. Some 
relationships have been _so precise that it is felt that the relative 
abundance of a biological organism could serve as a rel~ble site indicator 
for the forest ecologist. Yet it would ap:pee,r to be uncommon for the 
ecologist to use host-organism associations ~or this purpose. 
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Is it possible that the present situation has arisen as the result 
of differences in emphasis and definition for the two fields of study'? 
As has been mentioned the r,e.thologist may interpret a host-organism associa-
tion as harmful and causing abnormal disturbance.J<B_ ~e forest. The 
ecologist may regard the same host-organis~6s 0 'ilorma~ for the areas con-
cerned and a necessary part of the succession of tree species to clitnax 
ty-pes. 'l'here would appear to be an urgent need for greater · coordina t-ion 
between :pathologists and ecologists to arrive et a proper under$tanding 
of the importance of many of our host organism ass9ciations and their 
potential impact on forest management. It is unlikely that · tbis will be 
accomplisbed if it is i~erred that all host-organism relationships are 
diseases which result in abnormal damage and loss. 

It would appear thf,.t only recently did forest pathologists give 
serious .thought to the importe.nce of ecological and physiological factors 

·wlµch may predispese trees to heavy attack from indigenous organisms. 
A review of the approaches made oo Birch Dieback and Pole Blight would 
appear to confirm this belief. The first approach to most problems would 
seem to consist in placing full emphasis on locating an ir..f'ectious organism 
as the primary cause of the disturbance. Ai'ter considerable effort and 
expense in this ,direction, stud!es a.re undertar.en on the basic physiological 
and ecological factors wllich may affect the growth of the trees. !Che 

· results of these f;ltudies suggest that the host.;.organism associations 
· initially thought to be of primary import~ce may serve only as indicators 
or factors contributing to the real causes of the probl~ms. 

Assuming that there is general recognition of . the im:porta.ncei-:ot' 
ecologiCE!,l and :physiological factors in predisposing trees to host-organism 
associations (diseases) are we convinced, of the need of investigating these 
as a first rather than a second approach to disease problems? Further, 
is it possible that the importance of many <Useases is not in the volumes 
affected or killed, ·b~t in . their varied intensity in different areas in-
dicating sites or conditions which require d.i:t'!erentia.l treatment for good 
forest management? 



FOLIAGE DIS.EASE ECOLOGY 

J. L. Mielke . 

Dr. DowV. Baxter mentions in bis :pathology text that a funda-
mental principle in the control of endemic diseases is to prevent sites 
from deteriorating and to hold potentially destructive organisms to a · 
low level in the forest by cultural practices. 

According to Dr. J. s. Boyce, most epidemics of native pathogens 
.arise when a host is weakened by some unfavorable condition. Epidemioo 
of native p;i.thogens do not I just happen 1 • There is always a basic 
reason. He states: "Conditions in natural stands point strongly to the 
fact that there is no factor more important in relation to disease than 
tj;-ee vigor. Stands on good sites a;re generally not damaged signifi~ntly · 
by native diseases, but those on poor sites often suffer severely. The 
destruction of no:rmal forest con<Ut:l.ons ~n lead to such profound cllanges 

. in site that on the less favo~ble loca.tiops it may be impossible to 
establish again a satisfactocy. stand of the cli.max species for decades, 
even by :planting". 

Heiberg e.nd White, in the January 1956 issue of the Journal. 
of Forestry, stl;l.te: "Site is not static; it is dynamic. Frequently 
s1te factors can be influenced through silviculture. Site varies from 
:period to period, ~rom yea;r to year, and man influences site greatly. · 
True there are basic climatic and edaphic factors over w~ch man has 
little influence, but through cutting, slash disposal, control of fire, 
grazing, and other activities, nan has great influence upon the pro-
ductive cap;i.city of a given site 11

• 

Elytroderrna defonna.ps - Blight of ponderosa pj.ne 

I believe tba t the Elytroderma blight of pon<le:rosa pine is a 
good e~le of a disease that became epidemic because of changed 
environmental conditions for the host. Disease destructive only on 
certain areas. 
Sites - Elevation 
Fire clima.,.~. not ecological ci1mx 
Mostly overma.ture stands 
Growth l'.8-te of trees, :r;e.rticularly second growth 
Bark beetles · · 
Fire :protection 
Sheep grazing · 
Changed ~lilllate less precip;tatpn 
Root rots 
Effect of high temperatures on $Scosriore product~on 
Ascospores sermina.te at rela.tively low temperatures 
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HYpOO;ermeUa. concolor - Needle cast of lodge:pole .pine 

Epidemic started about 1946 or 1947 on the Gargllee N. F. 
Fungus riow known on 9 national forests in Region 4 - probably more 
widespret;1,d. · 
EnVironmental factors involved in epidemic not !mown. 
Occasional resistant tree. · 

Rhabdocline pseudots~~ - Needle cast of Douglas fir 

Pestructive flare-up on Cache N. F., Utah,. in l,950. Killed some pole-
sized trees.Little known about the ecology of this fungus. Disease 
destl'Qctive only on local areas. 

!:l,arssonina.;populi,- Leaf and twig disease ftf · as3?en 

Very destructive on Cache N. F,, in 1948 and 1949 
Epi~emic again in i952 
Flare-up itl 1956 
Relative susceptibi l ity of clones 



·s~me Ecological Aspects of a 
Suspected Needle Cast of Ponderosa Pine 

... 
by 

Stuart R. Andrews 
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.· According to local Forest Service personnel needle dieback 
of ponderosa pine was first noted in 1947 on the Prescott 
National Forest. The dieback apparently was limited to an area 
of less than 100 acres in a draw forming the headwaters of the . 
Hassayampa River on the Prescott District of the foreet. 

, Pieback was evident on. pi-actically all trees in the center 
that was located along the edge bf a 75-year old .even-aged 
stand-the prevailing stand of the Prescott District. The die-
back was most obv:J.ous in late spring when the center appeared 
fire scorched. By late summer, however, the stand had resumed 
nearly normal appearance because ·most old brown needles had 
been shed, and the newly developed needles were still green • 

. . Severely affected trees had only current year's needles, 
which were usually thin and short. Subsequent examinations 
have indicated that chlorotic flecks appear on these needles 
during the winter months and they start dying back from the 
tips. Moderately and more recently affected trees had 2 or 3 
to almost the normal S~6 year complement or _needles, but all 
excepting the current yearts needles showed varying stages of 
diebaok. Lightly .affected trees were difficult-to recognize 
except by what passed for premat~e or abnormal needle shed. 

· The center at Hassayampa. Lake was exanri.ned periodically 
by the Forest Service from 1947-1953. The seasonal develop-
ment seemed to be the same ea.oh year. By 195.3, however, it was . 
obvious that the affected area had increased. It extended up 
the adjacent slopes, around the shoreline of Hassayampa take, 
and along several roq.ds that radiated out from the original 
center. Th:f,.s spread# rather than indications of permanent 
damage, led to submission of specimens to entomologists and 
pathologists in July 19$3. Laboratory examinations were 
inconclusive. 

Diebaok was inspected by a pathologist in July 1954. A 
number of trees were examined but no pathogenic fungi were 
.fou."ld. Although E1Y3:roderma. deformans is endemic on ponderosa 
pine thro\l.ghout Arizona and New Mexico resin cysts, a dependable 
syitq:>tom of R,n,rode~ needle cast, were observed only on 
occasional trees having characteristic witches •-brooms.. A 



suspected riew outbreak was observed at the head of Crooks 
Canyon. It was near to but not contiguous with the .11.assayampa 
Lake oente~ Additional examinations were made in 1955, still 
without noting · any suspect -pathogeµs. It was obvious, how-
ever, that the two centers were continuing to increase, and 
the Hassayampa Lake area ~as estimated at 1,200 acres. At this 
time, it .was believed that needle dieback probably was the 
expression of a complex ecological or physiological disturbance. 

Examinations were ~ontinued in Augus·t 1956. Fruiting 
oodi~s of several fungi were seen for the first time, but they 

-. were not abundant. Laboratory examinations, however, revealed 
a striking development of needle-in.1labiting f,,mg:t since col- · 
lection. · D\lring the August examination, new centers of dieback · 
were .found in Turkey Creek, Big Bug Mesa, and Mingus Mountain. 
Additionally, 4 suspicious areas (Stoneman Lak~, Munds Park 
Road west of M:>rmon Lake, Allan Lake, and Baker Butte) that had 
been reported by the Cqcon:f,.no National Forest were examined and 
found to be similar 1f not identical with t}le outbreaks in the 
Prescott National Forest. Suspected needle cast or d:ieback 
areas were mapped by entomologists -during the 1956 Aerial 
Insect Survey. · 

Dieeased material collected in August 1956 was submitted 
to the Plant Disease and Epidemic Section of A.R.S., and the 
needle oa~t .fungus modermella medusa Dearness was !ound in 
a 1-Jassayampa Lake co_ ectioh. It .is obvious however that a 
number of other fungi may be .present. 

The areas of suspiciQ~S dieback centers, as estimated from 
the ground and from the resulte of the Aerial Insect Survey are 
as follows: 

1. Prescott Nattonal Forest 
Hassayampa Lake ••• .,..-_ ________ l,$00 Acres 
Crooks Canyon .... ----~•-~-·- · 300 11 

Turkey Creek '!'4"' ......... .. -- ..... ---• not mapped 
Big Bug Mesa-~-~---------500 Acres 
Mingus Mt• -·-------..,.~............. 300 '' 

2. Coconino National Forest 

Stoneman t.,ake -~----- .......... - 700 Acres 
Mu,nds Fark Road -•--•-•-·••• 1,600 11 

Allan Lake-•~•--•-.........;. •••• 2,500 " 
Baker Butte~---••----•-••• 5,500 " 
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To date mortality associated with needle cast has been 
negligible. There can be little doubt, however, but that 
affected trees are predisposed to attack from other harmful 
agencies because of reductio?l$ in vigor resulting from needle 
loss. 

It has been assumed that t,he effect of ponderosapine 
needle cast on vigor and growth at Hassayalli)a Lake will be 
diffic\llt to assess because it is superinposed upon the effects 
of the current drouth. This assumption seems reasonable, be~ 
cause the Prescott National Forest has always been cons!dered 
marginal, presumably for lack of adequate precipitation • 

. Several trees that were dissected had been· growing slowly for 
the .past 10-12 years. The objective of th.is paper is to report 
what I have found in ~ttempting to confirm or deny this aasunp-
tiQn. 

Inasmuoh as we now have stl'Ong implications that dieback . 
is an infectious -needle disease, nv ma:Ui intere$t has been the 
extent to which the Hassayanpa Lake area has been deficient in 
moisture. The nearest Weather Bureau Station is at Groom Creek, 
probably SOO-l,000 feet lower than the lake. As a basis of 
coll'Iparison, Flagstaff, Arizona,was selected because it is 
recognized as being fatrly representative o£ the productive 
interior ponQerosa pine region of the $outhwest. Since 1950, 
the Flagsta.;f'f weather ~tatton ~s been located at the Municipal 
Airport B.Ad is definitely in the forest from a climati.c stand-
point~ A partial compar;Lson of precipitation records for the 2 
st~tions is given in Table l• 

For the 6 years, when totals were recorded at botJi stations, 
precipitation was greater at Groom Creek than at Flagstaff every 
year, and apparently was signi.fi;oantly greater in all but one· 
of the years (1948). Similar differences tn favor of Groom Creek 
are evident in the records of precipitation for July•$ept. com-
bined. In al.l but one year (1949), summer rains were heavier at 
Groom Oreek, and they were probably significantly greater in at 
least 7 years {~luding 1952-1956). Furthermore, in at least 
5 ye·ars summer rainfall at G!'oom Creek could hardly be considered 
characteristic of -a di"outll, period. Less differences were evident 
j,n late winter and spring precipitation, but April rainfall in . 
195).., 1952, and 1955 at Groom Creek exceeded that at Flagstaff•by 
o.6-1.1 inches. · 

This limited arialysis suggests that conditions for a buila.up 
of.needle cast or another needl~ disease may have been more 
favorable at Hassa.yanpa Lake thclll ~ght be assumed from the 
recorqs of an extende<i drouth in the Southwe~t. 
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Table 1.--Precipitation at Flagstaff and Groom Creek, Arizona 

.. 
Total Jul;y~September 

Year Flafjstaff Groom Creek Flagstaff Groom Creek - (in.') (in •. ) .. ' _(in.) . --(in.) 

1946 21.8 9.77 11.52 
1947' .13.l - 6.10 8.44 
1946 15.4 15.7 J.88 4.07 
1949 26.5 7.47 3.58 
1950 ... - ... 8.78 
·1951 25.8 28.3 10.57 ll.35 
·1952 20.1 26.0 7.11 11.30 
1953 12.8 20.4 6.83 15.78 
19.54 19.4 2$.5 8.18 ti..15 
1955 18~0 28.8 7.22 15.56 
1956 2.6.3. 5.86 



FACTORS ~FFECTING DISTRIBUTION OF NEEDLE BLIGHT 

by John Hu.nt 

Needle blight, cat,1sed by Eiytrodernw c!eforaians {Weir) Darker, is a 
native disease of our west~rn yellow pines; Lightle reports it as 
haviJlg been found Qn the following species of pine: · . jack, lodge-
pole, short leaf, pinon, Jeffrey, ~nd ponderosa·, So far as I know, 
research and management have been confined to ponderosa pine, 
probably because this is the most widespread of the hosts, it has 
the g):'.eatest commercial value, and it.is the species on which most 
of the da~age has occurred. 

The present outbreak is not the first to have been recorded • . Wei,r 
described a severe outbreak of needle blight in 1913-1914, and his 
paper entitled 11Hypoderma deformans, an undescribed needle fungus 
of the western yellow pine 11 contains the original description of 
the species. Other less severe and local outbreaks have aho been 
recorded. The present outbreak first came to the ~ttention of 
forest pathologists in the early 1940's. · tt is still with us in 
1956 and is by fat the worst outbreak on record. 

Quite a bit of research has been done during the last ten years. 
Paul Lightle studied the pathology of the fungus, and his results 
are reported in Phytopathology, 1954. Many of his results do not 
agree with those reported by Weir in 1916 . Toby Childs is carry .. 
ing on a research program with emphasis on the damage aspects of 
the problem. Permanent plots have been ldd out, both i.n mature 
timber and in pole-sized timber. Childs' results to date are 
summarized in the Pa<;ific Northwe·st Forest and Range Experilllent 
Station Res~arch Note No. 114. Lew ~oth has started work on the 
epidemiology of the fungus, but his studies are still in · the pre .. 
liminary stages, and he has nothing to report. 

With that brief summary out of the way, we now come to the phases 
of work reported here, namely; ' survey and a ssociated studies, By 
1955, damage estim, Jtes made on the permanent mature tree plots 
were considered sufficiently reliable to be used as a basis for 
the development of survey techniques. Strip surveys were used .· 
during most of the 1955 field season and these proved satisfactory 
for damage estimates . This method permitted fairly rapid coverage 
of larse area$. However, the estimates were too subjective, apd 
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the · unavoidable lumping of different envir .onments· made it diffkult 
to evaluate, even approximately, the various factors affecting oc• 
currence of the disease. So, during the l~tter part of 1955 and in 
1956 we used small temporary sample plots immediately adjacent to 
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the road. Thesie plots are usually about one acre in area, and one• 
--iuarter to one mile apart, but vary somewhat in area and distribution, 
depending on the ade~uecy of representation of the various size classes 
of pines and the intensity of sampling considered necessary. 

On each plot, all of the overstory pines plus enough of the under-
st:ory · to ·furnish an adequate basis were tallied by size classes 
(P1 , P2, P3, and P4) and infection class (none; trace, less than l per• . 
cent of the twigs infected; li3ht, 1-20 percent; moder&te, 20-50 
per~ent; .heavy, Su-80 percent; and very hesvy, 81 percent or over). 
Forest type, elevation, topography, and ~spect were also recorded, 
This method is a little slower than the strip method, but is probably 
more accurqte for determination of local disease intensities, and 
is more useful in analysis of relcotionships between the environment 
and the disease. For each plot, an average infection value was com-
puted, .using standard values for each of the infection classes. For 
example,- . trees with 1 to 20 percent of their twigs bearing blighted 
foliage are classed as light and are assigned a standard value of 10 
percent for computation purposes, Altogether, 711 different plots 
were taken during 1955 and 1956. To check 1955 and 19S6 work, 54 
of the 1955 plots were resurveyed in 1956. The mean difference be-
tween the · two sets was not significant. 

Briefly, needle blight occurs throughout the region, ·varying from 
rare to abundant. The disease appeai;s to be most common and damaging 
in the Blue Mountain province of Oregon within a roughly triangular 
area bounded by Hnes connecting Prineville; Vafe, and Pendleton. 
In the Wallowas, blight is most coQlllion to the south, east, and 
northeast of Enterprise. 

One of the mdjor unanswered proble~s with regard to needle blight 
outbreaks is whc:.t factor or combination of fa ·ctors are associated 
with the sudden buildup of needle blight? It was to get at some 
of the environmental fcictors involved that we used the sma ll tempo-
rary sample plot method of survey. As l mentioned earlier, in ad-
dition to bUght intensity we recorded forest type, elevation, 
topography, and c1spect on each of our plots. An analysis of the 
above f actors gave us negative results on all but elevation. 
Having reported this I could sit do~m anQ leave it at that, but 
perh1:.ps a few comments on what was done and the results we ob• · 
tained i:lre in order. Undoubtedly each of yoti will have ideas and 
suggestions which will lecid us back to the straight and narrow 
path of positiveand highly s:i.gnificant results . 

. Elevation. Since the beginning of the current blight outbreak, foresters 
have observed that inf~ction within a given locality tends to be most 
severe ai or.e eievation, usually {lbout 5,000 feet, and that the 



abun.dance of the disease decreases with either increasing or de-
creasing elevation from this level. This observation has been 
confirmed by our sample plot data. A sharply defined maximum 
occurs at aboui 5,200 feet. I .am not prepared to give you an 
interpretation of this phenomenon. However, it ~ppears to me that 
elevation, which may reflect climatic conditions such as tempera-
t1Jre and moisture, certainly is an important factqr in the distri-
bution patterns of needle blight. Sin~e the effect of elevation 
is so pronounced, all plots were ~djusted to a common elevation 
and ~he signiticance of the other factors was tested. As I men-
tioned earlier, none of them was significant. 

Forest txpe, Plots were t<;:ken only in pine types . Although there 
is variation between types, no pattern emerges to give us any clues 
~s to the effect of type on the distribution of needle blight. 

Aspect. For every plot talUed, an aspect was assigned, using 
one of the eight poi,nts of the compass, or . in the ~ase of level 
areas. none. Again no pa~tern emerges which would give us any 
indication as to the eff~ct of aspe~t on the distribution pattern 
of the disease. · 

Topographz. We divided topography into seven general .classes, 
and then subdivided some of the general classes, so that alto-
gether we had 15 categories . Topographic categories which have 
above-average infecztion are level, edge of mec.dow, wide draw, 
and lower gentle slope. Those ca tegories conspicuou ·sly below 
average are steep slopes, uppei:- slopes, and ridges. Is it pos• · 
sible that air movement may have some effect on needle blight 
infection and conseqqent distrib\ltion? . Another clue along this 
line .of reasoning is the value for each of the slopes--lower, 
middle, and upper. Infection percentages . generally decrease 
from lower to upper slopes . No definite conclusion can be ob.;. 
tained from these data, but they &re suggestive. It is pQssible 
that we have narrowed our topographic ~ategories into units which 
are too small and that we should be det;1Hng with li,lrger discrete 
topographic entities, such as the head of a dr aw, a small valley, 
or the upper part of a drainage . · 

Concluding this diSC\lSSion, it is apparent that so many inter-
actions exist between the environmental factors affecting the 
distribution of this disease that it is impossible to \lntangle 
them with the information now ava ilable. Nevertheless the 
distribution patterns of the disease as revealed by our survey 
would suggest that the abundance of blight is largely detennined 
by prevailing weather patterns during the infection period, and 
it is prol:>~ble that many of the local irregulc:lrities in ~bundance 
are a result of modifications caused in tµese weather patterns 
by local landforms. 
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FOLIAGE DISFASE F.COLOGY • Panel 

Summary of Discussion 

James L. Mielke. 

Elytrodernia, Bli~ht of Ponderosa Pine 
. I 
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Considerable discussion followed John Hunt's paper on this sub• 
ject. The fact was brought out that the disease st~l presents many 
puzzling problems, Factors such as site, possible climtic changes, 
changes in the environment of the disease areas, ,elevation, individual 
tree susceptibility, vigor of the host, etc., appear to be · involved and 
need evaluation, '!'he life history of the fungus is still imperfectively . 
known, also the conditions necessary for infection of the pines, Studies 
are needed on the role , of the pycnidiaspore~ in the epidemic, It was 
bro\.J8ht o\,lt that in Ore~on and W~sbiilgton mortality associated with the 
fungus is no gre{;l.ter tban that from dwa.r:f'mistletoe, windfall, root rots, 
etc. Saplings and poles are about twice as Qeverely affected as tbe 
older trees. The possj.bUtty of "single tree approe,cll11 instead of 
conduct~g r;;tudies on en area. basis vzas suggesi:,ed, · This discussion . 
brought out that diff~rences in susceptibility Qf· indi~dua.l trees 
migllt limit the :va,l~ of tlle ipdividual treea:pproachmetbod. 

· "Arizona" Blight qf Ponderosa Pine 
. -

following the showing o! colored slides a.nd a description ·or . 
a foliage blight of young ponde:ro~a. :pines rangi11g in size from saplings 
to second growth there wa.s cQns:i,derable speculation by .members as to the 
possible cause of the .dise~se. Affected areas are on the Prescott 
National Forest in Arizona!' · AJ.tllough H.~ocle~lla. lll,ed.~ developed 
on some affected needles, it~~ ~roughtout in the discussion that 
this fungus evidently is not the PriIIlan' c~use of the needle killing?• 
H. medusa attacks only the old~r needles, whereas in th:is case all · 
ages of needles present were affected. It was also pointed out t~t 
the affected trees were not typii::al in appea:r~ce to ponderosa. pipes 
attacked by Elytrqdel;118 defonzans, wllich fungus attaclm the curr~t · 
season's needles. I 'tiie op!iii.ort $~~ed to b~ tlw,t some :physiologiQal 
disturbance possibly wa,9 associated with the blightecl copditions · of 
the pines. · .· 



THE ECOLOGY OF WHITE PINE BLISTER RUST 
·_By H. R, Offord 

DEFiiHTIONS AND SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM .. 
For purposes of this topic on the panel it will be helpful 

to define ecology in the general terms used by botanists as 
dealing with "mutual relations between organisms and their 
environment. 11 Moving a step further in focusing our attention on 
the ecology of white pine blister rust., but sti] _l se ·tting the 
problem within the framework of ecologic terms; we cun state 
that we are concerned with the phenomena. of agf;:regati.o:n., m~.gration., 
and ecesis. The latter tenn is defined as 11tE;:.i adjua .. f.men't;··of the 
plant to a new home11 and involves the processes of germination, 
growth, and reproduction. 

Now the brief definition of ecology that I just, used is a 
particularly h~ppy one in discussing the ecology of blister rust · 
because of its emphasis on "mutual. 11 S:iJ1ce t.he rust is heteroecious, 
we must recognize the pine, the ribes, and the pathogen as a group 
of three biologic entities each of which has its own manifestations 
of aggregation., !!!_igration., and ecesis, .· Continui.ty of favorable · 
sequences of weather factors determines response of the pathogen. 
Wagener has pointed out the significance of this factor in 
reporting the development of Cronartium commandrae. In point of 
fact, research .on pine, ribes, and the pathogen have usually been 
done by people trained in three different disciplines--silviculture, 
botany., _and pathology. Thus the complex biology of the inter-
relationships of three organisms is ,further complicated by the 
fact that we could have people with three differertt vie.wpoints 
working on the several phases of the problem. As practical. 
technicians we are primarify concerned with points of departure 
between requirements of ribes and white pine .working towards the 
final objective of reducing the rust to the status of a minor 
fore st pest. 

In view of the vast amou.nt of research that has been done 
on white pine blister rust it is surprising to find .that control 
supervisors are still puzzled by many aspects of rust behavior. 
Suppose we consider for a moment some of the questions that field 
supervisors and research workers often ask about the ecology of 
rust, ribes, and white pine. 

WHAT DO WE NEED TO KNOW ABOUT ECOLOGY OF RUST, RIBES AND PINE? 

1. Are we dealing with uniformly hazardous rust conditions 
in the various ''local control" or "unit control" ' ar eas of a single 
re gion and pine species? 

2. Can we develop a rqst hazard inde.x or meter to guide us 
in planting _, managin g, and protection of .whit e pines? 
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- -- 3. Can we prescribe control standards frib -es populations) 
and sanitation schedules on white pine that will be based on a 
reliable appraisal of ribes and pine ecology? 

4. How far and from where is pine infection coming? -
5. In cutting white pine stands how does the volume and 

pattern of improvement cuts <;>r the size of clear cuts affect 
rust hazards and cost of protection? 

6. During regular checking (sampling) procedures should 
we attempt to classify individual ribes as to rust potential and 
regenerative vigor as a basis for directing subsequent eradicative 
effort to micro ecologic niches f~om which fertile sporidia are 
most likely to be disseminated? 

7. Can we intensify our search for rust resistant pines 
by eliminating those that are escape _s · because of unfavorable ;Local 
climate? · · 

8~ What is the annual increment of cankers on •mga:r-pine 
branches of various sizes and how does this gro·,rch rn•;~:3 vary over 
the latitudinal range of the species? 

9. What dU'ferences exist between the requirements of white 
pine and ribes for regeneration and optimu.m growth? 

10. How about rust races, facultative a.daptati on; and the 
principal of minimal numbers in ecesis o.f rus-t and r ib es"? 

Let's look briefly at some of th e probl ems of r ust behavior 
a$ they affect control work in sugar pine type , 

SOME ASPECTS OF RUST BEHAVIOR AFFECTrlllG CONTROL WORK IN SUGAR PINE 
TYPE 

_Substantial evidence exists to show that: 

(A) Rust behavior and consequently rust . hazards vacy-
significantly over sugar pine acrea ge now delimited for control in 
southern Oregon and California. This evid ence becomes clearer as 
we move south down the Sierra Nevada of California . 

(B) In westside Sierra Nevada of California temperatures and 
rainfall vary significantly from one year to anoth er. 

(C) Topography and gr ound cover have a marked effect on the 
incidence and intensification of the rust. 

In California we have ini t iated a more rigorous policy of 
"local control" desi gned to capi ta lize, i11sofar as safety permj.ts, 
on the experience noted in (A), (B), and (C) above. We find, 
however, _that we need to pinpoint our understandin g of cl imatic 
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factors that restrict or intensity rust spread. _The recent work 
of Van Arsdel and Riker in Wisconsin sti.m\llated interest in these 
so~called microclimate studies. Similar work has been under way 
at theCalifaf'.nia Station by Robert.Bega .both. in.thefield and in 
controlled chambers in the laboratory. One objective of Bega1s 
work is to check the findings of the Wisconsin workers with respect 
to California species of pine and ~ibes. Once we know what to 
look for with respect, to the range and duration of the factors and 
topographic features that are restrictive or helpful to rust spread 
and-intensification, we should be able to; . 

(l) Make better use of records from established weather 
stations and of maps showing loc~l topography and vegetation, 
( c.. R. Qvj.ck c9rnpleted an exploratory study on the estimation · of 

. blister rust infection intensity by multiple regression analysis 
of $elected habttat factors,) · · 

(2) Prepa~ a mo:re 1,1seful aligl'll11en'f; chart (rust hazard meter 
Qr other type of practiQal field guide) for the appraisal of rust 
haz~rd and the establishment of adequ~te standards of ribes 
suppression. 

(3) Schedule disease survey work at effective and economic 
intervals. · · 

(4) Make more accurate long range predictions of anticipated 
losses from rust, · 

Actualzy the most perplexing questions that BRO supervisors 
have to answer are.,.•11Where is the rust coming from?" 11How much of 
the observed pine infection is coming from the residual ribes 
within the control unit and how much from undisturbed ii.bes outside 
the unit? 11 We all recognize that environmental factors can be 
critical and limiting at either the pine or ribes end of the cycle. 
Since both ribes and naturally established pine tend to be patchy 
in distribution, the total impact of microclimate is greatest when 
both ribes and associated pine are situated in favorable ~pots • 

. At the other extreme the least hazardous association will be where 
botn ribes and p:i.ne are in low-hazard niches. Unfortunateq we 
don1t often encounter this clear-cut associat:S,.on of extremes under 
field 9onditi6ns. The po:i.nt is readily emphasized by reference te> 
eny simple J~wey stratif'icatiQn Q! rust ha~ards with the two princi-
pal va.riables o~ moisture and temperature~ e.g., 



Rust Hazard and Spread from Ribes to Pine 
(Germination of telia, .casting of sporidia, . and infection of -pine) • . 

: Duration of s Temperature 
Rus.t Hazard-of Site • . Favorable Moisture : De£ees Fahr • . 

High 36-72 hours 55 - 62 

Medium 18-.36 hours 62 .. 68 

Low Less than 18 hours 68 - 70 + 

If we have a close association . of a susceptible ri bes and pine in a 
niche where moisture is abundant and persistent and cool temperatures 
prevail, there isn 1t much doubt - about the certainty of recognizing 
this as a local spot having high potential for rust build up. · Confu-
sion lies in the many possible corri,inations of these nine items which 
tend to provide median readings because they are not mutually exclu-
sive. The essential core of "the problem is a precise definition of 
the limiting or restricting elements in each combination. . . . 

!J>idemiology of Cronartium rihicola. 

Now let us refer to the mimeographed tabulAtion that I have 
just handed out. This tabulation is based on a similar munmary 
prepared by D. R. Miller i,n 1954 with some revisions on the range 
and restrictions pertinent to the several spore stages as indicated 
by recent studies of R, v. Bega. · 

S00 FACTORS OF MAJOR IMPORTANCE TO THE INFECTION OF 
PINE AND RIBES BY w1UTE PINE BLISTER RUST 

1. A
1
eciospore G~rmination 

a. Temperature (in de·grees F.): 

Range: 39 tQ 75.2' ' 
Optimum: 60 to 68 
Restriction:· 90 for .36 hours 
Stimulat,ion: Freezing or e~treme heat (90-97) for 8 hours. _ 

b. Moisture: Saturated air (97 .. 100 percent humidity) needed 
for initial discharge and germination 9! aeciospores, 

c. Time: , hours at 60 to 68 • . Longer period needed for lower 
and higher temperatures. · 

d. Viabilil: Under fluctuating conditions in field 3 to 6 · 
weeks.nder controlled storage conditions several months, 
Bright light · (ultraviolet) plus temperature at 82.4 destroys 
viability. 
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2. Urediospore Gennination 

a. Temperature (in degrees F.); 

Range: 46.4 to 82.4 
_Optim~: 68 to ·75.2 · 

b. Moisture: Humidity between 97 and 100 percent, preferably 
with free moisture on leaves. 

c. Times 4 to 6 hours wi.thin temperature range of 46.4 to '82.4. . . 
d. Viability: For several months under -special stora ge condi-

tions~ Under average field conditions for a few h~urs. 
· Short periods of ultraviolet prevent gennipation. 

J. Teliospote Production 

a., Tempera~ · (1n degrees F.); According to Van Arsdel and 
Riker, telia formed at constant temperature of 61.8 were 
viable and germinated well. Those formed at 75.2 were 
either inviable or slow to gernu..nate. · Tellospore ·s formed 
at 68.75.2 may not be effective in spreading the rust 
because of the length of time needed for their , gennination. 
Freezing did not destroy the viability of teliospores. 

b. . ~• · According · to Van Arsdel ~d Riker, two· weeks. of 
comparatively cool weather, preferably 60.8-68 or cooler, 
were needed for production ot viable telia. 

4. Teliospore, ?ermina~ion 

a. Tenmerature (in degrees F.): 

Range; 32 to 70 
Optimum: 60. 8 (50 to 64) 

·Restrictions: Below ·32 .:and above,.:·70 -~ 

b, Moisture: 91 to 100 percent hqmidity. 

c. ~' ll to 12 hours. 

d . Ase _ of telia: Best gem:,..nation when telia ar~ 4 ... 9 days_ old. 

e ·. ViabilitY: Several weeks. 

$. Sporidia Germination 

a .- Temperature ( in degrees F.) :_ 

Range 1 ·· :32 tp -70. Se-condal:'y sporidia are f ormed between 50 
, and 65. · 

Optimums SO to 64. 



b. · Moisture: B.est at 100 percent humidity. None of 
significance below 97 percent. Alternating dzying and 
wetting decreased viability. 

c. Time: For telia and sporidia to germinate 11 to 15 hours. -
d. Viabilit,yr Minutes to a few hours after be:i..ng cast, 

depending on enviroranent. · Hirt (19li2) found some viable 
sporidia on glass slides kept at 58 percent humidity for 
26 hours. . 

6~ For Pine Infection under Field Conditions 
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QPtimum: Cool weather (50 to 62°F.} fQr a period of two 
weeks-while · tel±a -are -foming-.- -·Ao-out- 4· ·to ··9 ·'da.ys-·'llfter --------··- ·--
telia columns hav~ formed fog, dew, or light rain 
(97-100 percent humidity) for abo1,1t 12 hours, and then 
light rain for an additio~ 24 to 48 hours for pine 
infection. · 

7. Ribes Weption b;v Aeciospores 
. . ; 

Optimums Cool weather (60 to 68°F.) needed for 8 to 24 
hours for discharge a.nd germination. About, hours favor-
able tempera.ture · and moisture needed for ribes infection. 
I4ght rain followed by cool, cloudy weather with the 
humidity at 97 to 100. 

B. Ribes Infection W Urediospores 

9Etimum: Best temperature r~ge 68 to ?Sor. Air 
saturated with moisture, fog, or dew on foliage for 
4 to 6 hours. 

Data provided in this tabulation are those that have appeared 
in the published literature of the epidemiology of Cronartium 
ribicola. They represent many years of work by an able group of 
specialists in the rust, Colley, Spaulding, Hirt, Hahn, Anderson, . 
Mielke, Kimmey,Wagener, Riker, and Van Arsdel, just to name a few. 
We shan•t take time here to go through this tabulation, but l do 
want to call your attention to items 3 and 4 on teliospore production 
and germination; · here are some of the new concepts of Van Arsdel 
and Riker about the limiting effect of temperature. It is certainly 
a connnentary on the compl~ity of this over-~ll problem to realize 
that c~ntrol personnel are still short of information on rust 
behavior under the VGll'Ying field conditions enoou.ntered in a large-
scale control job. · 



Ribes and Pine 

The phenoiogy and physiology of the ribes host have an iillpor-
tant bearing on incidence and intensification o.1' the rust. We are 
concerned not only with variable ecologic niches where a single 
species may occ~r, but also w:j.th well-defined differences in 
reactivity to -£he rust by the several species making up the ribes 
population. Rioes bushes growing in the shade a.re usually in. a 
micro-environment that is not subject to as wide a diurnal variation 
of light, temperature, and moisture as those in open, exposed sites. 
Leaf drop in the fall of the year is slower in the shade than in . 
open, sunny exposures, especially if soil moisture in the shady 
looatlons is adequate as it usually is in stream type. Ribes · leaf 
development in the spring of the year varies with species and with 
site, and this factor is of extreme importance in regard to ribes 
infection by aeciospores. Aecial production is generally less 
s~bject to seasonal variation -than the growth activity of ribes~ 
Thus sporulation of cankers may be out of step .with ribes leaf 

·development 1n some associations. Under westside Sierra Nevada 
conditions, perhaps this is one of .the restrictive factors involved 
1n tne ooserved slow spread .of blister rust from sugar pine sites at 
4,000 to 7,000 feet into the high elevation sites where Pinus · 
monticola and P. albicaulis occur. . -... ' , . 

Ribes species (LJ)p~rently vary in their capacity to . keep the 
rust in its uredinal stage. Under eastern conditiom; Spaulding 
reported that urediospore production lasted about 120 days, an 
average for all species, R. nigrum usu{llly maintained uredial 
production for about 18$ d°iys while R. lacustre had a much shorter 
period, about 65 days. ~chmund observed many yeB,rs ago that · 
urediospores are more effective then aeoiospores for infecting 
ribes. 

. General aspects of ribes ecology in western white pine type 
and in sugar pine type have been f~lly described by Moss and Wellner, · 
USDA Circ. No. 9191 and by Clarence Quick, USDA Oirc, No. 937, · 
and by Clarence Quick, USDA Circ, No. 937. These reports cover 
in some detail the ecesis, aggregation, and migration of ribes 
with special reference to the impact of forest disturbances on 
ribes re generation and the tiraing of control work. Eradication 
work in effect greatly accelerates the natural suppression of the 
11pioneer type" ribes in the maturing forest. But there is opportune 
time for scheduling this eradication work and a practical level of 
achievement to attempt at _any specified stage in the ecologic 
development of the vegetation~ Minimal numbers of host plants are 
of great importance .in the rate of intensification. For example, 
Offord, Quick, and Moss, Jounr. of .Agne. Res. (1944), pointed out 
the possible . reduction in fruiting of ribes as they .became more 
widely separated and reduced in rrumbers by eradication work.· The 
limi~ing factor here is the seif-incompatibility of the native 
ribes species involved. As practicing biologists we are concerned 
only with the effective tj,istribut:j.oJ:l of the pest. D, R. Miller has 
observed that the presence of ·C, occidentale on ribes during a poor - . . 



year for the spread of that pathogen is an excelient indicator 
of spots where c. ribicola is apt to be found later along the 

·advancing front-of spread i'orwhite pine blister rust • ... 
ln white pines as in ribes we are presented with species 

variations in response to invasion by the pathogen and to its 
subsequent development. Inherent (genetic) susceptibility, age 
and vigor of the host, size and configuratipn of target, length of 
time that needles are retained all contribute significantly to 
the problem of host-parasite relationships. On the bases of 
infection tests and of field observation on natural infection, 
we rec~gnize significant differences in susceptibility of the 
native white pines. P. albicaulia., lambertiana, . monticola., 
flexius, strobus are named in descending order or susceptibility 
to the rust. P. arietata and Qalfouriana are . definitely . lower 
than the first-mentioned group:--There is some doubt about the . 
susceptibility ot balfouriana; a~ aey rate it · is definitely below 
that of white b~rk and western white pine. · 

In rounding off this skeleton outline of the ecology of 
c. ribicola and the importance of this work to the effective 
conduct of large scale control, we can clearly see that research 
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as usual both provides answers and poses new questions. The story 
of blister rust disease and blister rust control is supported by 
·an imposing shelf of publications, · and yet there are still wide · 
gaps in our understanding of . rust behavior under ·natural conditions. 
This may be a sobering thought when we iook at many other diseases 
of economic importartc~ for which control methoqs are .urgently needed. 
Perhaps we can conclude appropriately, '4th a. c9mment of Lincoln's 
that ''The. dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to the sto:rnv 
present .. " 



STEM DISFASE ECOLOOY .. RUSTS PANEL 

Summary 6:f Discussion 

In the discussion, it was brought out that the prospects for 
e~nding the application of microclilmtic studies on blister rust. 
through .. the use of Hesther Bur~au tecords were not promising because 
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o'£ the location of most Weather Bureau sta.tions in places not representa-
tive for forest areas in which we are concerned with rust problems; also 
that there was a need· for bridging the gap in some manner between the 
results of microclilna. tic studies and the · general wea. ther pictures a.s 

. provided by usual Weather Bureau records. Data o'bta.ined on a microclimtic 
basis should be possible of extension later mcroclimatically and to 
diseases other than .white pine blister rust. In considering climatic 
and topographic influences on infection of pines, it must be remembered 
that only certa.in porticns of moist :periods D)a.y be critical, such as 
rainless calms at night when drift of sporidia may take place without 

· their loss by being carried out of the air or off of foliage on which 
they may have lodged by water dl"oplets. For better data on time and 
extent of sporidial dissemination, the possibilities of Ga!llpl~ by means 
of spore traps . ·was pointed out. The ~portance of keeping itll 1D,ind the 
ecology of the host as well as the rust organism was emphasized. 

· · ,..Melam;p_sorella rust, with two s:pecies represente"-, was reported 
as a real problem iri i:e,rt§ of Colorado on spruce and fir. The species 
on spruce . 1$ different than the one on f:i.r but both have. chic4veeds as 
alternate hosts. The s~ situation was reported tor WyODliog but 
vii th the ~ust , on spruce much mol;'e comnon than tha. t on fir. Chickweed.. 
was said to be abundant in assocta.tion -witb affec~ sta.nds in both 
states. In Colorado the rust is res~on~ible for llBnY broken tops in 
spruce and the broken stubs left on the ~pruces are said by entomologists 
to form attractive material -£or attack by the spruce beetle. · · 



ECOLOGY OF TREE ROOTS AND ROOT DISEASE PROBLEMS 

by R. G. McMinn 

31 . 

Ecology is the study of the reciprocal relation between 
plants and . their environment. The ecological requirements and 
limitatiQl'ls of the root system, as well as those of disease 
organisms must play a considerable part in the incidence and 
severity of root disease occurrence. Some of the factors which 
modify the basic _morphongenetic pattern of root development in 
a tree species are its crown class and vigour: soii depth, 
effective volume and texture; · ·soil fertility; soil moisture 

,.levels and their periodic fluctuations; soil sera .tion and soil 
temperature • .All these factors have a bearing on root develop-
ment and vitality, on ·that · or the disease organism and on the 
balance between them. Thus it ha~ been observed that suppressed 

., or weakened trees were more susceptible to root rots oy suc.h 
· organisms as Armillaria mellea (1) and spruce which had been 
subjected to budworrn defoliation was found to have a high 
incidence -of rot (11), Day propounds the theory that weaken~ng 
and greater liability to root disease occurs when trees grow in 
a . sou depth or volume inadequate to support them beyond a 
certain size (4). In an investigation of stand openings in a 
spruce for .est, Van Groenewoud found them to coincide with areas 
of shallow soil (5). Soil horizons impenetrable to roots may 
also be impenetrable to water causing a high water table at 
certain seasons, with the resulting root damage often being 
attributed to lack of adequate aeration (6). Soil fertility, 
of course, plays a .large part in controlling the vigour of tree 
growth. Deficiences, often of microelements, are well known in 
orchard trees and they presumably also occur in forest stands, 
Soil moisture is often a critical factor, with deficiencies 
causing physiological distress and reduced growth and presumably 
because of root mortality, increase in th~ number of infection 
courts available to root rots. ·Periodic excess may cause root 
mortality through lack of aeration as noted above or through 
moist conditions promoting the spread of such organisms as the 
various Phytophthoras responsible for root rots in a variety of 
trees (3). Soil temperatures under forest stands rarely, if 
ever, reach lethal v~lues. However, increased temperatures may 
have a deleterious effect, possibly through a disturbance of the 
nqrmal balance between rpots and soil or root inhabiting 
organisms (10). The importance of environmental or ecological 
factors, therefore, cannot be overlooked in an investigation 
of root diseases. 

The writer has been concerned with an investigation of the 
root system of western .white pine and its relation to pole blight 
(8, 9), These studies were designed to investigate individual · 
healthy trees and trees in various stages of decline. Considerable 
information on individual trees has been obtained by manual 

. exca~ation, for example by Laitskari in Finland (7), but this 
method is most time-consuming when any number of the very lengthy 
pine laterals must be followed out. Manual excavation is better 
adapted for spot .sampling, a fairly rapid .method of studying 
roots on a stand basis (2), and for transect sampling to study 



soil profine-root depth relations (13). Hydraulic excavation was 
chose .n as a more suitable method for the examination of more or -
less entire root systems. It was also chosen because samples for 
study of the absorbing ele1nents could be collected at the same 
time. Twenty healthy trees and fifteen in various stages of 
decline have been excavated. -

A strong correlation between crot•m size and vigour• and 
root length was found. For example. with a sixty year-old tree, 
16.611 dbh and 75 ft. high, the total length of all roots greater 
than 1 cm.' in diameter was 195 meters, while an adjacent fifty 
year old tree, 6.) 11 dbh and 53 ft. high had only 38 meters above 
the same-diameter limit. Differences in the length of small 
lateral roots (5-10 mm.) were equally impressive (more than 265 

·. meters for the · larger tree and .51 meters for the smaller). In 
th _e vertical system the larger tree had 36 sinker roots ( greater 
than 5 mm. in diameter) within a radius of one meter from the 
root collar while the smaller tree had only 8. 

the influence of soil depth on the length of vertical 
roots was evident. Where the profile was shallow verticals ex-
tended only as far as the impenetrable layer, which in some 
locations ·was less than one meter from the surface. ln a deep 
sandy soil some of the main verticals were traced to a depth 
of more than four meters. Above· the hard~n layers verticals 
with stubby callused ends were fairly common, indicating some 
die back of the tips in this periodically waterlogged zone. 

The lateral systems of large~ trees were characterized by 
very long roots with little branching. In sandy soils the fine 
roots bearing the absorbing rootlets were largely confined to 
roots less than one centimeter in diameter. Branching to form. 
the 1 cm. size class occurred mostly towards the ends of the 
mairt laterals. In heavier soils some fine roots were carried 
by larger roots (up to 5 cm. in diameter) but the general pattern 
of a sparsely bran9hed system 1 with the smaller branches at some 
distanc e from the root collar (J to 4 meters or more in lager 
tr ees) prevailed. · 

Root grafting among laterals was uncommon. In verticals 
it was confined to those within the root collar region, where it 
was very common in trees with a shallow system, but less common 
where the syst em was not restricted. 

Such a diffuse lateral system, while capable of tapping 
soil over a large area, would appear to suffer some disadvantages . 
The small and fine roots (which carrie d the mycorrhizal rootlets) 
were relatively infrequent, long and sparsely branched. \men such 
roots were girdled by root rot the entire distal portion and all 
its rootlets were lost to the tree. In a more profus ely branched, 
denser system ~; such as that of hemlock, the loss of a fine .root 
branch might repr esent th e loss of a smaller proportion of th e 
absorbing system. Si_rnilarly the girdling of a main lateral in 
pine usually entails the loss of all th e roots distal to the 
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girdle, but in hemloc\< which has more· frequent grafts, the distal 
part of the root might have an alternative path to the root 
collar through a graft . 

All the trees ·examined, both healthy and pole blight, had 
suffered oome loss of structural roots by girdling. Armillaria 
fans were usually associated with these areas, The amount of 

•dieback varied considerably, with some trees having many of 
their main laterals girdled off within a. short distance of the 
root collar. However, the girdling or dying back of the main 
roots seemed somewhat incidental to the cause of pole blight 
for some dead trees were found with few roots showing evidence 
of Armillaria, while others appeared to have lost most of their 
structural system before death~ This difference may be partly 
a function of the length of time the tree took to die. -!f 
death was rapid, there would be little time for Armillari~ to 
attack weakened roots, while if decline had occurred over a 
longer period, more roots might be _destroyed by this fungus. 

In several of the pole blight affect ed trees examined a 
consiaerable length of the .structural roots was moribund or 
dead without resinosis or evidence of fungal attack prior to 
death . The roots of trees in the later stages of decline were 
mostly devoid of fine branches or these branches had died back 
to mere stubs. · Pole blight affected trees also appeared to 
have relatively few active mycorrhiza, although they were 
common on adjacent healthy trees. This lack was presumably in 
part a reflection of low crown vigour ! During the final stages 
of decline roots and rootlets appeared to lose vigour and may 
have died from internal causes rather than external infection, 

Such a sparse ~nd widespread system as that of white pin e , 
with the absorbing elements at considerable distances (up to 
10 meters or more) from the stem could conceivably render the 
tree at a disadvantage in periods of m9isture stress, par-
ticularly if xylem production had been poor for several years 
previously restricting the volume of active conducting elements. 
Smaller tr ees with less extensive root systems and less exposed 
crowns would presumably be at a small er disadvantage. This 
difference could be one of the factors accounting for the 
observation that th er e has been a gr eater incidenc e of pole 
bli ght in dominant than suppr ess ed trees. 

It was evident from this study of the morphology of 
pin e roots th at pol e blight is not th e result of a root rot 
causing a loss of . structural roots, as in th e case .of Peria 
weirii , 'l'he decline appears more syst emic in natur e , 
accompanied by a r eduction in mycorrhizal vigour. An in-
vestigation of the physiology of pine and oth e.r species of . 
pin e stand s appears necessary to account for this decline in 
vigour, 'l'he white pine region has undergone a period of dri er 

· &nd warmer summers than th e lon g term average (12). Such a 
clim atic cycl e .might affect 'White pin e more sever ely than other 
species or recov ery from any ill- ef f ects may be l e ss rapid. 



Experiments have been initiated to determine whether'·there is any 
difference in response bf pine to adverse temperature and moisture 
conditions or difference in speed of recovery when such conditions 
are alleviated~ In the field, drought shelters have been con-
structed to cover•the root systems of pine, Douglas fir and hemlock 
trees. No foliage differences were apparent at the end of the 
first summer. A pilot soil heating experiment showed a dj_fferential 
response between pine rootlets and pine mycorrhiza. Active root 
tips were fo~nd close to the soil heating cable, where the tempera -
ture rise averaged 10°C above normal over an 8 week period, while 
t-rltlst' mycorrhi~al ·.·r.oot.let:s .. ,1ere dead:.'. .. This difference may also have 
been a response to drought for the soil in the vicinity of the cable 
dried out appreciably. Further field experiments are planned to 
amplify these results. Greenhouse experiments using Wisconsin · 
tanks are being initiated. 

This investigation into the root system of white pine serves 
to show that environmental factors influence root development. 
Further physiological arid ecological studies may also show the 
climatic factor to be of prime importance as a cause of pole blight . 
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SITE AND NOISTURE RELATIONS OF BUT'f-DOOAYnTG FUNGI 
IN SUBALPINE SPRUCE m ALBERTA ~--

by D.E: Etheridge 

As the title :implies I shall discuss the role of site in re• 
l~tion to butt•decays in subalpine spruce, but more specifically, 
and as a result of' a continuation of my ecological studies of decay 
which include so~e recently completed laboratory experiments, I 
shall present some evidence which suggests thi:it site moisture con-
ditions and the moisture content of' the heartwood of' trees are -im-
portant factors effecting the disease stat1,1s or a etand. These factors, 
it . will be shown,. vary con~iderably in trees on different sites which 
can be recognized in the forest by their oharacteristic vegetat:f.on. 

f252 STUDIES 

These studies h&ve·developed from investigations or decay in 
eubalpine spruce carried out on the east slope of' the Rocky }.fountains 
during 1952 an(i 195.3. The 1952 York wes primarily a cull stuc3y', bui; 
data was also oolleoted on the ground vegetation and associated site 
factors for .the purpose of describing the stands. When the site data 
were analysed; , however, two distinct plant ass _ociation$ were recog-
~ized which Yere condstently associated with dry or moist sites. 
Accordingly, on the basis or certain plant indicators, the plots were 
separated into dry and moist site classes and the incidence and amount or decay \.Jere.determined for eaoh class. This analysis sho1,1ed that 
both the average gross volumes and the incidence and voltlllle of deoay 
were much greater in trees on the moist sites than on the dry sites. 
There was no evidence tha .t more destructive species of fungi occurred 
on -fbe moist sites than on th~ dry si~es which suggested that the 

rate of infection in the stands was largely a function of conditions 
ot growth and the characteristics or the trees. 

195~ STUD:rp:S 

To ela.'borate on the 1952 observations, a systet®tio survey or the 
east slope region was made in 195.3 to emmine more critically site 
factors in rele .tion · to root- and butt-infections of , subalpine 
spruce. Because of the eprlier s~cces$ in utilizing plant indicators 
to delineate infection classes a ms.jar objective of this s_tudy was 

t(! establish e. system tor classifying tpe dit1ease stetus ot a site 
based on chara<"teristics or the -vegetatdon.--In other \lords, by mak .. 
ing a comprehensive survey and enalysis or the vegetation occurring 

in different spruce stands it vr-e hoped to develop a system of 
indicator plants which might serve to distiJlguish between stands . 

·having +ow, moderate or ~xces~ive n\llllbers of infected trees. On the 
· basis of thj,s ¢3.tassifioat+on it we.2? then intended to examine the 

association of factors or the toPQgr~phy an~ aoil to discover if 



other criteria exist .ed which demonstrated the ~nological distinctive -
--- ness or the site. . _,v . 

The study was based on 53 sample plots established within the 
spruce type in uncut stands representing a vsriety of site and 

· stand conditions. · Records -were made e>n the elevation, aspect, slope, 
and ground cover composition, and samples were taken from the "B" 
horizon or the soil . tor ·l6boratory determinations of total nitrogin, 

.PH, and texture. The .depth of the Ao horizon i.e., the humus with-

. out the litter, '4as measured on ea<;:h· plot. Basal infections were de-
termined from sample~ obtained vith an increment borer from the base 

. of the trees; trees with diameter greater than nine inches were 
bored at right angles to detect possible eccentricities in the rot 
pattern. Infection ratings for each plot were dete1'%1lined by calcul-
ating the ratio of inteeted spruce trees to the total number of 
living spruce trees occurring on each of the plots. Usually, it \.las 
poseible to examine at least 10 spruce trees on each plot. For the 
vegetation analysis, · the plot data were first separated into dis• 
tinctive geographic regions and then arranged irrtQ two groups ot . 
plots representi11g low (0 • 20% ) and ·'excessive ( 40% or J11ore) munbers 
of basally infected trees. The pre~ence of specific inditator plants 
in each of .these arbitrary units was determined by using Braun~ 
Blanquet's method for estimating the significance or plant indicators 
in plant associations. For thj.s purpose, each 'lmit was regerded as a 
distinct plant (lQSQciation. Depending upon the relative occurrence of 
low infem:tion and high infection indicator plants the plots ~ere then 
separated into three .site ypes each of which represented a natural unit 
of vegetation presumably having eimUar environmental conditions. 

To test the validity of this system for delineating pathological 
site, the individual trees were separated according to site, arranged 
into age classes, and the incidence qf infected trees was calculated 
tor .each class. This analysis showed that the perccentt).ge or infected 

. ·treesiilcreased with increasing 8Se of the trees at different rates for 
the three sites. The average infection values obtained f9r the three 
site cl~sses vere 12.1%, 22.2% and .35.1%. This appraisal led to the 
conclusion that the disease status of the site types could be desig .. 
nated I, II., III, thils providing site indexes for stands having low, 
moderate, and high nuinbers of basally infected .trees respectively. It 
is nota-wortby that at the . advanced age of 270 years, only 15% of the 
spruce trees that were e:,aunined G the class L sites were ilfect~d, while 
all of the trees of this age on the class I II- sites possessed some 
evidence of basal infection. The sites were also ollaracterized by 
different age structures; ·the older age classes viJ,, 'j;hose in excess 
of 150 years, contained 57% or the trees on the cle.ss I sites, 44% 

· on the class 11 s:t.te, and only 37% on the . class III sites. I feel that 
this relationship independently ·serves to emphasize the much slower 
rate of deterioration which o~curs in eta.rids site class l, · · 

In view of the .conflicting opiniopa held by forest pathologists 
regarding the connection between rate or growth and decey resistance 
in trees, it is of s0Jl)8 interest to outline a relationship that 'WaS 
found in the .. data between the average 'loi.dth of the .annual rings and the 
three patooiogicai site eiasses in overs1;orey and understorey trees. l refer now to Table _l. · 



These ·observations indicate the ~xistence of a definite link 
bet1r1een the rate of diameter growth cind susceptibility to infection 
in sub-alpine spruce. There is evidence of a consistent increp.se in 
the .chances or infection with an increasing rate of diameter growth. 
Using height as ·a criteria of growth, a similar but less pronounced 
.trend was obtained but this might be due to the fact that averoge 
height Vp.lues unlike the average diameter ·values were not based on 
all the trees occuITing on the plots but on one or two dominants. _ 

Attention w~s next directed to the possibility of discovering 
if other criteria eXist which demonstrate the ecological distinctive• 
ness of the pathological si~s. The positive or negative association 
of any particular ·tactor, e.e., high or low n;ltrogen content of the 
soil, _or, high or low elevation, with a pPrticular site, was apprais-
ed by first separating the plot data into two groups each group· 
representing one of the t\ro opposing effects to be tested, and then ·. 
arranging the data in contingency tables under the appropriate site 
olass designated for the plot. If a relationship was absent, the 
observed treqµency of the pJ.ots falling into a particular si~ class 
ehO\tld approximate the calculated expectations, and the resulting 
chi square vali,ie would be small. For example, I have prepared a table 
(Table II) to &hew bow the frequencies for the plots from high and 
low elevations ate distributed among the three site clas$es. Initially, 
an arbitrary altitude -value defining the class l~its vas e~ployed 
and the value which gave the beijt contingency chi square was ta.ken to 
represettt the _critical value for the maxunum environmental effect ·ot 
the factor on infection. In this.case, an elevation of 4400 feet above 
sea level gave the best chi squ(J.re value l;>e;ing significant at the .01 
level of proQability.. The results of a~lysing other factors employ-
ing this method are given in Table III. The :illlporta.nce of such physio-
graphic feetures of site as elevation, slope, ~nd aspect can be seen 
frcm this <3.ata·. Thu~; stands or spruce which are located on a west.., 
southwest, or south elope ·having a gradient in excess of 15. 5 per cent 
at altitUcles bel.ow 4400 f'eet might be expected to support more j.nfect ... 
ed tl"ees than stands which do not have these features. There is also 
evidence that more infected trees occurred on acid soils, i.e., below 
pH6 than on neutral or alkaline soils. Most severely infected stands 
were associated with sails characterized by a relatively thin htlillus 
later. 

The conclusions tha:t ~y be drawn from these observations may 
be briefly stated as follows: 

(I) The incidence of basai infections in subalpine 
spruce in Alberta i~ dependent on conditions of 
the site and the site types so derived are ex-
pressed by their ~+oristic structure. 



· (2) Differences in the vegetation occurring between the 
low infection and high infection sites appear to re-
flect differences in the moisture conditions since 
indicator plants for the low infection sites 1ncl'Ude 
sueh xerophytic plants commonly associated with dcy-
sites in Al't:>erta as Jun~rus ·~fil!~,2bepherdia 
canadensis.Arctosta-ph.ylos 1LVa.:.Ursi F}:•agai-io. glauca., 
and Pim!~ con~.Thus, ecologically, the class I 
sites with a loY i~cidence of disease might be de• 
l!lcri't>ed a$ · dry, and the class 1:1[ sites 'Where hydro-
phytic plants dominated as moist. · 

(3.) A slo:w rate or g·rowth appears to be af;ISQciated with 
a high disease resistance in subalpine spruce. · 

(4) Severely diseased stands were cQl!imonly situated at 
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the lower elevations on pronounced slopes wi'tih a south 
or west exposure which has led to the conclusion that . 
the -wanner sites are more susceptible to basal in~ 
factions. · 

. 'l'be two most iinportant ecological r actors emerging f1•om these 
,t\ldies which-were most closely linked with the disease stat\1.S of' . 
the .. stands ap!)E'3ared ·to be the moisture and temperature· conditions 
of the · ~i te. The chara:cteristic ot the trees 'Which "Was most closely 
related to decay resistance e.ppeared to be a slo\l rate of growth 
expressed l>y relatively narrow ann'181 ritlgs. The~fore., · I "1ould 
like to use the remainder of the time at my disposal to describe 
some results of my-recent ls.boratory experiments dealing with the . 
nat~re of decay resistance in slow-grow and fast~grown spruce wood, 
and to touch briefly on t~ ecological significance of moisture and 
temperature on the activity of heartrot fungi which follows from these 
experiments. · 

(l) I found that the heartwood of healthy fast•growing 
trees on a wet site contained significantly more water 
than slo-w-grot-.1ing trees on a d1Y s;ite. · 

. . 
(2) In the liVing trees sampled, an increase in the moisture 

content · or 3 per cent o~ saturation resulted in an 
increase in the incidence of non•decay producing 
fungi from O to 13.3 per cent. 

(3) In test-blocks of wood frOJll the same treee an increase 
in the moist~re content of 3.4 per cent resulted in a 

· fJtatistically significant difference in the rate of 
dfecay by -Coniophora EUteana, a native butt-rotting 
ungus. 

(4) The effect on decay of vood properties associated with 
_the different rates . of growth in these trees was 
negligible. 



(5) The thresho'.l-d moisture content for infection :1.n the 
trees was 8 .• 5 per cent of saturation, and for decay 
in the test-blocks 'Was between 5 and 10 per cent. 

4o 

(6) ~e moisture content of the butt region of the trees 
was appreciably higher than the moisture content at 

· 20 r eet from the ground. There is also some evidence . 
from a Russian source that the stem temper&ture of 
Scots pine is lower at the ground level than at D.B.fi. 

(7) In the laboratory tests, the optimum moisture content 
for maxi.mum development in wood was foun4 to be higher 
for putt-totting fungi (4 species) than for trunk• 
rotting fungi (J~pecies) that occur on spruce. Tb& · 
optimum and maxiJDum 1,emperature for growth on agar 0 . . 
was about 5 c lower for the butt-rotting fungi. Thus 
both the moisi\ll'e and temperatm·e condi-r.ions of the 
habitat seem to be or coneiderable ecolcgical ·:1.mport-
ance in determining the relative dominance of these 
fungi in certain parts of the trees. 

In summary, my studies emphasize the importance of utilizing 
an ecologice.l basis for forest disease investigations. E:nploying 
such a system I have gone a little further and have demonstrated 
the ecological significance of the moisture conditions of the 
habitat on the activity of fungi causing heartrot in subalpine 
spruce. Unfortunately, time ~ioes. not permit my dealing with these 
conclusions in greater detail, ho-wever, a report on the 1952 work 

. bas been }llblished and ~eparate$ are in the process of being dis-
tributed. Memeographed reports on th!:' 1953 studies and the recent 
laboratory studies will be available for d.istribll.tion this winter. 



TABLE I 

AVERAGE Rnm- WID'ffi ( IN INCHES} OF OVERSTOREY AND 
UNDERSTOHEY SUBALPINE SPRUCE TREES .ARRANGED ACCORDWG 

.. TO SITE CLASSES 

.! 

Site Class I 
(101,1 infection) · 

Overstorey Tree a.. o.0.39 

Understorey Trees •• o.o:;n: 

Site Class II . 
(moderate infection) 

0.047 
0 .029 

Site Class III 
(high infection · 

0.05.3 

0.032 

Dry~--•-· ----------,)Moist 

TABLE II 

DlSTRlBUTIOO OF PLOTS REPRESENTING HIGH AND LO\~ 
ELEVATIONS »~ONG THE THREE PATHOLOGICAL SITE CLASSES 

------------------- ·------·--.--__..-
Altitude 

feet . 
(above sea 
level ) Obs. Cal. 

Below 4400 0 5.4 
Above 4400 19 13.6 

Totals 19 19 

Total chi Qquat'E3 ·: ll.886 P: ~01 . 

Frequencies 

srw n 
Obs. Cal. 

7 4.2 
8 .1e.s 

15 15 

Site III · 

Obs. Cal. 

8 5 .• 4 
11 · 13:6 •. 

19 19 



TABLE~=JII 

.EFFECT OF SITE FACTORS ON THE lNCIDENCE OF BASAL .. INF~TIONS IN SUBALPINE SPRUCE 

Site factor having 
a positive influence Critical ·level Semple Contingency 
on. the rate or in- basis chi square 
faction -- _ _,........_ .... _ ---

Aspe.ct South-\..'8 st, West, 23 
w. sw. s. 7.371) 

" 52 6.475) 

Altitude Belo'W 4400' 53 11,886 

·Slope > 14.5 per cent 53 14.173 

Soil texture Light vs heavy 53 0,.132 

Depth of . mmnl!?. J.Ao-) <l .75 47 6.157 

Soil nitrogen (total) Over range 
0.100 to 0.14 _0% 53 0.043 to 

2.240 

Soil pH <5.95 53 6.420 

Degree of windfall Light vs.'. heavy 42 1.990 

. Site Indexes Incidence of disease 
l (dry) 0 • 20% 53 22 .839 
2 (inte,edi ilte} n - 40% 53 " 
3{llloist · >40 ' . 53 " 

----~------------
DEOREE OF FJ®-:DO. I•¢ 2, except for the site index item which is 4 

Note: Soil samples were t flken frOlll the B horizon 
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f,robab• 
ility 

<.os > ·02 
.01 

.001 

Not Sig . 

(.05 
';>,-0'2 

Not.Sig. 

(.05 >·02 
l~ot.Sig. 

.001 
" " 



SOME POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIPS IN THE- ECOLOGY OF PORIA WEIRII 43 

By T, W. Childs 

If you are thir8'1:ing for f&cts about Poria weirii, you've come to the 
wrong place, at le~st for the next l2~tes. We know or suspect a 
n~ber of things about the ecology of other root rots••for example, 
the effect of soil moisture .fluctuations, and of basic ions in the 
soil, on spread of Armillaria•-but thus far we have accumulated little 
inform~tion of this kind in our .work on l amina ted roo t rot . Accord -
ingly, - I must ~ke a virtue _of necessity und let Hypothesis soar on 
the wings of wgin ati on, far above th~ lethal birdshot of Reality . 
Any reference 'to conditions actually existing in the woods is inten• 
tion al but should not be ·tak en too .seriously. 

Direct effects of t~e physical envir onment on Poria weirii see~ rela• · 
tively simple. For example, spread and damage are slower on cold 
sites than on warm ones, and it i"s reasoncible to assume that this is 
merely an insti.lnce of the well-known effect of temperature on growth 
rate of fungi. · P. weirii, however, leads a sheltered life. Most of 
the action of the physi~al environment on it must be exerted indi• 
rectly ., through · its host and probably -a lso through other elements 
of •its biologic al environment. Such indirect relationships can be 
exceedingly complex. 

As an example of the ~hains of CijUSes and results that ~ust be un• 
tangled by ecological rese arch, take the · effect of stand density 
on damage by- ;his disease. The first step is to look for & cor-
relation between - the two variables, This re quires analysis of 
spatial rel ationships between individuals that differ in species, 
size, and degree of dominance, and that may be living, killed 
directly by any one of a number of causes, or killed by a complex 
of ·causes o_f which a single one may or may not be prilllqry. The 
analysis involves not only current relationships but also relation• 
ships _dur.ing earlier st&ges in the growth of the stand••stages whose 
remains ~re fragmentary at best. It requires distinction between 
mortality tha .t reduces yield, and mortality, from whatever cause, 
that .pro~otes 4ev~lopment of the stand along desirable lines. 

Petterns of distribution of individl.lals in -wild popul a tions have 
been studied by several ecologists, and some st ~tistic a l theory 
is . avc:.ilable. Mathematical tools, however, must be used with 
cat.tt.ion, since the biological bases of the distribution patterns 
are obscure. For ins .t ance, •··randomness" is supposedly a charac • 
teristic of l arge-tree distri'bution, as opposed to "contagion" in 
·seedling stands . But "r_andomness'' in mature stands is largely a 
res~lt of two non-random processes: a higher survival of seedlings 
in the more favorable niches, and a hi~her mortality in the same 
nicl:ies as the crowded trees become larger . The relative effective• 
·ness of these two proce$s~s • .;nd conse~uently the applicability of 



random-population concepts, varies with the species and with the en-
vironment . It must be remembered, too, tha~ the disease itself is 
a non-random element of considerable importance in its host's 
environment. .. 
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Such complications are illustrative of those to be expected in the 
first step of the project, but they are not insuperable obstacle&, 
We may therefore assume that after a lot of work in wild stdnds .we 
find a positive, significant, and fairly lirge ~orrelation between 

. density in the small-pole st~ge and subsequent damage by Porifl weirii. 

We have made only a beginning. The correl::1tion does not prove that 
density contributes to dama6e. Consequently, it does not by itself 
entitle us to conclude that damage can be reduced through artificial 
alteration of density. From oth~r studies we can add a few pertinent 
facts. Spread of the disease within foci i~ known to be vegetative. 
The ~ork of Buckland, Molnar, and Wallis leaves little roo~ for 
doubt that most if not all such spread is through root contacts. It 
has been observed tha~ Poria weirii is often unable to invade wood 
decayed by other fungi, and thi.s suggests that spread may be princi-
pally through li:ving roots, Taken altogether, the evidence supports 
the hypothe~is tpat damage tends to be greater in denser stands be~ 
cause contacts between llving roots are more numerous there. 

· ~ut the correlation can be adequately explained by other hypotheses. 
For instance, most root-rot · foci become occupied by deciduous shrubs 
or hemlock reprodu.:tion. There are grounds for belief that an inter• · 
val of 11brush-fallow' 1 increases the Cl;tpacity of forest soils to sup-
port coniferous trees. Hemlock reproduction, by densely shading the 
duff and thereby reducing the intens1.ty of the burn that termin~tes 
the rotation, may also render the site more favorable ·for subsequent 
establishnlent and survival of Douglas-fir. Density will then be 
highest where infection was most severe dµring the preceding rotation; 

·that is, where the greatest abundance of inoculum will engender the 
heaviest damage during the current rotation. · According to this 
hypothesis, density and damage are not cause and effec~, but are 
simply two effects of the same cause. It should be noted that nothing 
in this latter hypothesis precludes the possibility that damage by 
Poria .weirii, like damage by Armillaria, may even be increased rather 
than decreased hy thinning; 

As ~nether exatnple of ecological complications, take the effect of 
forest succession op incidence of infection. The disease is less 
common, anq usually mu.ch less colUillon, in mixed than in pure l>ouglas-
fir stands, and is very unevenly distributed in pure stands . This 
situation can be attributed to increase in the amount of inoculum 
as pure Douglas-fir stands occur in uninterrupted sequence for 

. sevetal rotations, and to decrease of inoculum as killed root systems 
decay and disappear during interruptions in this se~uence. The hypothe• 
sis here might be th~t spread of the f~ngus is impeded by s~arcity of 



root contacts between susceptible hosts in mixed -'stands, anc1 es-
- pecially in clim a x stands, c;nd that exhaustion of inoculum eventu-

·c:1lly permits again the growth of a relatively healthy stand of pure 
Dougla~•ftr. · 

This ."sick soil ,. hypothesis conforms fairly well to what we know about ... the disease. It may~ perh~ps. be considered sufficient basis for 
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. recommen~tng mixture of other conifers with Dougbs-fir as a control 
me,uure pn sites .where damage is severe. Here again, however• alterna• 

. _tive ~.onelusions · are possible. · 

For - instance, gradual invasion of Douglas-fir sites by climax species 
may be accompanied by physical changes in the soil and multiplication 
of soil ·micro-organisms . that hinder spread of the disease .::tcross non• 
grafted root contacts. This ch~nge in root environment tnciy not ·occur, 
or .may be exceedingly slow, ~hen the forest type is altered rapidly 
by. drc;1euc· m~na.gernent methods. Another alternative is that relative 
freedom of clim&x species from the disease is attributal>le .tu root 
patterns formed during early periods of suppression• such as occur 
in most natural st~nds~ and that these prophyl actic patterns tmiy not 
be foJ;'med in managed st 'ands where juvenile arowth is faster. Neither 

. of . ttt:ese hypotheses supports the conclusion that control may be obtained 
through artificial mixtµre of other species with Douglas-fir. 

The ·.foregoing hypotheses are perhaps a little far•fet~hed, but they 
exemplify a difficulty that pervades research in the ecology of dis• 
ease : Our con~lusions are Qnly the .most probable among many possi• 
bilities. Although their validity will ultilll/ltely .be determined 
through .experimental or practical ·application~ thh process will 

.usually be slow ~nd may be exceedingly costly when we back the 

. wron& hypotheses. · · 

As ·.our res~arch deals with incx-easingly complex relationships, and 
as intensi .fication of forest practices incre e ses the need for im-
µiediate and reliable r~sults of research., we are necessarily de• 
Vo.ting 11\0re &n~ more of our effort to collection and aqalysis of 
large .-.uantities of observatic;mal data. This method is indeed i:l 
useful tool, but there is _danger that its potency may blind us 
to . its · deficiencies. ·· 

·ro Ulµstrate the .limi _tations of analysis by (ormula, let me digress 
·.briefly to ·a much simpler subject than ecology . It is pos$ible to 
. ~onstruct . ~n electronic computer cep cible of winning chess games fr~ 

·good -players, but the t,e·st iuachine that could now be built would 
los:e ·to an expert. The machine "1UBt consider every possible move, 
&nd even at ·the rate of ·ten thoulfand operations per second it would 
re _quire sev ·eral hours to ·evaluate all the C0111binations possible 
thrQugb four moves. The elCper.t uses his experience, strategic 
talerrt, ·:and .s·ubconsciou4 or "intuitive" understanding of positions, 
t;9 .-select those .few ·-moves that prooiise · favorable continuations. He 
C{ln then, ,within a relativf!iY short time, evaluate these lines of 
play th~ough ·a:t least six and sometimes through as many as sixteen 
moves. 



The old-fashioned ecqlogist used the chess expert's approach. He 
cc1refully -observed his Universe, focused an experienced and well• 
stocked mind on the elements of his problem, &nd arrived sur-
prisingly often at a correct conclusion. Today we can solve problems 
beyond the capaeity of the old•timer, but our modern methods are not 
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an unmixed.blessing. Whether by electi·onic computers or by more . 
primitive pt'ocesses, they can only supplement-•they can never supplant•• 
ihe expert's personal contribution. Moreover, the very process of · 
accumulating great masses of data is adverse to ·keen observation 
,,md unhurried reflection on the phen0tnena -with which we are .concerned. 

Herein lies the moral of my· discourse. Man's intellect has powers . 
that transcend those of its mathematical servants, and we cannot · 
afford to starve it of raw mc1terials through concentration on rou• 
Une processes. Even though we shall always need more data than we 
can get, . let us take tipie, frtquentlY and deliberately, to look at 
the forest around us and to think a~qut the organisms, processes, 
and relationships of which it is the sum. I don't me.an that we 
should abandon facts for a mystical rapprochement with the subjects 
of our research. t do mean that the synthetic or integrating ap-
proach to ecological problems is at least as productive as the 
analytic approach, and that that mos·t marvelous of integrating 
mec,hantsms, the hU1I1an mind, should be $Upplied with th~ information 
necessary for . its operation. 



STE!ri DISEASES - DECLINES AND WILTS - Panel 

Lake S.. Gill, Mod.era tor 

Our subject this afternoon is 11Stem Diseases: · Declines and 
Wilts". Undoubtedly we each nave our individual concepts of the difference 
between Declines and Wilts, but perhaps this ove~-simplified distinction 
will be acceptable: 

Wilts are .associated with sudden death of the tree or parts of its 

Declines imply a lingering slow death of the tree, preceded by 
a graclual decline of crovm vigor. 

If these diseases have one cba,racteristic in cozn.mon, it is 
perllaps the fact that serious disturbances in the translocation and 
transpiration processes occur before there is appreciable necrosis of 
the phloem tissues. 

Wilts are most common in hardwoods, two outstanding examples 
being the Dutch Efl....m disease and oak wilt. Neither of these diseases · 
are found in the west, ~:I.though i;.he princiµi.l vector of the Dutch Elm 
dise~se, the Et;i.ropean Elm bark beetle, is colil!)lon in the Denver, Colorado 
area where there are extensive plantings of the highly-susceptible 
.American elm. Is the absence of the ft4"1gus disease a :f'.ortl,lllate accident 
or is it a case where environment is the limiting factor? · 

The princi:r:e,l concern over oak wilt is its potential threat 
to the ve.st oak forests of the Ozarks, I believe that some recent 
studies involVing the ecoloeW of tl1:is disease suggest that the high 
temperatures prevailing in the Ozarks may discourage the causal fungus 
from perpetuating itself there. · 

While we are inclined to ignore the importance of wilts in 
conifers, I hope some of you will o:pen further discussion on this 
point. For example, does the Phytophora disease of cedar on the west 
coast fall in this category? siiouJ,d we regard the bluestain fungi 
associated with prirr.ary bark beetles as wilt-inducing orgarµ.slll$? 

·rt so happens that both of our 1,"'anel speakers have chosen 
to discuss declines. There ar .e two good reasons for this. F:irst, 
they both have broad experience in the field. Second, declines are 
perhaps more involved with the e~'ternal environment of trees than 
any other group of diseases. They are "nature.ls" for a meet;i.ng de .. 
voted to the ecology of diseases. Declines in plantations or in 
ma.naged stands where composition and age distribution have been 
radically altered are not uncOllllllon manifestatio!l6 of the changed 
environment. In more or less na~ural stands where the artificiali-
ties or alterations are not too obv~ous, the :investigators of a 



decline are apt to be faced with the proposition of dis proving the 
in volvement of a highly infec•cious ca.ta.strophic disease before t hey can get ¢.o•,m to a stud.y of the environmental factors contributing to 
the disease. Having reached that point, the in vestigators must usually 
start from scratch because with most forest species their normal 
responses to environmenta.J,. factors are im:perfectly known. The :patholo-
gist, therefore, must often investi gate the normal before h~ can e~:-
plain the abnorrral. · 



ECOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF TF.E POLE BLIGHT DISEASE 

By Otis L. Copeland, Jr. 

An ecologicai di9cussion of pole blight must necessarily be broad 
so as to include certain in_terrelationships between the species in 
question and the envir011IZ1ent, Thus this discussion includes 
autecology and synecology, th<:>ugh the distinction may at times be 
finely drawn or almos~ obscure. For this reason, let me remind you 
of Charles F;. Bessey's advice, "Keep your mind8 in a meristematic 

· conditj,;on.11 

Ecology implies relationships to environment and environment is 
composed .of a numbel:' of factors. Among those of primary concern 
in this discussion are edaphic, climatic, and biotic factors. 

Edaphic factors are seated in the soil mass, the medium for tree 
grow~h. Some of the more important ones sre: soil depth, water 
relations, aeration, reaction, fertility, and temperature, Many of 
these are influenced by topography and aspect. Irrespective of the 
individual factor, all . have maximl,II!l and minimum intensitie •s and in 
bet~een lies an optimal point favorable to the best tree growth. 

Climatic factors · include temperature, humidity, precipit&t:ion, 
wind, and light. 

Biotic factors are considered broadly and will encompass not only 
micro -organisms but associate tree species as well .. 

Pole blight has been known to exist for the past 27 years. !t _has 
been under intensive investigation for about a decade. Its cause 
and control are still unknown, but like any other complex disease, 
particularly of long~lived forest trees, years of painstaking 

- research are necessary to explor~ the multitude of possible causes. 
We are nearer to the solution of this problem than ever before. 
If not _ by the gathering of information through research leading to 
a dete~inatton of the cause, then simply by the passage o~ time. 
We prefer to feel the former more appropriately describes the 
Situation. . 

The q'1estion, "Is this really a new disease, or has it been present 
for centuries?"; is often asked. Pole blight is presumabiy a new 

· disease, at least to this century. Many capable 4nd noted -workers 
ranged the white pine type fot a score of years or more prior to 
th~ observance of the disease. Had it been presentearlier, 
undoubtedly it would have commanded their attention because of its 
eye-catching symptoms and the stand - devastati9n in the more 
advanced stages. The possibility of its being a recurrent problem 
has been advanc~d, but we have no infqrmation to substantiate this 
view.point . · ·· 
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Let us now consider the ecological factors operative within the 
white pine type, bearing in mind the disease under consideration _. 

Western white pine is a sub-climax species and is often referred 
to as a f:ia.re type. Perpetuation is favored by major accidents, 
particularly fires, thus the stands are relatively even-aged and 
the degree of purity is largely determined by the intensity of the 
accident (fire) and the proximity of other species capable of 
seeding in. Climatically, the white pine type h r;haracterized by 
a short s~er season of scanty precipitation, low humidities, and · 
clear• hot;:, s.unny days. The winters are long with heavy snowfall -
and low temperatures. 

_About four months, from May to August, constitute _the growing 
season during whi_ch extended dr.ought periods occur. frequently . 
At the friest River Exper,4nental Forest, located in the northern 
portion of the white pine type, during a 20•year period (1912-31), 
out of a possible 92 days in June, July, .and August the number of 
days without measijrab~e precipitation (,<'_.01 inch) ranged from 
53 to 80. Mean annu~l precipit4Uion r~cgee £4om 28 to nearly 50 
inches, but there again is tren,.endous annusl variability. 

White pine occurring as a -pure stand is almost a rarity. Rather, 
it is .found .growing in association with a number of species, 
notably larch, Douglas-fir, grand fir, western redcedar, western 
hemloclc, and Engelmt;t.nn spruce. Growth habits, rooting habits~ and · 
tolerance differ among these trees. Whether to the detriment of 
one or the other is unknown, but I shall discuss this in more detail. 

Within the whi~e pine type, there are numerous soil organisms-- · 
some pathogenic, othersnon-patho_genic. But to ot,ir knowledge at . 
the present, we do not have a fungus that is considered to be an 

~out-standing pathogen. We do know that AnniHaria mellea_, Fomes 
annosus, and othe:r;s can be 11bad actots", but are they involved to 
a lll{Jrked degree in pole blight? . Lep-tographium has now been 
relegated to a positiotl of secondary importance. 

Now that a small am<;>unt of background information has been pre-
sented, let's e~amine more -closely the actual problem--its · 
occurrence, qistribution, damage, and work to determine its cause. 

Damag~ Appraisal 

Distribution survey, show that in the western white pine type in 
the United States, about 95,000 of the 750,000 acres of pole-size 
stands are moderately to severely damaged Q)' pole blight. Ad~ition-
ally thet;e are other -small areas of light scattered damage whose 
extent has not been determined. As most of you know, · losses due to 
pole blight are particularly inlportant because the acreage of pole-
sizestands inthe susceptibl.e age class (40 to 100 years) is 
already considered insufficient to Pleet fo -reseeable needs. 



Don Graham has completed a damage appraisal survey i~016 stands 
that have been affected for various periods of time: those affected 
most recently, those affected for an intermediate .period , and 
those affected for the long~st known time. This survey !ncluded 
724 lilOth-a.cre plots. Results of this survey can be summarized 
as follows: · 

WWP basal area affected 
Avera~e Range 

Recently affected 29% 

Intermediate length 45% 35 .. 58%. 

Oldest affected 68% 45 - 81% 
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These plots contained 14,852 white pine trees with a basal area of 
5,482 square feet. The grand average is 57 pe~cent of the tot~l 
western white pine basal area eithet;' affected or dead for all ~tems 
of all diamet.ers. Sixty•three percent cf both stems and basal area · 
were in diseased and dead trees over 9 inches d.b.h., leaving only 
37 percent of stems and basal area in a healthy status. 

A reasonable estimate is that affected .stands are being reduced in 
b~sal area stocking at the rate of perhaps 2 to 5 percent annually. 
Although ingrowth will reduce this loss somewhat, an appreciable 
area is being cleared of a desirable species in an important age 
and size class for an indeterminate period. 

Economically, the effects of .pole blight losses in a stand are: 
reduction in stocking, size class, dominance, and composition .of 
the species of highest ·value~ 

Ecologically the effects are natural stand conversion, reduction 
·in balanced tolerance of associate species, changed exploitation 
of soil mantle by root systems, and substitution of low-value 
toierant speci,ea that further complicate reproduction of desirable 
intolerant seedlings. 

Control Research 

Silvicultural treatments •-thinning prior to the onset of pole 
blight and cutting to eradicate dise4sed stems--have failed to 
give satisfactofy results. In the .case of plots thinned about 
10 years before the occurrence of pole blight, subsequent pole 
blight damage is 2.8 times that in comparable unthinped plots or 
48 percent vs. 17 percent of basal area affected. Two cutting 
treatments i~ a diseased stand, to include (l) the removal of 
merchantable pole•bligM:e4 trees and (2) the removal of all pole .. 
~lighted ~t-ees, have no.t aggravat~d nor moderated pole blight 
losses. · 
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~sal Agen; Research 

The essentiality of an atmosphere for life is well known. · From an 
ecologic standpoint there is a direct need of supplying CO2 for 
photosyntheS"i.s and 02 for respiration. Animals and chlorophyll-less 
plants take in 02 and liberate CO2 so that a harmonious relationship 
exists with green plants. The liberationof large quantities of 
other gc1.ses such as s02 from industrial sources (air pollution) has 
been suggested as a possible causal agent. For several years this 
problem has been investigated . No other species within the diseased 
l!.reas near the sources of so2 exhibited symptoms of air pollution 
damage, and since pole blight occurred as frequently beyond the 
sources of S02 as it did adjacent thet ·eto, this li ;.}e of research 
was terminated, 

Grafting trials to determine the possibility o~· a transmissiple 
virus being the cau~e of this disease are still in progress. 
Although I personally do not ,fe·el that this presents a highly 
promising field, nevertheless it is one that must be explored. 

Fungal relationships to pole blight have been to a certain extent, 
circumvented in the current research activities. Early work 
reveeleQ a host of parasitic and saprophytic organisms, and the 
status of some is stili in qµestion. With due acknowledgment for 
what has been clone, we still need ~ore work along this line , Here 
an alteration of techniques might help tQ uncover a missing link. 

Soil and root studies constitute an important ecological phase of 
this problem because the soil .represents an environmental influence, 
Three years have be~n devoted to a study of soils-roots and pole 
blight. Don Leaphart and I have cat;ried out this phase ·of the 
pi-ogram. We think we are getting somewhere. 

In the first place, the soil is the growth medium for trees. Thus 
we have the edaphic factor. ~oots, root mortality, and root 
competition, if you will stretch your interpretation, may fall under 
the biotic factor. The climatic factor soon will be made apparent. 

Recently a review of the past 3 years work was completed. I shall 
enumerate some of the major points that have emerged from our work. 
Root deterioration is pronounced both in diseased stands and in 
healthy portions of diseased stands and tends to increase progress-
ively with an intensification of pole blight. Since normal growth 
depends upon normal functioning of the ~oot system, it seems 
logical to a~range the sequences of <;lisease develdpment in this 
order: root system deterioration, radial growth reduction, 
appearance and intensification of crown symptoms, and eventual . 
death of the affected tree . Rootlet dens i ty decreases and rootlet 
mortality increases as affected basal area increases, showing an 
intimate relationship between the cond i tion of both the root system 
and the stand. With an increase i~ effective soil depth and avail-
able water storage capacity of so i ls providing a more favorable site, 



there is a decline in rootlet mortality, an incrtase in rootlet 53 
density, and a decrease in pole blight. Apparently, from the soils . 
standpoint, we are dealing with two rather distinct populations: 
the first, consisting of good soils with an available water storage 
capacity •in excess of 6 inches . in the top 3 feet of the soil mantle 
that support healthy stands; and the second, consisting of shallow, 
rocky soils usually occurring on steep slopes or hardpan soi ls of 
considerably lower moisture stora$~ capacity and commonly support-
ing severely diseased stands~ . The subnormal root system of stands 
occupying the latter category of soils is very marked--only about 
one-third the number of live rootlets as in the good soils . 

Distribution of feed ;ing rootlets is important . Of the rootlets 
less than l. 1 nun. in diameter encountered in the sampling program, 
59 . Z percent were in the first, 18.0 percent in the second, and 
22.8 percent in the third foot of soil. Rootlet mortality i n the 
upper 3 feet of soil is about 2% times greater in diseased stands 
in ·hardpan soils and about 3 times greater in ~ocky soils than in 
healthy stands on good soils . Root ~bundance in the 2- to 3-foot 
depth in healthy st~nds was .approximately twice as great as it was 
in diseased stands. 

During the 1952-1955 root sampli.ngs, several plots were resampled 
annually. In some years mortality was only one-(ourth that in 
other years, and this variation could not be attributed to any factor 
other than moisture availability . Using annual weather records of 
stations appa1;ently similar in climatic variation to those of ·the 
root study areas, a regression analysis showed that root .let mortality 
in dl plots studied during the 4 years decreased significantly as 
SUtx!lllet precipitation increased. Where mortality for all .plots · 
ranged from 10 to 26 percent .for the 1952-53 petiod, it ranged 
only from 2 to l.5 percent for the 1954-55 period. · 

Now it seems appropriate tq turn again to the ecological aspects of 
this disease, to present, if you please, our construction of a 
working hypothesis as to its possible cause. 

Aside from its influence . in favoring the establishment of a 
particular plant in a particular region, the period of the year 
when moisture is suboptimal has a direct effect upon its growth. 
If a dry season is a characteristic climatic feature, irrespective 
of its severity, nati.ve vegetation, through its adaptation, 
ordinarily shows no ill effects. But occasionally rainfall falls 
so far below the norm~l amount to cause adverse effects on plants. 
Such an event is ref erred to as drought . The reaction of the 
vegetation may vary from slight reductions in size, vigor, and 
yield, to an outright killing of the plants. 

Noisture loss from 6 feet of soil supporting only a fair stocking 
of white pine ran ges from 5 to 8 inches for a 3-~onth period of 
July-September. The eff ect iveness of summer precipitation in 
recharging soils apparently can be disco\lnted, b ecause of th e 



interception during the normal low intensities. (Under a closed 
canopy, a 0.40-inch rainfall fails to moisten the mineral soil.) 
.It becomes necessary to rely upon water stored during the spring 
thaw to carry the stand th~oughout the growing season. As you 
have seen from«n earlier chart, many of these soils have storage 
capacities inadequate to meet this demand. Thus the soil moisture 
level is soon reduced to the permanent wilting point--the moisture 
constant of greatest ~cologic importance. W~ter held between field 
capacity and the wil.tipg point (ecologically termed growth water 
or readily av~ilable water) contributefl to growth and otherphysio-
logica.l functions ot plants. From an ecologic standpoint, a soil 
deficient in growth water is a 11dry" soil regardless of its 
moisture percentage. · 

Certain species of . plants have been shown capable of resisting 
permanent wilting until the moisture content of the soil is reduced 
to a point lower than with ' other species. Many plants with firm~ 
textured leaves or needles may never wilt, although a physiological 
crisis develops in them just as much so as those exhibiting pro ~ 
nounced wilting. Soil moisture samplings have shown clearly that 
the av~ilable water becomes completely .depleted in some diseased 
stands durin& the summer growing period. At this point w~ cannot 
fail to wonder if some of the associate species might be more 
aggressive competitors for the limited supplies•-th t s to the 
detriment of white pine. Leapiiart has just completed an intensive 
sampling of the ,roots in one acre. The st,and is cot!lposed pre-
dominantly of white pine with a liberal admixture of other species . 
Comparing the length of fine rootlets( <~ 1.1 mm. ) to the length of 
small roots (l -.1 to 5 . 0 mm.), the ratio is less than 1 for white 
pine and Douglas-Ur, greater than 2 . 5 for EngeltJUlnn spruce and 
grand fir. 

Reviewing precipitation records at stations within the white pine 
type, we find tremendous variation from year to year. For example: 
high precipitation in 1916, ve'r'/ low in 1917, low in .1918, normal 
annual and very low summer 1919, and low annual and high summer in 
1922. From 1928 thrQugh 1931, total precipitation was markedly 
below normal. Since then, variations have_ occurred but we are now 
experiencing a definite upward trend. To further our thinking, we 
have attached considerable significance to the 1928-31_ dry period 
and speculate that prolonged moisture str ess may have effected an 
irreversible physiological disturbance that paved the way for the 
decline of these stands. I do not believe this is all that is 
involved. Under conditions of stress, a reduced level of vigor 
invites fungi and insect attack~. Now to find the fungus, if there 
is one. ~laria mellea may enter the picture. It is preval ent 
throughout the timber type. Boyce regards it as a likely a~tive 
pathogen following natural or accidental catastrophes--drought 
being of highest order. A similar view i s shared by Rawlings of 
New Zealand. Unfortunately, Armillaria does not lend itself well 
to experimental inoculations . This is a handicap-.-but we cannot 
stop at this point. Means must be explored to find suitable tech -
niques to ass e ss its import~nce. Other fun gi must also be sought. 
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Thus at this point, pole blight remains surrounded by complexities 
involving climatic, eda.phic, and biotic relationshtps. From an 
immediate standpoint, it complicates the solution ~'of the problem--
the ·determination of the causal agent and appropriate control 
measures. From a long~range standpoint, this disease and_ others 
of a somewhat s_imilar nature emphasize the absolute necessity ot a 
coordinated-teamwork approach. No longer can we remain satisfied · 
with picking at a problem here and there, hoping to find the answer. 
To further 9isease research, it is my firm belief that event~ally 
we mu.st organize a gt,"oup of personnel to study solely the influence 
of environmental factors--soil, water, climate, etc.--in relaJ;iori 
to diseases . this in reality ie a study .of ecology. 



'l'HE El•!?LOYHEP'l' OF HABITAT TYPES AS AN AID TO 
STlJDIES OF STEN DECAYS1 

by 

G. P. Thomas2 

My contribution to onr panel discussion of the ecology ·or 
stem decays hinges on the assumption that we.are concerned with 
the behaviour o.f stem decay fungi as they respond to specific 
environments. Basic to any study of stem decay is th e fact that 
most investigations demonstrate that a limited number of fungi 
are associated with the bulk of decay, When this is true, as it 
usu.ally seel'!ls to be, the feasibility of directing our atteI1tion 
to a limited number of fungi in the course of investigating a 
stell\ decay probler rLiS-.fairJ¥ --cleacl.~l'.ldi.ca -ted -An--i-Rav-e-stA.gatri-en-------- · --
of stem decay as I see it should, therefore, concentrate its 
attention very quickly on the few fungi which seem to be all-
important and should not concern itself very much with the less 

• important fungi. If this attitude is adopted it should be 
possible at an early stage of any investigation t,o turn our 
attention to the biological aspects of the few fungi that are 
worthy of detailed examjnation. 

. There is no doubt in my mind that investigation of the 
biological aspects of individual fungi will lead u_s quickly and 
surely to the solution of stem decay problems and, ultimately, 
to the necessary understanding of tha role of such fun gi in 
forestry, It is understandable, then, that serious thought 
should be given to the employment of methodologies that. are 
compatible with the type of investigation we have in mind. 
That part of methodology with which I wish to concern myself 
today is method of sampling. More particularly, I would li ke 
to comment on the kind of sample unit that I feel is suited to 
investigations involving the activities of a limited n·umber of 
fungi. 

Al.most without exception the funr,i with which we are 
concerned are ·of native origin or are at least sufficiently well 
est ablished as to exist under a range of natural conditions. 
The different. conditions under which a fungus may exist include 
those of host in terms of species, age class, vigour condition, 
and crown class position~ Other conditions of fungous existence 
are those of geographic location, topography, elevation, and 

1 Paper presented to the :-!estern International Forest Disease 
Work Conference, El Paso, 'rexas, November, 1956, as pa.rt of 
a panel discussion of ecology of stem decays. 

2 Research officer, For es t Biology Laboratory, Victor _ia, B. C. 



climate. In snort --;-a fungus exists under a multitude of Cl)Tiai~ 
tions or influences, each of which is difficult to study sepa-
rately in the field and equally difficult to simulate in the 
laboratory. 'I'he reason for these difficulties of CO\U'se is that 
influences do not act on a fungus separately but are modified in 
their actions and• effects by other inf;l.uences. Thus, you have a 
fungus existing in a series of environments which in themselves 
are the resultant of the interaction of many and augmenting 
factors. When we come to thir1k of sampling environments, as re-
presenting the conditions under which a fungus exists, how do we 
go about it? 

Without knowing much about a fungus, other than its identity 
and its apparent importance as the cause of decay, we have at the 
outset of an investigation very little to guide us in deciding upop 
the kinci of sample unit best suited to our purpose, let alone .the 
number and size of sample units needed. Under these circumstances 
there is opportunity and justification to sample blindly at first, 
hoping that a more discrete type of sampling will rnateria.lize as 
the investigation proceeds. While it is just about impossible to 
avoid blind sampling at some stage of an investigation, usually an 
initial stage, I ~uggest that this initial period of probing be 
limited to as brief a time as possible. Under no circumstances 
should an investigation ~e pursued very far ~Ti.thout benefit of a 
proper basis for $ampling. vJhat; then, should .we look for in a 
proper basis for ~amp);i:ng'l~ 

In discussing what should constitute a proper basis for 
sampling we might review our concept of a sample unit. I prefer 
to think of a sample unit as a category wi.thin which to file 
observations. Consequently, sampling to me involves the filing 
of observation~ into categories, each cate gory being homogeneous 
in itself and distinct from others. When applied to a situation 
that embodies a range of conditions, hence a range of environments, 
a sample unit of these conditions does, in f ac t, constitute a 
unit of environment. It appears,then, that recognition of 
specific environments might serve as a basis for studying fungi 
that exist under a range of environments, viz., stem ·decay fun gi. 
Unit areas of specific environments could, therefore, constitute 
the desired sample units. 

This lin e of tho ught l eads to the question of what is a 
speci fic environm ent and now can its existence be detect .ed. 
Furthermore, how can unit areas over which a spec ific environ-
ment persist s be delimited and thereby us ed as sample units? 
I would say that a specific environment can be consid ered as 
the r esu ltant conditio n created by the existenc e of an ecosystem, 
the ecosystem itself be ing comprised of a · st able balance of soil, 
topography, climate, and vegeta ti on. An ecosyst em is, therefore, 
somewhat intangible yet its component parts are real. Ecosyst ems 
can be recogniz ed most readily by thei r characteristic vegetative 
communi~ie s , either of the order of pl ant union s or plant 
associati ons. Of th e two, the plant associat i on has become th e 
most widely accepted vegetative unit of biogeographic cl ass if ica-
tions and r epresents a distinctive combination of plant unions. 
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Thus, ecosystems and, -t-here -fore, specific environments can 
be recognized in nature according to the occurrence of their 
characteristic vegetations, viz., plant associations . The 
collective area which a particular association occupies could 
be termed a habitat type. · 

All occurrences of a particular habitat type represent a 
high degree of biotic similarity despite the fact that there may 
be considerable variation in one or other component of the 
ecosystem designated by the habitat type. 'l'his feature of biotic 
similarity in all stanqs of the same habitat type justifies, in 
my- opinion, the acceptance of habitat types as the desired sample 
units for investigating stem decay fungi. A word of caution 
. could be interjected at this point, to the effect tha.t biogeographic 
classification must logically be based on clim ax or self-
regenerating plant communities and not on seral or temporary 
communities 1 The reason for tM,s stems fror.l the fact that 
vegetation is the least durable component. of an ecosystem an.d 
normally has several temporary stages of development toward its 
ultimate stable or self-perpetuating condition. · Consequently, 
when stem decay requires study in different host species and in 
different age groups of these species the first necessary 
operation should be a biogeographic classification of mature 
stands in the region of study. Only by such means can seral 
COillll\unities be placed in their proper seque~ce. 

By way of illustrating the use of habitat types as a 
basis for sampling in stem decay problems I would like to recount 
some of the highlights of an investigation carried out by the 
Victoria Laboratory and :i,.n which consistent use was made of 
habitat types. The :i,nvestigation to which I refer concerns 
a reappraisal in British Coiumbia of Echinodo!lll.\!!l! tinctorium, 
the Indian paint fungus. The purpose of this re appraisal was 
to provide a medium for pr edictin g th e occurr ence of the fungus 
in diff~rent regions, local i ties, stands, and species, and at 
diff er-ent levels of intensity. Prj_or to the reappraisai the 
fungus was known to occur in some r egions and localiti es and 
in some species but the circumstances of its occurrence in any 
region, locaiity, or speci es were open to conj ectur e . 

Some means of segre gating province .. wide forest cover 
into homogeneous cate gories was obviously required in this 
inv esti gation in view of the range of forest habitats that 
char acteriz es British Columbia. · Site classes in th eir con-
Yentional f orm were consider ed unsuitabl e as sample units 
for th e rea son that th ey had a'.l.ready proven to be ins ensi-
tiv e to the variabl e occurr ~nce that characterizes~. 
tinctor;um. Simil arly, fore st types in their conventional 
form had alr eady been tried and found insensitive to~. 
tin cto~ium vari ati on. Clearly, some f orm of ecological 
site typin g was indicat ed if a pro per basis for distin guishing 
between habit at conditions was to be obtain ed. Consequently, 
a bio geogr aphic cl as sifiqati .on of f orest cover was carried 
out in eight distinct phys io graphic re gion s in British Columbia 
with th e r esult th at 53 habit at types became avail able for 
compari son wi th r es pect to th e occurr ence of~. tin ctorium. 



Each habitat featured at least one species of tre ·e known 
. to be susceptible to the fungus and most featured two or more. 
Some species occurred in many habitat types while others 
occurred in only a few, Disparity in the occurren ce .of in-
dividual species in the total list of habitat types in no ·way 
indicated that ~ny one species was e~amin od in any rireater 
detail than another but, rather, wa s a true reflection of the 
natural occurrence of E. t~nctor~ suspects. Thus, the 
occurrence of western hemlock in 47 habitat types and of western 
white spruce in only six indicated nothing other thc:n that 

western hemlock has a grea ter ecological toleranc e -t:1 the area 
of study than does spruc e . At the same time, in as ::..-:3 ,t-i:°Lng the 
susc eptib ility of each species to infection it was u ,-.·1.ous that 
west .ern hemlock would require observ at ion _through a g:··ea.ter range 
of environmental conditions than would spruce. It -· 3 ,.1.,;1.:.otful 
in my mind whether any system of forest clas sific at:-. .): . , other 
than a biog eograph ical system, would aut omaticall y :-, ".' r,.r:ide the 
necessary range of habitats for each · species of su s-.: 9i. r; ., Since 
the investigation called for this, I was satisf ied ·;;o ;:i:,:,oceed on 
such a basis despite the fact of a large number of simple uni ts 
with which to contend. 

The results of the investigation were given, . then, in terms 
of specific habitats, each of which was describ ed so that it could 
be recognized in the field without difficulty. Thus, any 
peculiarity of~- tinctorium in relation to any of its suscepts 
could be considered first in the light of a _specific habitat type 
and, later, in terms of localities, and regions. I am convinc ed 
that because ·of the kind of sample unit used it was possible to 
recognize more clearly the differences and similarities in~. 
tinctorium occurrence throughout the province than would have 
been the case had a less discrete kind of sample been used, The 
ability to observe th ese diff erences and similarities permitted 
habitat equivalents to be recognized when they occurred in different 
r egions, Thus, equivalen t conditions of~. !j.nctorium infection 
could be recognized. · 

The investigation brought to light ·some interesting facts among 
which was that the fun gus occurs in n1.qriy different habit at types 
and in all regions of British CoJ,.umbia, including coast forests. 
Despite thls, the fungus does not occur ~n a number of habitat 
typ es that include one or more of its suscepts, no speci es of 
suscept being inf ect ed in all of its natur al habitats. Hence it 
can be concluded that the ecological tolerance of§.. tinQ!&.rl!:ml 
is more restricted than that of its suscepts. At the same time, 
the fungus was found to have an ecological tolerance more closely 
allied to those of some of its suscepts than it does to oth ers. 
Thus~ the occurrence of amabilis fir habitat types is very nearly 
indicative of the occurrence of the fungus, whereas the occurrence 
of Douglas fir habitat types bears little relatton to the occur-
rence of the fun gus . This relationship was estab lish ed for each 
species of suscept and, as the result; the occurrence of~. 
tinctorium can be forecast for the province, a region or a 
locality~ · 

A further resu~t of the investigation was a realization 
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.that the environment peculiar to a habitat type is, in fact, 
a composite of micro-environments, one of which may permit the 
fungus to occur in the habitat type and the others not. Con-
sequently, most habitat types are heterogeneous to the extent 
that the,- represent more than one microhabitat. The simi-
larities between different habitat types as regards the 
occurrence of~. tinct9rium appear to result from the occurrence 
of similar micro-environments in different habitat types. For 
example, the micro-environment that permits§. tinctorium to 
occur in the tops of western hemlock in stands of a Vancouver 
Island habitat type is very similar to .·._· . · · ·· 
that which occurs in the tops of alpin e fir and western white 
spruce in stan ds of a central interior habitat type. The 
existence of micro~environments within habitat types has 
further significance in that it helps explain the manner of 
occurrence of§. tinctorium within each habitat type. Thus 
you will find that in each habitat type the fungus occlll"s 
consistently either close to the ground, ·throughout the stem 
length of t:rees, or in the tops of tree$. Conversely, the 
fungus will not occur close to the ground in one stand of a 
habitat type and in the tops of trees in another stand of 
the same habitat type. 

A further result of the invel;,tigation was a realization 
that the most abundant occurrence of • . tinctOrium in a · 
region is coincident with reduced vigour of its suscepts, 
although not usually vn.th their least vigorous condition • . 
Keeping in mind that reduced vigour of suscepts stems from 
both overtopping and an inherent inability to occupy and 
develop satisfactorily in a specif i c habitat, it appears 
th at sub-p ar vigour resultin g from either condition is con·-
duciv e to an increas ed occurrence of the fungus. The 
circumst ances whereby suppression isan important factor as 
a condit ioner to infection are limited to habitat types in · 
which rnicro-,.environments favourable to infection extend into 
th e lower canopies. On th e other p.and, · inherent inability of 
a tree species to occupy and develop satisfactorily is a 
condition applicable to most ha~tat types. Hence, · sub-par 
vigour stemming from such a direction is of considerable -
import ance in rel ation to~. tinctorium infection . Since an 
estimate of the vigour of ea ch plant species is requir ed in 
the derivation of a habit at type, the ass ociation of a 
particular l eve l of!\;.~ tinctorilim infection with a par ticular 
habitat type autqmatically associat es th at lev el of inf ection 
to a known l evel of suscept vi gour. 

Another F.esult 'or · the investigation concerns th e r atio 
of fruitjng to inf ect ion, to the effect that in some habitat 
ty pes infectiQ n regularly occurs without subsequent fruiting. 
This is in spit e o.f the generai high r atio of fruiting to 
infection th at charact er iz es E. tinctorium and most of its 
susc epts! The circumstances under which infections occur, 
ei th er without subsequent fr ui ting or with a low i ncidence 
of i t, are limited to habitat types which conta in a mixtu;r-e 
of suspect species , at lea st one of which beqrs f ruit bodies 



regularly. the few exceptions to this occur when fruit bodies 
are formed on the same or another suscept in nearby stand·s of 
the same or a d,;ifferent habita .t, · Engelmann spruce and western 
white spruce and the h~bitat types in which they occur are out~ 
standing in their low ratios of fruiting to infection. The 
tnoculum for infection of such species is obtai~ed almost en~ 
tire+y from fruit bodies on alpine fir in the same or adjacent 
stands. Thus, inhibition of fruiting · does act as a limiting 
factor tci !1;,. tinctoriuminfection as, for example, in sub.-alpine 
habitat types where the fungus is ordinarily confined to a 
limited portion of the habitat. ·· 

The foregoing comments represent a generalized account of 
only a few of the classes of information obtainable by the use 
of habitat types in sampling stem decay. I have not mentioned 
the factor 9f soil as an influence upon stem .decay, a factor of 
considerable importance in that soil is a major conditioner of 
habitats as regards atmospheric humidity, $Uscept occurrenc e and 
suscept vigour. Data. pertinent to the different features of soi), . 
are ,readily obtainable through a system of ·sampling based on 
habitat types, Similarly, the fa,ctors o.f air temperature and air 
humidity within a .stand and that of wind infJ,.uence are completely . 
adaptable to inv estigation on the basis of habitat types, 

The use to which habitat types were put in the rea ·ppraisal 
of§,. tinctorium in British Columbia represents an extreme test 
of this kind of :sample unit by reason of the large number of 
Sc\mp:)..e tmits required. With investigat:l.ons of less ambitiou$ .a 
.nature the nu.~ber of sample units need not be so large and the 
analysis of data, therefore, so cumbersome, Consequently, the 
large number of habitat types necessitated in some itwestigations 
need not deter a gener,11 use of this kind of sample unit. The 
use of habitat types as representing homogeneou~ units of 
vegetation and environment might oe questioned in light of the 
existence of microenvironments within each habitat type, The 
existence of microenvironments cannQt be ignor ed· but satisfaction 
can be gained in the knowledge that each habitat type has its . 
specific arrangement of microenvironments, Thus, all stands of 
a parti ·cular habitat type will e~hibit the same pattern of 
variation from the ground line to th e tops of trees. Jn this 
sense habit at types are homogeneous and all examples of any one 
habitat t ype represent a high degree of biotic similarity, With 
these convictions in mind, I can think of no better method of 
segregating total forest cover and the multitude of environments 
it represents than th at of habitat types • . 
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DEr:AY OF ASPEN IN COLORAOO 

by 

Ross W. Davidson 
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Aspen (,t_o_wfl:ua _tremulo!,2,.~ Michx.) stands are extensive in th9 
central Rocky Mountain· area, especially in the mountains and high 
mesas west of the Continental Divide in Colorado where the species 
reaches maxi111•nn development (2). On the better sites aspen yields 
a considerable voltnne of wood in a ~horter period than do most of 
the comf ers . which grow at high elevatlons. The present study was 
imdertaken as a preliminary survey to determine in ~ome detail the 
relationship of decay · -to stands in dif'f erent areas and of · different 
ages. 

Baker (2), 'Who made a study of aspen in utah, states that 11It is 
found that while growth is more rapid in New England, deterioratien 
and decay take place earlier, so that the maximum and average sizes 
are abo1it the same · in the two regions and stands are very similar 11• 
It is believed that growth is also somewhat more rapid in the 
,better Lake States aspen but that deterioration is also more rapid 
there. Baker has set up a criterion of site quality based on 
height growth in Table o. 'thus height growth at particular ages 
may be chec;,ked against this table to determine site quality. He 
states that aspen grows on a wide variety of soii types but that 
soils an(i elevations as well as moisture affect the growth. 

Review of Pravious Work 

Several previous studies have been conducted on decay i~ aspen and 
of these the results of Meinecke (7) should more near]S" fit those 
of .the present study, He attributes most of the rot in aspen in 
Utah to two f'-ungi, Fornes irmia:rius and Fornes ,!l)planatus. Fornes 
!PPlanatus is thought to enter through wo,in'ds at the base of ffie 
stem~ and although ffPorophores were seldom observed in connection 
with . a disti~t white to yellowish stringy butt ro_t, Fomes 
awlanatus w~ tentatively assumed t,o be the cause~ 

Schmitz and Jackson (9) qonducted a somewhat similar study o!' decay 
in eastern or Lake States a~pen. Although their study was confined 
mainly to trunk rot causeq by Fornes igniaritls, they state generally 
that, three fungi are ~ually considered tlie' cause of the heart :rot 
in aspen, F. ,!811i¥"ius, Arrnil~a:r~~ niellea, and.~omes a~lann.tgs, 
Van Schrenk and Spaulding (10) point out that 1.n New England, as 
well as in Co].orado and New Mexiqo, it is alJnOst impossib).e to find 
healthy stand~ of any. age, d\le to .I, !&1iar~. 
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~ Russi-an investigators have conducted many studies - on aspen and 
especially on diseases or decay in aspen. Ankudinov (1) has given 
a rather extensive review of earlier work in Russia on this subject. 
There, many of the earlier papers have been concerned with . the 
question of developmsnt of early symptoms of decay in young sprout 
stands. Som~ of those have ass•uned or concluded that red discolora-
tions in very young sterns were incipient infections by the decay 
fungus, · E• igni!!!:ius, and that sprout stands were more subject to 
these early infections than were seedlings. Hoviever, Ankudinov 
brings out that more recent investigations show that the red dis-
colorations in very young stands are not the result of decay infec-
tions am that sprotlt stands are not necessarily subject to more 
numerous infections by this f1.mgus. He points out one study which 
concludes that better soil or sites do not necessarily give greater 
irmmmity of aspen to infection, but faster growth and acceleration 
of healing of wounds and knots may result in healthier stands, 
Stands should be fenced · and · systematic thini.ngs shoo.ld begin at 8 
years, dead limbs prtmed, and the rotation shortened to not over 
40-u5 vears. . . . . . . . . 

His own studies also indicate that aspen should be grown on a fairly 
short rotation. ~xamination of aspen on different sites indicated 
that the faster growing stande did not necessarily have less decay 
than certain poorer sites. · Also there was no co:rrelation of decay 
With croli.'ll class. These conclusions seem to · have been based on 
percentage of trees with sporophorea. He recommends control of 
density of stand and .early thinning, sanitation practices, and 
selection of straight unin,jured stems. However density should not 
be so reduced as to prevent early natural pruning of limbs. He 
recognizes the probable beneficial effect of artificial pr~ming of 
dead branches . and subsequent, more rapid healing of "dry knots" 
but do•1bts mether pruning would in most instances be economically 
possible. 

Besides the repeated emphasis of improvement cutting . and removal of 
all trees with heart rot ( sporophore of ]: • iv;niarius) Ankudinov 
suggests that age of final clear cutting for northern aspen be at 
about 60.70 years and in central or southern areas at 40-50 years. 
At time of cutting all logged products and slash should be removed 
betor~ the appearance of the new coffice growth. All logged areas 
sho:u.d be fenced tq prevent cattle grazing in young sprout growth, 
where possible. 

In the Russian studies,~ 1B,9iarius seems to be the decay 
fungus of economic importance. -

Thomas and Podmore (11) published the results of studies .on decay 
in black cottonwood in British Colwnbia. The fungi and decay en-
countered in their · study indicated a distinct difference in that 
species as compared with aspen. In the cottonwood, !:_ome~j.gniari~ 
was of no importance and E,_q111es a:pp'.h_anatus was found only on dead 
trees. However, they did make a more complete study of the orga-
nisms and list ed eight species a~ the cause of ~ome volume loss in 
living tre es . They also listed 70 speci es of fun gi which cause 
eome decay in cottonwood, · 
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Location and Type .or Stands Sampled 

Samples for the present study were from the more important aspen 
stands on the l-lestern slope of the Continental Pivide in Colorado. 
These stands are considered among the best in the region for com-
mercial . utilfzation purposes. It is believed that conditions in 
~n will be somewi'lat ei)nilar immediately north, W:lst, a.nd south 
of the areas, but there may be soioo variations due to differences 
in temperatUl~ and moisture conditions. 

The stands ~amp led were at an elevation of approxi?r.ately 8, 000 to 
10,000 feet. At these ·elevations aspen occurs in almost pure 
stands except at the lowar edge where amelanchier, scrub oak, and 
in some areas Dot1glas-fir and ponderosa pine may be.interspersed, 
and at the higher elevations there is o!ten a mixture of spruce and 
s~balpine fir. · 

It is believed that the main factors f~oring ·aspen qJ-e cool temp-
erature and sufficient moisture. Good soil :ts of course necessary 
for maximum growth. The better aspen stands from northwestern 
Colorado to southeastern Colorado west of the Continental Divide 
support an abundant undererowth of herbaceous plants. Forage for 
sheep is considered excellent under these better aspen stands. 

Except for the ~bove general conditions the requirements for aspen 
growth have not been studied in detail. Soil types, permeability, 
depth, ano quality are factors needing investigation. 

Methods Used in Aspen Study 
. . 

An attempt was ?nade to establish study plots in typical aspen in 
each area · and in older and medium-aged stands. Isolated small 
patches of aspen lJere not ~ampled nor were stands at the lower 
elevations where growth was much lower than for the better stands. 

One-tenth-acre plots were used except l-lhen time available made it 
necessary to obtain a smaller sample - in which case 1/20 .. acre 
plots were used. In Table 1 the d~ta •is adj~ted to plots of 1/:l.O-
acre size so the voluroos an~ numbers of t~es may be compared for 
each sample. 

All tree~ 4 ·in ches d.b.h. or larger were cut at 1-foot stump 
height, and at 4-£oot intervals to a 4--inch top diameter. 1•Jhere 
decay was encountered, the 4-foot bolts were further dissected to 
dete~ne more accurately the extent of qecay. 

Samples W3re removed from most decay infections and an attempt made 
tq isolate the organisms involved. Isolations ffl3re not as numerous 
as desired and for many c~ses there ~re failures to re1:over the 
fungus for positive classification. Also, time did not permit de-
tail ed study of all organisms isolated. The work did, however, 
give a better understanding o£ the fungi and ~~rves as a basis for 
future more detailed study. 
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Age was determined from sample discs taken at stump height. In 
cases ·whe::re butt rot made it impossible to secure an accurate age 
count, age was estimated on the basis of ages of adjacent trees of 

. sinrl.lar size. 

Voll.nne of wood was calculated for each 4-.foot bolt by t'!Sing 
Smalien's formula. Rot voltnnes were also calculated in the same 
way except that where rot ended within a bolt it was treated as a 
cone and volume calculated in the same way except the area of base 
x lengt ·lr . waa divided by three instead of by two, 

RESULTS OF THE ASPEN STUDY 

Stand Hi.story and Quality 

Da.ta on tree height and volumes ind5.cate that a&-pen sampled was of 
site 1 and 2 quality in comparison with Baker's tables o and 17 (2). 
In most of the young stands, trees per acre was below the average 
given by Baker. However, height and total volume was equal or 
slightly above in a number of :tnstances. Table · l gives number of 
trees, average d.b.h., age and volwnes for the present study. 
These may be compared with the figures given in Bakers paper. it 
should be remembered that where uneven aged stands were sampled, 
accurate comparisons cannot be made. 

/ A detailed fire history for the aspen · areas has not been available. 
However, the younger stands up to 80 years are approximately even 
aged and are assumed to have originated following fire. We are 
told that fires were extensive puring the 18701 s. In more limited 
are.as there are stands ~O to 60 years old so we may asswne that 
there were fires at later periods. There is considerable evidence 
that stands also originate from causes other than fire. For 
instance, many of the older stands (80 to 120 years or older) tend 
to break up du~ to over age associated wtth insects, disease, or 
drouth. These break ups sometimes result in · fairly good sprout 
regeneration either as even aged growth or a sufficient thinning 
out of the older stems to permit sprouts to . develop as an underetory. 

In several areas stands sampled were typically uneven aged. If ftre 
was ever involved it was too remote to be apparent at the present 
time. 

Deoay As Oompated To Total Wood Volume 

One of the main objectives was to determine at what age decay and 
other defects become so important as to seriously reduce volume of 
so~nd wood, therefore, the necessity of keeping the samples to a 

; definite area basis. Whether or not t,he sample used was of suffi-
cient si .ze for all purposes may be questioned, but for general 
acreage calculation~, 1.t should be fairly adeq1Jate • 
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In Table 1 there is given most of th~ basic data on all plot ·samples. 

· Some plots were not in even aged stands and here it was necessary 
to divide the plot-decay-volume data by two age groups • . In most 
such cases the total volume of wood per ~ample plot is also given. 
In order to sbow the age decay relationship the decay volumes have 
been rearranged in chart form (Figure 1, A&B). This chart will show 
the general trend of only a small percentage of decay _at 41 to 60 
years to very moderate amounts at 70 and 80 years 0 There is a lack 
of data on the 80 to 90 year period but beginning at about 100 
year~ the percent 9f decay volume is considerable in most stands. 

The decay age data has been kept to a plot ~ample basis here be. 
cause of certain extreme variations. Some of these variations can 
be explained but others cannot be explained with any degree of 
certainty. For instance, the extremely high butt rot vol 1..!llle from 
some of the older plot,s is due to decay following fire wounding 
about 80 years ago. Some of these old wounds were still open anq 
extended to a considerable height on the trunks. In other older 
atands the wounds ha.d not been so severe and although decayed, had 
become almost completely healed over in the 80~year neriod. Fire 
wounds were. not connnon in any of the etands under 8.5 years. 

·Some of the· une::q,lained variations may be pointed out by reference 
to plots 18, 19, 20 and 21 on the Routt National Forest. Ail of 
these were in stands over 100 years in age. Plots 16 and 20 from 
the same stand, contained less decay than most stands of much 
younger age. Plot 21 was in a stand only 150 yards from the above 
two plots but in general appearance ·seemed different in that trees 
were not as straight and bark was of the so..called whiter type. 
There were probabl.y differences in stand QM,gin, also, although 
such differences are somewhat speculative at the _present time. 
One of the .main reasons for differences in rot vol11me was in 
absence of Fomes ig__~~ var. ru:eulin~ in the one stand and its 
presence in the others~ · . · -

Two other older plots . showed few£:• jsr.;ia~ var. in.fee ... 
tions, ·these were plots land 2 at the ~outhermost edge oi' the 
Uncompahgre National Forest. Plot l had no identifiable infections 
by thie fungus, and plot 2 had no F. i.~niarius var. rat~D~ . 
sporophores but two identifications were macteby iso a ion o the 
Qrganism~ The main question rai~ed here is whether the samples 
were too small to give reliable rot volume data~. Probably sozre 
other sampling methQd should be used to show co~clusively that 
there is much less of this fungus in sozre older stands, 

AE3pen Decay Fungi 

Fungi isolated or Qtherw.i.se identi!'i.ed are _listed in Table .2, with 
the total trees sampled. The.total nurooor of trees sampled on the 
35 study piots was 958. Some ·of the fungi listed require further 
study for more comp].ete io entif'tcatiomi and there are others which 
probably cause decay but have not been id entified~ 



Fungus · 

Total 

Table 2. Aspen Decay Fungi 

: : : : Percent of : Average 
.. :Number of :Percent: Total :decayed wood: d.b.h. 

dnfections:of trees: volume : in trees :of trees 
:identified:sampled :of decay: infectsd :infected 

(cu ft) 

11.4 68.7 

10 .. 6 472.l 

4.8 65.5 
J.4 49.l 

i.1 20.2 · 

1.3 ? ,.._ ...... 

-- ... 
.... --

345 35.8 

5.9 
25 .. 1 

7.4 
10.1 

5 .. 6 

? --
----
...... 

--

(inches) 

9 ,n. 
11.1 

. 11.6 

10.6 

12.2 

---

-
* Butt rot fungi 

... 1 
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Decays are usually' divided into butt rots and trunk rots .. In aspen 
there are a number which are confined for the most part to the butt 
area and others mostly to the trunks. In this study all Fomes · 
tsn~ var•.J?.2E..ufinus and £m.tocp.aete. were classi!ie~a"?''trimk · 
rots althougq in quite a few cases, especially of]:. ,1~1a~ var. 
p~ulinn:;i, the -rot was concentrated in the butt of the ree. 
Cal:z:_bia velut~~~ was usually isolatad from butt rot but is known 
to get"I.nto wounds in tops of some tree species. 

Of the four opecies here classified as from trtmk decay, £.1'.II?tq,~ 
· fR~}%on1.:2; (6) was isolated and identified from more decay infect~ons 

an any other. Since it does not fruit raadily on infected liv:i.ng 
trees, it could be identified only from isolations. There wre many 
additional decay infections which appeared to be ca;.1Sed by£~~· 
c_!;a2~e but which were not positively ~dentified because of failure 
to obtain a culture or the isolate was of a secondary non-decay 
species. 

Decay with mich CIJJ2tochae~ was associated was white and of'ten 
with a red brown margin. However, the marginal coloring was not 
consistently present and did not appear to be caused by £,m,:!:_och~ete. 
The decay was usually more typically of an incipient stage aria never 
appeared to be in an advanced stage of disintegration. It was 
especially noticeable on cross c:its with a power saw. The infected 
wood seemed more brittle than normal wood and fibres were sort of 
pulled cut rather than cut cleanly. 

Entrance was almost entirely through branch stubs and infections 
were so~-tirnes ·fai.rly low in the trunk and sometimes in the upper 
or crown area~ Incipient infections of!• var. :ti9.Rulinu~ · 
could n.ot be s.eparated. from those of C~tochMte unless t e black 
marginal line so characteristic of th~ ormer had. started to -
develor,_~ '.I.The volume of rot causec by!• 1_,gni~ va;" ~inu~ 
wns mucu greater than for any other of the decay species. A so, 
volmne of decay per tree infected was much greater. In young 
stands, tJP to about 80 years, percent of trees infected by this 
fungus was low and also volume of rot p~r tree infected was also 
low; whereas, percent of trees infected by £:cyi1to9J1~* was high 
in a number of .the young stands. - · 

!!,Ql7morus dr;r~hilus var . vulpinus was isolated only three tintes. 
These"1:nrectionswere from-older trees. It caused a white pocket 
rot of the trimk. 

Daldi~ concentrica was present in two living trees but it seems 
doubtful as to 'Whether it causes much decay. · 

Fungi isolated from butt decay are more numerous although total 
number of infections and total butt rot volmne was probably less 
than ro·r trunk rot. Fornes applanatus seems to be by far the most 
important of the butt rots cihiefly\,ecause of its root parasitism 
and subsequent dripping out of trees infected by it. 

- 8 -



Rot caused by' it is white mottledand it was consistently concen-
trated in the large roots and basal part of the stem. In almost 
every area sampled and many that viere not sampled numerous trees 
were seen that had blown over while still alive. llhen examined, 
almost· all of such down trees had the roots rotted off by F. 
!BJ?lan~~ on one side. The decay usually does not extend ... up very . 
far above stump height. It affeots the sapwood as well as the 
heartwood. The method of' infection by it is now known in detail 
but conspicuous wounds were not associated with the infections. 

Decay attributed to Callz_~a- had a larger total volume 
than any other butt rot. It was 1den i!ied from cult~es more 
frequently than any other. There is some question as to whether it 
was actually the cause of most of the decay with which it was 
ass~iated. Usually it was aasooiated with white rot but there 

· were a few exceptional _cases. 

!h..S?}-i2_~ squa_r.,r~ _and!• .aJml(;!:at.);!~ decay were somemiat similar 
in ·their inoip!ent stages so t at in a number 0£ infectiqns where 
the rot ~s ·suspected of being F. ~~~t:,us the isolations turned 
out to bej:ho~t~.!i.~• · Entrance o"f both seems to be through the roots 
but Pholiota does not act as a parasite to the same extent as does 
?: w.il~tiaf"¾ and does not result in weal~ening and subsequent 
m.ndthrow • . 

Pho1!,ota was frequently found fruiting on the ground at the base of 
infectea trees. ~h;v-llum .,Slifactum ? was also found fruiting on 
the ground at the base of an infected tree. Cultures from the 
epo:rophores and from the rot tn the tree were the same. It is 
possible . this fungus is of greater importance than the one case 
indicates because cultural characteristic$ are not or l-lere not 
known during the ·course or the study. Decay by it is somewhat 
similar to that of Pholiota. · 

Brown butt rots as previou_sly stated were fairly common, in young 
stands, especially. Some of the cultures obtained from the bro,-m 
butt rot were fairly .tyP-;i..c~l of .Qgij.p,!)hor~ putean.;i. but have not 
been studied with suffic:i,ent thoroughness to be absolutely sur-e of 
their identity. In a few Ca$e~ cultures isolated were of other 
decay species but they were not identified. 

' Armi.11~~ was isolated several times and appeared to be present 
occasionally as small pockets of rot associated with basal wounds. 
It should be considered in aey further study of root rot organisms 
It is possible that it may be one of the parasitic species --kill-
ing roots or injuring them $0 that other taster growing decay 
species can get into the trees. _ However, in this study it did not 
appear to be an. important species. 

Pol;morus adustus? occurs as a sap rot associated 'With wounds but 
-was not '!so!a'tect f~om typical heart ~ot~ ~otus !f2id?W was 
isolated ~rom six t~es. In most of these cas.es it was present as 
a heart rot in the lo~er part of the trunk anq decay was fairly 
extensive. 
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One fimgus which gained considerable attention during the past 
summer was one frequent+Y associated w.tth a white mottled rot in 
the tops or the trees. Quite frequently it was isolated from decay 
having an odor similar to that from green walnut hulls. The odor 
may be more a Dost reaction to a particu.ta:r type of injury. In any 
event, the fungus was tentatively determined as being isolated from 
40 trees with top decay. The cultures have a rather dense white to 
b~"'f' cottony mat w.ith some dark mycelium on or in th9 substratum. 
It is believed to be ·an ascomyceta but so far no fri.iiting stage has 
been observed. 

Sporophores of Aspen Decay Fungi 

Most trees with extensive !• igtrl.,ariu~ var. J?OOulimJ.e decay had 
conspicuous fruiting bodies on the trunk. The nmnber of such 
fruiting bod~.es, which usually form at old .branch stuo traces, is 
~n indication of the longit'..¥:tl.nal spread of decay inside the trunk. 

E• a~lana~ fruiting bodies are usually present on the bases of 
infec ed living trees bqt are often so near the base Gos to be partly 
hidden · by grass or herbaceous plant growth. Fruiting bodies continue 
to develop after the infected trees fall over. 

As rras previously stated, · sporophores of Pholiota frequently develop . 
on the soil at the base of infected trees. This fungus seems to 
grow from a dead root or other defect undergro 1md and fruits from a 
mass of mycelium which develops as a sort of pseudo sclerotium in 
the sur:ro1md1,ng soil. Tlle sporophores a~ annual and disintegrate 
within a few months after development. LyophXllum un:i.,!a9l._~ ? 
develops in the same way at the base or the tree (on'fy ·one case 
observed) ·. · 

.t}ein:o~ sa~}i~ ai."'1.d Q~ol,l7;t}?;! ~luti;e~ frequently fruit . on dead 
s·e,ancting or own trees but were not seen on living trees •. The 
latter were most frequently £.ormed at the base of the trunks or 
from underground dead roots. · 

Daldinia concentrica was present on one living tree. It had grown 
~a branoh•stub·trace at considerable height on the trunk. The 
decay inside the trunk seemed to be mostly caused . by .r> _ig_niarius 
var. :e,OPulinus. · · 

Cr.Y,,Btochaete fTuits · in abundance on recently fallen treas with the 
bark still on and only occasionally op dead stubs of living stand-
ing trees. 

Coniwora E1!,.t~ap~ has been collected on aspen logs occasionally 
but not on living trees. This is al:so true of !2,1:,:porus 1,dusts 
although this fung~ is also present as a wound saprophyte occa-

. sionally. 

- lO ... 
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Sporophores are very useful as visible evidence of high or low 
decay incidence. Some es1;imate of volume can also be obtained in 
older stands by tallying the number of trees with · aporophores. 
Trees infected by F .. ,!gu.1-,att~s var. ~ulinus in the present study 
had an averag2 of °25 percen clec.ayed woOd.As thia figure contained 
numerous incipient infections i.n young trees, the voluroo of decayed 
wood 1,.n the older stands where sporophoros are present would be 
somewhat higher. 

Conclusions on Decay Fungi 
At the start or this aspen decay study in 1954 we thought that 
pcyptochae~e had not been reported from aspen heart rot before or 
that it was praoent only in this central Rooky Mo!.l?ltain area. When 

· Dr. Nordin 11.~s in Colorado last JuJ.y, he asked whetller I had seen 
several interim repor-i:is on decay or aspen in Canada. He said he 
would send copies of these reports. These were received later. 

Orie report by R. F. Black ( 3) was on l)ecay- in Aspen in the Upper 
Pie region of northern •Ontario dated June 1951. Another by Black 
and Bo·11rchie:r (4) was on Decay in Aspen in the Manitoul.i.n area of 
Ontario dated J~ly 1952. The third was by Black and Knstapovich 
(5') . on Decay in Aspen in Manitoba and Eastern Saskatchewan and 
dated April 1954. I am not sure as to wheth~r any of these has been 
published. . 

In the first of these studies, s·ixtean species of fungi were listed. 
Ten ware butt rots and six were trtmk rots. 

In the 195'2 Ontario study, ten named fungi are listed with eight of 
them top rots and only two as butt rots. Corticium ~onium 
(£11:etochaete) was isolated 7 t~mes as cqmpared to lo7 cases or 
Fornes~'!! var • .PS?J?.~~• The .authors consider this the 
fir-;£ report of .Q. ,2,Q};Y~~~~ as a. heart rot. 

The 1954 paper from Manitoba and Saskatchewan listed nine trunk rot 
fungi and three from butt rot. There were 124 C. ,mu.,Y.gonium as · 
conipared to 215 of[ • . i1:miar:tus var. popt1li~. - Inell three 
studies the fungus Radulum caseari um is listed as second to F. 
igniari~ var • .J2.2Pulinu~fni.mportance. It has not been identi-
fied from C,olorado but possibly it may be one of the unidentified 
isolates. · Another big di!!erenee i~ that Fows J;PPlanatus was not 
reported in aey of the three studies. · · 

The present study .and thQse of Black and coworkers in Canada show 
that there are more decay fungi involved and that the disease con. 
dition in .aspen in general is more compli,.eate<;! than earlier studies 
had indicated. !• igniari~ var. £2P.Ulinus ii, important, in Colo-
rado at least, because of the presence or older and somewhat over-
mature stands. tt aspen can .be managed on a 70 to 80 year rotation, 
decay ftmgi other than!• ign!-arill! may be of much greater importance. 



It;1-fue present study where many of the stands _originated following 
fire decay entrance from parent stumps did not seem to be important. 
If stands or the future originate following clear cutting, decay 
from parent stumps probably could be of some importance. 

Some observati~ns were made of stands in the process of breaking up. 
Decay or root rot did not appear to be involved in such break up 
but further studies are need~d by both entomologists and patholo ... 
gists before a clear picture can be obtained. Bark and wood borers 
are somst:lmes present in great abundance in stanqs that are break-
ing up but it :1,.s not known whether they are ~econdacy or primary. 

Stand · history: is als .o believed to be an important factor in high or 
low incidence of decay but the factors Tesponsible are not known. 

In other words, the study made gives some ide~a on the arno'.lllt of 
decay in stands of different ages but much rno1~e detailed informa ... 
tion . is needeg before we shall know just how decay get~ started and 
wlle~her managemEint practices cari b~ devised to red~ce rather than 
encourage ·decay. · 

. . . . . . 

Watwood and Associated Defect~ 
~twood is a conunon defect in many hardwood tree species. In E;Jome 
stands of aspen -wetwood infections "Wre conunon to abundant. In 
some there we~ very tewo Iµ the present study it was not possible 
to obtain aey ·defini.te data on 1,ts possible iru:"'luenqe on decay. In 
several instances wetwood infections were abundant and decay infec" 
tions and .volumes were low. · 

In plot 16 on the Routt National FQrest where wetwood infections 
were abundant, they appeared to have resulted in prominent frost 
cl'acks. In most cases there was conspicuous eap flow from the 
frost cracks. It ·was thought that the frost cracks were a direct 
result of . wetuood infections but the absence of frost cracks in 
other stands whe~e. t-ietwood was conunon is difficult to explai:i, 
Trees cm plot 17, about 3 miles front plot 16, were of a similar 
age, but of somewhat slower · growth, · cont~ned no frost oracl~s. 
According to our records, 36 trees on plot 16 had wetwood infec-
tions of · which 17 had frost cracks 'Whereas 22 trees on plot 17 had · 
wetwood and none had frost cracks. 

We.t~od was often associated with wounds of various types in 'Which 
cases there was often decay present also. Perhaps the most fre ... 
quent association was wood borers and wetwood in which case decay 
was seldom present. It has l;Jeen shown that bacteria are often 
present in wetwood infection and they are assumed to be the direct 
cause. In the aspen study a number of isolations ~re made from 
wetwood. In some such instances bacteriwn-,lilce growth was obtained 
but in others no bacteritU!l wa~ detected. The wetwood situation in 
aspen would seem to require a more intensive ~udy for better 
understanding or its role in pathology of the host. 

------- . Roo!<Y Mountain Forest and Range ~riment Station, Forest Insect 
and Diaease Laboratory at Colorado State University, Fort Collin~, 
CQlorado. .,. 12 _ 
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APPENDIX I 

NEV! PROIJEGTS 

A. FOR~ST DISEASE SURV'JrIS General 

l. Project Titles Forest disease co11ditions in California. 

Project Leader& . J. W. -Kimmey 

Objectives: To make annual evalue.tion of forest disease 
conditions. 

Presen·t; Status, Active 

Publications: Forest disease conditions in California. 
Calif. Fornt & Range Exp. Sta. u. S. Forest Servic13 
Mi.m3ographed. 8 PP• 1956. 

B. HO:ND-!FECTIOUS DISEASES 

None 

C. CONE, SEED, . . isJD SEEDl,nTG DISEASES 

Hone 

D. ROOT AND SOIL DISEASES OR ;:-;.rGL.' 'i' IONS:iIPS . 

·1. Pro.ject Tit]~, Influence of mycorrhiza on the survival and 
subsequent o.evelopment of Douglas-fir seedlin gs. 

Project Leade.r,s J.E. Bier 

Ob,iectivest To determine the ro~e of mycorrhiza in the 
germination, growth, ano. aurvival of Douglas-fir s eedlings 
in nurseries and plan tat ions. 

PreseJit Status• . Exploratory 

!:!:!bli'oations s None 
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2. Project Titles Effect of flrtificially impos~d moisture stress 
on rootlet mortality of seedlin gs of uestern white pine and 
associate species. 

Project Leader,: Oh~rles D. Loaphart 



Location of Ln1Joratorx• . Intermountain Forest and Range 
Experiment Station, Forest Service, 

... u.s.D.A., Spokane, Washington. 

Q!?jectiv~t To determine the effect of soil-moisture 
deficiency on rootlet mortality and root development of 
western white pine, western · 1arch, western red cedar, grand 

· fir, and . Douglas-fir seedltngs gro,m on three typee of 
eoils ... .,.one having rocky subsoil, one having a deep, well-
drained subsoil, e.nci one having a harcl•pan subsoil. 

l'ublicationss None.· 

3. Pro,iec~ Title; Root distribution and condition of the root · 
eystema of tree species in \'.testern wbite pine stanq.s. 

J'ro,iect. Lee.dart Charles D. Leaphart 

· Location or le.borator~• Irr~(;rmountain Forest and Range 
Experiment Station, .Foreet Service, 
u,.s.D.A., Spokane, ·wc.shington. 

9~1iecti"(es, To determine t~1e etructure.l root and the rootlet 
abundance, distribv.tion, and characteristics · of tree ppeoie~ 

· in western white pine ete.nds. Particule.r attention will be 
devoted to western white pine, gre:nd fir, western hemlock, 
western larch, western red cedar, Douglas-fir, Engelmann 
epruoe, end .lodgepole pine whenever these species occur 
within sampling ~nits. Disregarding physiological aspects 
of the problem, the aim is to compare the coQpetitive 
ability or white pine to the above .. mentioned species on the 
basis of root habit, structure,·etc. 

Publicationss None 

E. FOLIAGE DISEASES 

None 
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F~ STEH DISEASES - Mrlformations, witches brooms, dwarfmistletoes, etc. 

l. ·. ?ro,iect Title: 

Project Leaders 

Dwarfmistletoe or ponderosa pine. 

Keith Shea 
Weyerhaeueer Tim00r Co., Forestry Research 
Center, Box 420, Centralia, Washington. 

Ob.jectives c To determipe the biology, damage , and control. 

Publicationss Mone 



2. Pro.ject Title: Distribution and damage surveys of the 
dwarfmistletoes • ... 
Project Leader: Donald P. Graham 

8o 

Location of . Laboratory: I1;t0rr:1ou.ntain Foroat and Range 
Experiment Station, Forest Service, 
u.s.n.A., Spokane, Washington. 

Ob,.iectives: The primary objectives of this surver are to 
determine the abundance and intensity of dwarfmistletoe 
and the amount and ·rate of damage with reference to possible 
correlated factors such as forest type, site class, site, 
density a:nd topography. This information will .assist in 
development of c~ol practices to reduce the .losses that 
occur. 
!tis planned to accomplish these objectives by combined 
roadside and plot surveys. The early effort will be 
concentrated in the western larch and Douglas-fir timber 
types on the Colville and Nezperce National Forests, 

Publicationsa None 

G. STEM DISEASES• Stains and decays 

1. Pro,ject Ti"'~as Heart rots of young-growth Douglas .. fir, 

Pro.i act Leaders George M. Harvey 
Pacific Northwest Forest and Range 
Experiment Ste.tion, P.O. Box _4059, 
Portland 8, Oregon. 

Objectives: (1) To obtain detailed infor mation on factors 
involved in establishment and-growth Qf heart-rotting fungi, · 
with special referem.Qe to reduction of losses. {2) To · 
d:et e.rtnine :t.he lif .e e.xpe.c.t .anc_y_ of' .the . . tr .ea . arid .t..he. e.~tent __ of . 
decay associated with the various external indicators. (3) . • 
To determine the magnitude, rate, and distribution of damage 
by heart rots. 

Present Stc.tuss This is an old project that has · received 
little attention during recent years. We have dissected 
trees in several localities· and are al~ost ready to publish 
some of our general observations~ but much more work will be 
necessary £or completion of the study. 

Publicationss Childs, T.w. Bear damage to young Douglas-
fir. · _ Pac. N.W. For. Exp. Sta. ~esearch Note 113. 4 PP• 
illus. April 1955. 



Childs, T.w. Pruning and occurrence of'heart rot in 
young Douglas•fir. Pac. N.W. For. Exp. sta. Research 
Note 132• 5 PP• July 1956. 

2. Pro,1ect Titles Decay of lodgepole pine • . 

Project Lat=.'.ders Ernest Wright 
Pacific Northwest Forest and Range 
Experiment st ~tion, P.o~ Box 4059, 
Portland 8, Oregon. 

Ob.iectivess (1) To ascertain the volume loss due to 
decay and other defects. (2) To identify the fu11gi 
causing decay. (3) To determine the common entrance 
ports for decay fungi. 

Present St:::,tust Study initiated this · summer and 
preliminary data ready for tabulation. · Cultures obtained 
of the principal decay fungi. 

Publications i None 

3. !3:0.fect Tit,gi_s Decay of Pacific Ooast alder. 

Pro1iect Leaders Ernest Wright 
Pacific North. 'est Forest and Ren~e 
Experiment Station, P.O. Box 4059, 
Portland 8, Oregon. · 

Objectives: (1) To determine the principal fungi 
causing decay. (2) Determine the importance of decay. 

Present Sta~: Cultures ready for identification and 
.preliminary records on extent of decay obtained. 

Publications; None 

4~ Pro.iect Title: Decay following logging injury to 
western hemlool<,. 9itka spruce and true firs. 

Pro.iect Leaders Ernest Wri 0ht · 
Pacific Northwest Forest and Range 
Experiment Station, P.O. Box 4059, 
Po~tland 8, · 0regon. 

~ctivess To develop a formula for estimating the 
amount of decay in partially lo gged stands. 
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Present Statust The first major phase of this study 
has been completed. A formula and tables have been 
presente~ to determine the amount of decay in a 
logging-damaged stand on the basis of position and 
size of the logging sears. 

Publications: Wrjght ,Ernest and Leo A. Isaac • . Decay 
following logging injut;•y to western hemlock, Sitka 
spruce and true firs. VSDA Tech. Bul. 1148 • . 34 pp, 
illus. 1956. · 

Project Titles The fungi associated with decay of 
Douglae•fir and vestern yellow pine in the interior 
region 9f British Columbia. 

Pro,iect Loaders - A,. C, Molnar 
Forest Biology laboratory; Victoria, B.C. 

Ob.jectivess (1) To determine the :(ungi associated with 
decay of livin g Douglas•fir and yello w pine in the imerior 
region of British Columbia and attempt to relate their 
occurrence with site factors. (2) To determine the fungi 
associated uith sap-rots of felled Douglas•fir and yellow 
pine and measure their ra.tes of "!)enetration. 

Publicati~: None 

H. STEU DISEASES - Rusts and oan~ers 

1. froJept Titles Testin g sequenti al sampling teohniques for 
surveys of ribes popul ations and rust damage. 

Pro.ieot Leader: H. R. Offord 
California Forest and Range 
Experiment Station, Berkeley, California 

Ob.iectives; To oornpare the costs and efficienoy of sequential 
sampling e.nd continuous transect survey methods where dis- . 
tribution patt ern of the pest is generally known. 

Present Statuss Sequential sampling curves based on a 
negative binomial distribution of a li ght ribes population 
were devised and tested in the field. Differences of one 
ribe per acr e at t he 90 percent level of probability were 
deter mined by 15 r andom plots in place of t he 64 plo t s used 
by the oontinuous transect sys t em. 

Public ations f None 



2. Project Titljlt Ribas ecology in relation to blister rust 
control and whire pine me.nagement • .. 
Project Leader: o. R. Quick and v. D. Moss 

California Forest and Rr·n; 0 Experiment 
Station, Berkeley, California and. 
Inland Empire Research Center, Spokane, 
Washington. 

Ob.jectivess (1) To study the germinative response of 
ribes seeds and their viability under different conditions 
of natural storage. (2) To determine the sur•1ival .and 
growth·rate of ribes in various vegetative communities 
and measure the impact of fire, logging, and other dis-
turbances on the regeneration of ribes. (3) To analyze 
site and climatic factors affecting the re-establishment 
and grovrth rate of ribes in relation to prescribed 
standard for their suppression in blister rust control. 

Present_:2.t~: Work has been in progress for many years 
in nestern white pine areas of northern ldaho and in 
sµgar pine areas in California. Studies are now being 
extended to ribes of ~conomic · importance to the blister 
rust program in southern Oregon. Findings from these 
studies are being used in control operations to deter1Jline 
the most effective eradication schedules and tile standards 
of ribes suppression to be prescribed. 

Publications: Moss, Virgil D. a.nd Charles A. Wellner. 
Aiding blister rust control by silvicultural measures in 
the \7estern white pine type. · USDA Cir. No. 919. 32 PP• 
illus. 1953. 
Quick, Cio.rence R. Ecology of the Sierra Nevade Gooseberry 
in relation to blist er rust control. USDA Cir. No. 937• 
30 PP• illus. 1954 • 

• ·. Viable 1;1eeda from the duff and soil of 
_s_u_g_a_r_p_i-·n_e_f __ o_r_e_s_ts. Forest Science 2(1)136-42. 1956. 

3. Project Titles Development and improvement of chemical 
• methods forthe eradication or ribes. · 

Pro.ieot Leaders c. R. Ouick and v. p. Moss 
Oalifornia Forest and Range Experiment 
Station, Berkeley, California and Inland 
Empire Research Center, Spokane, Waehj,r,gton. 

Ob.jectives: To test new herbicides and new formulatione and 
methods of applying these formulations to ribes under field 
conditions. 
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Present Status& Work has been in progress for 30 years 
in northern . Idaho and Califor,1ia.. From J~hese studies 
have come effective and economic methods of ribes con-
trol the.t have been in practical use since 1928. Methods 
and herbicides have been improved from year to year. Most 
recent improvements related to (1) concentrations B!ld 
dosages of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T needed for effective basal 
stem treatments, . (2) the use of superfine white pine wood 
flour as a marker for sprays used out of po,iler rigs in. 
northern J;daho, and (3) the use of specially prepared 
clay peilets containin g volatile est .ers of 2,4 .. D for killing 
ribes seedlin gs apd crown sprouts. 

Publications: Off ord, H. R., V. Do Moss, w. V. Benedict, . 
H. E. S1::·c.11.son, and A. London. Improvemcmts in the control 
of . ribes by chemical and mech,anical met.hods. USDA Cir. 
No. 906. 72 PP• illus. 19j2. 
Manuscript by Offord, Q1,tick, .and Hoss in preparation for the 
Journal of Forestry. 

4. Prei.iect Title: Distance of spre ad and rust losses to sugar 
pine associated v;ith prescribed control standards (ribes 
populations). 

pro.j~ct Leader I D. R. Hill er 
California Forest and Range Experiment 
Station, Berkeley l, California 

Objectives: {1) To determine the amount of rust occurring 
within representative sugar pine control units by periodic 
check of number and age of cankers on permanent sample plots. 
(2) To apprai se this attritional loss or .damage to sugar 
pine in the light of the ribes population as shovm by . 
re gul ar operdions check of the plot and its contiguous pine 
area. (3) To determine for t wo special enlargements of 
these small sample pl ots the effectiveness of a 10-chain 
(California) and a 20-chain (Oregon) buffer ~trip. 

Present Statues Sixteen l~acre sample pl ots and seven 1/5 
acre plots have been established in sugar pine type of 
Oregon and California since 1944. All whit e pii-1es and ribes 
on th e plots are mapped by plane tabl e , and a .case history 
of infection on pine and ribes has been recorded by code on 
IBF punch card. A check is made for ribes after each 
eradic ation working by re gular control cre1;,s and each plot 
is gi ven a 100 percent check for pine infection about every 
3 to 5 years. Reports on ru st losse s ar e prepared and sub-
mitted to control supervisors aft er each pine inspection. 



5. Pro,iect Title: Relationshi i_) of the spread and intensification 
of the blister rust disease of v,estern white pine in the 
Inland ~pire Area to the microclima.te. 

Pro.iect Loc-.dera Merle G. Lloyd 

Location of laborato~ys 

• 

Intermountain Forest and Range 
Experiment Station, For est Service, 
U.s.D.A., Spokane, Wo.shi.ngton • 

Objectives: To investigate the effect of microclimatic 
factors on infection, intensification, and spread of 
blister rust of '.'?estern white pine. An understanding 
of these effeets should aid in the control of the disease 
by determining source of sporidia, necessary protection 
zones, ribes tolerance, and other importance information. 

Publications: None 

6, Project Titles Etiological, host-parasite, and ecological 
investigations of the Atropellif! disease of lodgepole pine. 

Pro.jeot Leaders Dr. J. c. Hopkins ..,.. 
Forest Biology fa t-oratory, 102-llth Ave., 
Calgary, Albet _ta. 

Ob,iectivees (1) To determine the influence of teI11Perature 
and pH on the growth of the AtroEell~ fungus in culture. 
(2) To deJtiermine gror,th factor requirements, carbon and 
nitrogen sour .oes and their effect oh growth in culture, etc. 
(3) To determine the exact cultural characteristics of one 
or more isolates under a l"ange of cultural conditionso 

Publications, Hopkins, J.C. StQdies on the Atropellis 
canker disease of lodgepole pine in Alberta. Mimeographed. 
Interim Report, Fore st Biologr Laboratory, Calgary, Alberta. 
March, 1957. 

I. WILT AND BLIGHT DIS EASES 

1. Pro.iect .Titl~: Dieback of immature (s~pling) Douglas-fir 
in coas ·tal British Columbia (subproject of 53-A~3 ). 

fro .ject Le::.der ·: w. A. Porter 
Forest Biology Laboratory, Victoria, B.C. 

pbjectives: To investige .ge a condition of top-dying of 
young Douglas-fir. 

Publicationst None 
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J. ,DEFECTS P..l\TD DECAYS OF FOREST PRODUCTS - Dead riinber, Slash, etc. 

1. Pro,ject Titl2,: Decay of killed Douglas-fir in interior 
British 'tolumbia. 

Pro.ject Leeder: G • . P. Thomas 
Forest Biology Leboratory, Victoria, B.C. 

,9bJectivesf (Tentative) To determine the nature and progress of deterioration in Dou.3las-fir killed by various agents •. 

Publicationsr None 

2. Pro,jact Titles To determine the rate of deterioration or 
western hemlock logs . in cold decks. · 

Pro.iect Leaders Ernest Wright 
Pacific Nortl1V1est Fo>.~est and Ranso 
Experiment Station, P.a. Box 4059, 
Portland~ Or0eon. 

· Objectives: To determine . if sprinkling retards decay. 

Present Status t First test just concluded • . Resulte 
indicate that sprinkling does retard decay in both fresh 

·and buckskin logs. 

Publications: None 

3. Project Titles Deterioration of be~tle-killed Douglas-fir 
. il1 the Pacific Northvrest • 

. Ernest Fright 
Pacific Nort!mest Forest . and Re.11ge 
E:.::)oriment St ation, P.O. Box 4059, 
Portland, Oregon. 

Ob.iectives: To determine rate of deterioration in relation 
to age class. 

Present St ntus: T'.ds project is still in progress, Tho 
object is to determine the rate of deterioration of 
standing beetle-killed timber to aid .salvage logging. 
Rate of deterioration varies according to tree diameter 
and age. Young trees with a high percentage of sapwood 
show the most decay. · Sapwood decays just as rapidly in 
large old trees, but because of its small volume in 

· relation to heartwood, the loss is less serious on a 
total volume basis. It takes about 4 years · before the 
sapwood is a commercial loss, ancl the heartwood is 
invad ed by decay in about 6 years. pinicol~ causes 



the greatest volume of decay. Decay of the sapwood 
increases breakage during felling ~"ld is closely' 
correlated with the position of the Dendroctonus 
galleriet. 

Publicat:i.ons s \°fright, Ernest end Wright, Kenneth H. 
Deterioration of beetle-killed Douglas-fir in Oregon 
and Wnsl:ington. Pacific Notthwest Forest and Ra111:,e 
Expt. Sta. Research Bu.1. 10. June 1954. 

4. Project Ti·qe s Deterioration of beetle-killed Pacific 
silver fir. 

Pro.iect Lead~r: Ernest 17Jright 
Pacific Northwest Forest and Rv.nge 
Ex-c>eriment Station, P.O. Box 4059, 
Portland, Oregon. 

Ob.iectives: To determine the deterioration rate of 
Pacific silver fir killed by Pseudohylesinu~ beetles. 

Present S-'G2.tuss Pacific silver fir is princi:90.lly used 
for ,ulp, because of its known non-decay-resistant• 
heartwood, information was needed as to how long beetle-
infested trees are utilizable. It ,,;as found that by the 
end of 4 years the heartwood was appreciably decayed, and 
between 30 and 40 percent of the volUIDe was lost to decay. 
Fornes Pinicola is the principal decay fungus, bu-t Stereum 
£h_ailetii is ·important in the decay cif sapwood. Armillaria 
meliea may assist in ~eakening the trees prior to infestation. 

fill2!ication~: 1Jright, E., w. K. Coulter and J.J. Gruenfeld. 
Deterioration of beetle-killed Pacific silver fir. Jour. 
of Fore$try 54(4):322-325. 1956. 
Gruenfeld, J.J., E. ':fright and i:r. K. Coulter. Operation 
countera·ttack. The Timberman LVIIal2, 1956. 

K. UISCELLANEOUS S'i'TJDIES · 

1. Project Title: Exotic plantation studies (52.0l.OlA4). 

Pro.i_ect Leaders A. C~ :,rolnar 
Forest Biology laboratory, Victorie, B.C. 

Ob.iectives: To c~talogue the plantations of non-indigenous 
tree species in British Columbia and carry out periodic 
examinat:i.ons to evaluate their patholo gical conditions. 

Publications; None 



2. Pro,ject Titles Disease surveys and pathogenicity tests 
on selected clones of poplar ,, including introduced 
ve.ritie$. 

Pi-oJect Leaders J. E • . Bier 
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Dept. of Biology and Botany, Univ. of British 
Columbia, Vancouver 8, Canada. · 

Obj~etivess To conduct disease surveys and test different 
diseases on clones of "black cottonwood tor development of 
resiste.nt clones for propagation. The stu .dy is to test 
both nativ.e ·and introduced varieties • . 

Publications& None 

APPEHDIX II . 

CHANGE$ IN on TPaJtErnLTION OF PP..OJECTS 

l. 54-D•l • Phy-fophthora le .teralis survelr• 

Project Loaderi John Hunt 

2. .5'4-H-3 • vr.nite pine blister rust. · 

Pro.ject L.~.fil:' George M. Hr:.:•vey 

3. 54-H-6 - The differentiation of telia of Oronartium ribicola 

and g. occidental~. 

Sumniarv of findiMsl Two new methods have been developed whl.ch 
give goc,>d differentiatio11 be",Neen .Qr_o_nartium tiJ?icola and 
g! oc_oidentale : in the t~l-in stage. _ Tl,c first procedure involves 
'the use of bromophenol blue indicator solution which is pre- . 
pared in • 001 M solution e.t pH 3 ~,. TLo t,econd procedure 
makes use of acid fuchsin stain .buf"fered at pH 4.8. Color 
differences in the second proceduro are observable with the 
naked eye makin g it possible to utilize the method in field 
determinations of rust · epeoiruens. 



APPENDIX III 

NEW AND MODIFIED TECHNIQUES· 

· ·1. Portable Electric Refrigerator. 

Submitted by: R. V. Bega 

Address: California Forest &-Range Experiment Station, 
Berke,ley, California 

T~cbnique: A portable Astral refrigerator we.s used in white 
pine blister rust microclime.te studies this year. It is 2 x 2 x 
2 feet, weighs 6o lbs,, and bas an inter:l.or cape.city of l.4 cubic 
feet. A dual voltage kit supplied with the refrigerator allows 
it to be operated on either llO~ll5 volt AC or on a 6 volt DC 
e.utanob:Lle battery. · 

lts small size and the fact ·tbat it will operate off of the 
current f:rom an automobile battery make it very useful in field . 
studies where the researcher is .away f:rom the laboratory for 
extended :per:i,ods.. Culture media, cultures, specimens; etc., can 
be collected and refrigerated -0n the spot. 

In the current .field work the unit .was kept in the automobile 
at all times; therefore, telial material could be collected and 
refrigerated i,mmediately without fear of its dying out er becoming 
inv:i,able before it could be tested for viability. 

2. Portable Hygrothermogra.ph Shelters. 

Sub~ tt,ed bjY': . R, V. l3ega 

Address; California Forest & Range E;tper:1.ment Station, 
Berkeley, <Jalifornia. _-

Techni~ue: Portable hygrothermograph ~helters were used this 
year for the first time in connection witb tm white pine blister 
rust microclimate studies~ 'l'he shelters are ma.de of aluminum, 
measure 20 inches long by 8-1,/2 inches wide .by 12 ip.ches bigb 
and weigh 9-1/2 lbs., empty or 18-1/2 lbs. with the hygrothermo-
graph inside. 

'l'he small size and light weight allow several . shelters to 
. be transported in a vehicle at one time. In the current season 

projects, 8 instrumen t s and shelters were used and all 8 were 
carried in a sedan delivery automobile along with other field 
laboratory equiptnent, including microscopes, culture media, 
portable refrigerator, etc. 



Another very useful :pt:Tpcoo is in portage over rough terrain 
or for long distances. · Twoar three shelters with instruments 
inside can be carried easily by one man. 

The original ~lans were supplied by the Fore st Fire labors .. . 
. tory, Missoula, Montana. Slight modifications were made in 
accordance with our needs, 

3. An improved field form for :permanent plot work. 

Submitted b~: J • . W. Kimmey 
4 

Address: California Forest & Range E:qieriment station; 
Berkeley, California 

Tecbnisues: A field form for recording punch card codes 
for complete ?lot and detailed disease data for each tree on 
permanent samrile plots bas bean developed by the California 
Station. Numerical codes have been devised for the various 
diseases and intensities as well as :pertinent tree data for 
individual trees. The system not only saves much time and 
sinlplifies com~utations and analysis, but also saves con-
siderable j!ield time in recording data. (Saru,Ple forms 
follow this page). 

4.. Convenient tree tags for :permanent plots 

Submitted by: J. W. Kimmey 

Address: California Forest & Range Experiment Station, 
Eerkeley, Cslifornia 

Techniques: Tree tags made of 20 ga.uge aluminum and the 
exact diameter of a quarter dollar ma.y be used in a belt coin 
dispenser ·.nth quarter size tubes •• We ordered the tags stamp 
numbered consecutively 1 to 150 and in paper r~ for ease 
in loading dispensers. Tags have a drilled hole at the top 
large eno1.1gh to admit a 2 .. 1/2 inch aluminum nail. The nails 
and tags are perma,nent and being soft eliminate future damage 
to saws. 

5. Determining when trees died. 

Submitted by: G. P. Thomas 

Address: Forest Biology Laboratory, Victoria, -British Columbia 

'.l'echo_ique: In the course of investigating some disease problems · 
it is imperative to know the exact year of death that can be 
assigned to individual dead tree~. This problem has been cir .. • 
cumvented in some instances by killing trees for subsequent 
analysis and in others by ma-rldng sickly trees an4 waiting for 
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them to die or by accepting an approximate year of death as 
being satisfactory. A technique, devised by A. W. Ghent 
(l, 2) in e~stern Canada and used by him in work with aspen, 
spruce, balsam fir, and sugar maple, appears to be admirably 
adapted to sol •11.ng this chronic problem in forest pathology. 
The system was used with complete satisfaction 1n British · 
Columbia in recent work with decay in dead Douglas fir. 

The wchnique requires that thin . discs be cut from the bol e 
of a number of living trees of the species under investigation 
in reasonable proximity to the stua.y area. Year dates and 
widths are assigned to all rings as they occur along three 

· axes of ea.ch d_isc. An ocular micrometer attached to e. 
dissecting binocular microscope provides a satisfactory means 
of measuring ring widths. ·The measurements obtained are 
averaged for ea.ch ring year ard a master graph of the ring 
:pattern of living trees is pre~ed by plotting ring width 
against ring year, commencing with the outer ring at t-he 
extreme right of the graph. Separate graphs for each dead 
tree required in the study a.re prepared in the same n;nnner. 
By aligning the graphs of dead trees with the master graph 
Qf living trees the position of obvious best fit is readily 
o'bta:l,ned. Thus, the last yea.r of growth for a dead tree 
can be read directly fran the master gra.1:m as being the 
year opposite the dead tree's outer ring. 

Trees of any crm:m class can be samplE:!d and. discs can 
be taken at any point of the bole without im};6iring the 
accuracy of the system. Ingene:ral, a master graph might 
be expected to apply to trees located anywhere within the 
same clima. tic region. . · 

Ghent, A. w.- A technique for determ1tling the 1e~r ·of the 
outside ring of dead trees. For. Chron., ·28(4): 85.93. 
1952. 

Ghent, A~ W, The treatment of decayed WOOQ. from dead 
tremblin g aspen trees for growth-ring analysis. For. Chron., 
30(3): 28o-283. 1954. 



A LABORA'KJRYl"'.EWOD FOR THE STUDY OF D:EX;AY F.E3ISTJ\11ffi~ IN -
FAST-- AND SLOY-GRO\-m SUBALPlliE SPRuCE UNDER uNlFORM 

t10ISTURE CONDITIONS 

by D.E. Etheridge 
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To investigate factors that might be responsible for the 
different rates of decay found in fast- and slow-growing spruce 
trees in Alber~, laboratory experiments were carried cut to study the 
effect of specific gravity, ring-frequency, and chemical properties of 
wood on the amount of decay camsed by Q.gnioEhorq ~tean a (Schum · ex Fr . ) 
Karst. ror a statistical assessment of these factors the experimental 
design Yas to hold the moisture content constant at a uniform levels and 
to min:tmize any e!fect wbich might result from inoculating, oven•dljdng, 
or sterilizing the test blocks. It \-Ja s found tl"i.at the standard wctmiques 
usually employed in experimental work on the decay of timber, \.lere for 
the most part, inadequate. Therefore, it was necessary to modify these , 
methods or de'1ise new ones t-11-Jch vould achieve the object of the ex-
periment. A brief description of th~ techniques that were finally adopt• 
ed fo:r this work are reported as some of these might have gene.ral 
applicatiqn. 

Test-blocks 

Samples of heartwood apprqx:irnately 1 x 1 x 6,-7 inches were cut 
from fast- .and slow-grown trees to obtain test-blocks having different 
ring-frequencies and specific gravities and these were ma:lnta:tned at 
room temperature and humidity .until required for the exPE3r:i.ments. To 
provide adequate replication for statistical- treatment of' the results, 
nine blocks of vo9d measuring approximately 1 x 1 x 3/4 inches \.:ere sawn 

· in eequence from each sample. E~(:½pt an end piece which. was selected . for 
qetermining the moisture content or the e~ple, holes were drilled half' ~ 
\lay thr9µgh one side of each b_lock to take the · water amendment and a plug 
or wo.oc:1 inocul:um as · shown in figs.. l and 2. The nine blocks -were then 
nUD1bered for identification l ater and weighed. The oven-dry weight of each 
of the drilled blocks was calculated, assuming that they contained the 
same moisture as the selected blocks v1nich had been oven-dried · at 105°a. 
for 24 ho1,1ra,. · · 

" pie blocks 1,1sed for the moisture determination~ were also used to 
determine the specific gravity and the ring-frequency of the group. The 
specific gr avity • was calculated from the oven,-dry we~ght arxi the volume of 
the wooq at a moist\lI'e content above the fibre satur~tion point, i.e., 
the green volume. The blocks we:re brought to the green vol\Ulle by soaking 
in water for 24 hours, and then inlmerdng them in mercury in a graduated 
cylinder; the volume of the blocks wqs estimated to be the neerest ml. 
To eliminate some of the diffwrences :1.n the moistur e content d\18 to 
differences in specifi~ gr e.vity, for comparative purpo~es, the moisture 
content was expressed as th e percentage of the cell-cavity v1hich contain-
ed wAter ~ i.e,, perc enta ge of satur ation. These de term i nation s wer~ cal-
culated according to a formul a given by .Bro\.Jn,Pansb:in ~nd Forsai th , 
which uses the s.pecific gravity bas ed on the volume of i.Jood when the . 
moisture cont ent i s above th e fibre satur ati on point: 



Percentage of saturation - = --.J!i - 28) SG. 

InocuJ.um ---

1 - O. 93 SG 

Yhere, M : conventional moisture content. 

SG • the specific gravity of the Yood. based on 
the green voluma assuming the fibre sat-
uration point to be at 28 pa~ cent of the 
oven dey Yeightp and the specific gravity 
of the dry wood substance ·to be 1.46. 
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The best Jnethod of inoculating the test-blocks was found by 
preparing discs (about 22 tnm. in diam.) or plugs:; (about 6 JDill. 1n _;i;'l.lll.) 
of wood as shown in- Figs. 1 and ·2. These lvere placed in 250 ml. flaijks · 
on a layer of spruce st:1.wdust (about 3 grams), to,,which Yas added 5 per · 
cent of an a.c¢elerator reco~ended by Badcockl. Water was added at the 
:rate of~O per cent of the oven-dry weight of the sawdust. After 
sterilization at 15 lbs./sq. in. for 30 minutes, the flasks were inocul~ 
ated 'with plugs of · (lgar taken from a 2 to .3 week-old plate culture of 
the appropriate funfUs, The pieces of wood were thep incl,lbated with the 
fungus for 3 moptha; 'Wa.ter -was added to the cultures periodically to 
maintain the moisture content of · the wood at about 70 to 80 per cent 
(o;d.w.) · · · 

pecay .cultures 

Wide•pioutheQ jars 5,5 cm. x 5.5 cm, with al\lillinium sorew•top lids · 
were ~sed as shown in Fig. 3. The glass jars were thoroughly vashed, 
rinsed in distilled water, and then sterilized :l.n an oven for 2 hours 
at 160°c. The wood blocks were sterilized with propylene oxid~ gas in 
the way described by Hansen and Snyder.3~ The blocks Yere .placed in a 
large desiccato:r 6n a perforated tray over propylene oxide gas which \las 
introduced at the . rate of 1 .ml. per litre of the container. The blocks . 
were left over-night and the gas was ~hen removed with a suction pump, 
and the vessel U1,1f1hed a riuniber of times with fil'U;lred air. The tre8ted 
blocks were transferred to sterile ctµ twe jars. This tree tment had . a 
negligible effect on the misture content of the blocks. 

,A~ju;;tirig the m~~!1lfil!Lof the blocJil! 

After sterilizing the blocks and befo1•e adciing the inoculum, the · 
required moisture content \.1as obtained by adcing the required amount 
of sterile distillod wat,e:r to the holes drilled in the sides of each 
block from a hypouermic syringe calibrated to 0.1 ml. The amount of 
water added took into e.ccount the equilibri~.llll moisture content and the 
specific gravity of the wood. After making this initial adjustment to 
the moisture contont, the blocks wer~ ino~ulated withtb.e appropriate 
fungus, the lids loosely screw;,d dmm, and the jars imrne-:1.iately placed · 
in a s-9.turated atrJosphe!'e in bltnidi ty chambers as shown in Fig. 3. To 
mainta i n a constant and \ll1iform moi:/,:;ure level, adjustlaents were made 
to the moisture content of the blocks during incubatiQn. 



Fig. 1. Test blocks, cavity tYPe (l z l x ¾ ins.), infected with 
pure cultures of Stereum sa.nguinolentum (white myoelium) 
and Coniophora puteana {black myoelium) showing the method 
of inoculation. · 

. Figo 2. Test blocks, socket type (l x l x ¾ ins.), used in the 
moisture - decay experiments showing the method of inocu ~ 
lationo 



About midway through the incubation period the blocks were removed 
from the j a rs in a room exposed to ultra violet light from a g~rmicidal 
lamp for one hour o.nd, after removing the disc of inoculum from the 
blocks they were weighed aseptically to the nearest .Olg. on a Joly 
spring balancej.the pan of which was contained in an inoculating-
hood~ The water content of the blocks was then calc\il..ated; if it were 
excessiv e , the blocks were allowed to lose water by keeping them en 
the laboratory bench for a few days; if it were too low, the necessary 
amount of water \olas added fro;n a hypodermic syringe .• Little contam~ 
ination fQllo\led this procedure• The decay ecti vi ty was measured as 
the loss of weight ~ring incubation as a percentage of the origin al 
oven..a,ry weight. · 

The chtef adv~n~ges of this procedure for comparative studies 
o~ · the decay of timber may be listed as foUoWfH 

1. By o~n-drying only one block from each SeD1ple for moisture 
detenr.ine.tions, and PY ~rface sterilizing with a fumigant such as 
prowlene oxide, te~ts can be carried out with wood that has not 
been ·pre ~heeted. 

2. By inocul ating the test-blocks with pieces ot inf ected wood, 
in~tead of the us~l practice of placing test~blMks on the surface 
of actively growing cultures (~r the ·test-fungus · .. grown on nutrient 
media, the ch~es of introducing certs .in gt,owth-p~oting factors with 
the inocul~ are reduced. ?',oreover, the Jllode of .infection that possibly 
occurs in nature is simulated by the · use qf "1oocf illoculum. 

3. Py expressing the moisture, content as a percentage of the cell 
cavity occupied by wat e r, differences in the moisture content of the 
wood resulting from differences in the siwe of too cellS., are eliJnin-
&ted. Using the convention al method of expressing ~o~sture co~tent, 
i.e., oven-dry weight basis, the proportion •of the cell th at . is o~cup-
ied by water Wtries with the specific gravity of the wood. 

4. Finally, the proced',lre !!l(lkes Pl'OVision for adjusting th e moisture 
content of the test blocks during the period of incubl¼tion. This re..-
~ucea the consi~erable variation that frequently occurs between the 
initi al and final moisture content values of th e test-blocks. 
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Appendix V 

MINUTES - BUSINESS MEETm:l 

FOURTH WESTERN INTERNATIONAL FOREST DISEASE 

WOBK CONFERENCE 

{Held at El Pa.so, Tey.as, November 27-30, 1956) 

The business meeting of the Fourth Western International Forest 
Disease Work Conference i-m.s opened at 1:30 p,m., November 30, 1956, in 
the Hilton Hotel, El Paso, Texas, Cbairman·I.ake s. Gill presiding. 

The lt:d&.Utes,;cf ~,the last meeting, in Spolmne, Washington, were 
read and approved. 
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A repQrt of the e}..'l)enses for the meeting wee~ead by s. R. Andrews 
andK:i,.mmey moved the report be accepted as read and revised by Andrews. 
This ws seconded by Alex Molnar. carried, 

A report by the Memorial Cormnittee on gifts in J,I1emory of Don 
Buckland was presented and accepted as sent in by C~im;m R. E. Foster. 

Report of the Chairman of the D. C. Buc~and Memorial Comm:i.ttee: 

This cOlIIIllittee was established by L. s. Gill in April 1956, 
under the chai.nranshi:p of R. E. Foster. · Terms c;>f reference 
were indicated as follows: To de'.;ermine the most appropriate 
course of action for tbe Western International Forest Disease 
Work Conference in ~egard to the esta'blispment of a memorial 
award to the memory of the late Dr. D. c. Buckland and to ta.ke 
appropriate steps to bring this course of action to fulfilment. 

Committee members subsequentiy appointed were: J. L. Bedwell, 
J.E. Bier, R. ;r. Bourchier, c. D. Leaphart, L. F. Roth, and 
G~ P. Thomas. · 

Following careful appraisal of various alternatives by this 
COll'lIIP-ttee it was .concluded that it would be most appropriate 
for the Work Conf'erenceto donate a. suitably inscribed memorial 
book or books to the library of t~e University of British 
Columbia~ This proposal was place4 before the membership on 
September 18 and in due course contributions totaling $71.10 
tn ca.na.dian funq,s received. This sum ha.$ been placed in the 
care of J.E. Bier who bas agreed to ass\.lIIle responsibility for 
tbe selection of suitable texts. No further action can be 
reported at this time. 

November 21., 1956. /s/ R. s. Foster 

There was ~ome discussion of the repo:rt by the committee on 
revision of the proceedings {Lea:phart chairman), 



1. Format: Kinmey states that one heading on page 97 should 
be changed in that publications listed with projects were 
not listed in Appendix 4. Might change heading or try to 
list ail publications in one ma.in list, or cbl;lnge to 
"_Publications since last :proceedings". 

2. Should,. complete papers be included .. ? Members present 
seemed to strongly favor complete :papers. 

3. Coding System: 

Is coding system too complicated 00 ? There was some dis .. 
cussion on this question and Andrews, who was a member 
of the committee, made a statement in reply, and that the 
system used seemed to consolid&te the thinkine; of the 
committee •. 

Perhaps most Qf the members present had not taken time 
to look over the new proceeding$ for a very constructive 
discussion (Secretary). ·_ Seems to be no information on 
7 groups and why wer~ papers in 1955 Proceedings not 
.coded. · · 

4. Publication status: 

Should the Proceedings continue to carry the "Not For 
Publication 11 statement? - Consensus of tllose present 
favored leaving this statement on. 

5. Summaries: 

Chairman of sessions at this year's meetings seemed to 
find it difficult to work up summaries. 

6. Cost and Sutmnary~ 

It was suggested that the present committee try to have 
each author millleograph. (at least prepare stenoil for) 

· h:i.s own pa:per. Restrict sizes · of paper used and kind 
and size of type. That these ;r;epers be assembled by 
the Committee. 

Motion: .Tha,t the future proceedings follow th e format of 1955. 
- (This constitutes approval of the format and coding system 

as set up by Proceedings committee ), and SUilll'.llaries be left 
to the discretion of the moderators, that it not be issued 
as a publication, me~hod of getting · out Proceedings be left 
to the pres ent committee . ~.aqe by H. Offord , seconded . 
by T. Childs, Carried. 
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- ~-
Report of the Committee on Standardization of the Proceedings for the 
W.I.F-.D.w.c. 

It was decided at the 1955 meeting of the W.I.F.n.w.c. 
that a ~ommittee should be fol'llied to standardize the 
Proceedings of our annual meetings. I ·was selected to 
chairman this group. The following men were chosen · . : 
and offered to help me: Stewart Andrews, Paul LightJ.e, 
and Phil Thomas. To these men, we owe a great deal of 
appreciation for their industry and effoi·t in organizing 
the format and procedures for recording the proceedings 
of our conference. I .take this opportunity to . thank 
them for their cooperation and a job well done. I wish 
to express my thanks also to Bob Bourchier., Toby Childs, 
and again to Phil Thoms for helping me to compile and . 
organize the sections for which they served as moderators 
in last year's program, and also for providing the com-
pleted stencils of their portion of the Proceedings. 

The combined effort of these .men and others, to whom I 
am also ·grateful, prod.uceq. the Proceedings th(lt were 
distributed to the membership early this month. Now that 
you have bad an op~ortunity to review this issue., several 
important questions must be decided up. · 

l. Is the proposed format acceptable from the front to the 
back'? Sr)ecial attentioi1 should be devoted to Appendixes I 
through V. Eleven categories have been provided in Appendix I; 
and, although they do not cover all subjects adequately, I 
do not think it advisable to ~nlarge upon them. For instance, 
surveys and resistance studies that are related to a specific 
disease, such as blister rust, should fall under the category 
designated for rusts and cankers. We have ma.de a sincere 
attempt to bring Appendix IV up to date. All publications 
have been coded to :projects reported on dur~ng the la.st "three 
year$. You should all code your new projects, terminated 
projects, a.nd pub;Lications at the time they are submitted 
:for inclusion in future proceedings, provided this present 
coding procedure is acceptable to the membership. 

2, Should the Proceedings carry a notice, such as "Not for 
Publication" - as was done on the 1955 issue. There are 
only two .alternatives: one, we limit distribution and make 
a statement to the effect that material reported therein 
should be quoted or referred to in publications only on 
the pepnission of the author; or two, we provide for a 
general and larger distrib t1tion so tba .t the material consti-
tutes a. bonafide publication. A decision here will dictate . . . 
the ty-pe of, and preparation . of papers pr esented at future 
meetin ga. · Certainly the former ap:i:,ears much more simple 
to follow but one must also place his faith in professional 
ethics. In the former, we can maintain the informal e.pp;roach 



to our respective problems that may be lost in more 
formal papers. In any case, it appears that written 
contributions are essential to maintain the continuity 
of the meetings, If the latter alternative is followed, 
conside'tably more 1:1ttention must be given to :financing 
tpe publication of the Proceedings - a point that is 
discussed later, 

3. Should the moderatorsprei:e,re a summary of the papers 
and discussion for their respective :pe.nels1 I do not 
believe that we should include verbatim records · of 
discussions but I do feel that a sl.lIIIDlary would lend a 
great deal of continuity and value to each ~anel presenta-
tion. 

4. How should the Proceedings be financed'? If the 1955 
issue had not been a collection of contributed time and 
effort, but had been prepared by a commercial agency, I 
estimated that it would have cost us $6o0 + -25 for prepara-
tion and proof --reading .eteucUs ,~Ot;,<YTaphipg, assembling, 
materials, and mailing, Nine-tenths of this could be 
attributed to prei;ering and proof-reading the stencils. 

I think it is well f'or you to keep th:i,.s thought in mind 
when you consider any necessary ·revisions of the 1955 
Proceedings. Not long ago Lake Gill write me after having 
received. a copy,that he had forgotten to some extent how 
much good information and thinking had come out of our 
Conference$, It is up to us to record .this information in 
the best possible way. 

/s/ ::_.Cb,arles_D. Leaphart, Chairman 

. The status of the two technical committees (Decay Standards 
and Sample Plots) came up. A. E. Molnar, cba.irnan of the "Plot 
Standarclization Committee" brought out that this group (composed 
of Chairman A. E. Molnar, T. W. Cllilds, F. G. Hawksworth, D. P. 
Graham, and ;j, Kimmey) bad not had a. chance to come up with a. very 
complete report based on concerted effort of ,the committee. 

The Report of the Committee on Decay Standards follows: 

. A motion by, w. Wagener, seconded by J. L. Mielke, during 
the 1955 annual meeting of the Western µiternational 
Forest Disease Work Conference established a, committee 
under~. E. Foster to consider the definition of standards 
of measurement data in decay studies. 

Supsequently, this committee was ex:r:anded to include 
J. E~ Bie~, J.E. Browne, T, w. Childs, L. s. Gill, 
J~ w. Kimpley, V. J. Nordin; L. F. Roth, E. Wr ight, 
The ,·activities of this coinmittee· may be summa.rized as 
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follows: A :preliminary set of standards was drafted, 
critically reviewed and revised. Several additions and 
change~ to the revised code have been recommended. These 
suggestions are currently under review. It is anticipated 
that a final report will be available for submission to 
the general membership early in 1957. 

November 21, 1956. /s/ R. E. Foster 
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Motion: By Harold O.fford and Keith Shea. That the two tecbnical 
qommittees be continued until such time as their work is concluded 
_to the satisfaction of the conference, with no implication of criti-
cism involved. Motion carried, 

Upon completion of .this evaluation - study such alternate 
proposals as are forthcoming and submit to members for their con-
sideration. Motion carried. 

In the discussion there seemed to be a general feeling that 
there should be no backing dovm from holding meetings of the Work 
Conference regardless of Ad.mintstrative attitude concerni~ official 
approval to attend~ 

Motion: By Childs - that attending members go on record as favoring 
meetings at intervals of not iess than two years, unl.ess circumstance 
demands more frequent meetings. Seconded b~ Offord. 

Motion failed to carry. 

Officers: 

l. General Chairman; Kimmey nominated Phil Thomas for next 
year's Chairman. · Thomas was. elected by _unanimous vote of 
the members. 

2. Secretary: Toby Childs was elected by a unanimous vote. 

Chairman Gill suggested that the committee on incoming policy 
be made by the ne,,i Chairman. 

Motion: T. Childs... a vote of thanks to the El Pa.so Chamber of 
Commerce, and especially to G. P, Hunt, for their very helpful 
cooperation. Motion Carried. · 

G~ll expressed apprec1a.tion for the excellent heli and coopera ... 
tion he received from the committee, particularly the program committee, 
and the panel members were conscientious in making the meeting a 
success. 

Business session adjourned, 


